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Preface

In1 the predicted combat environment for future single-seat fighter aircraft, It is expected that the pilot will be exposed to a high
mental workload and physiological stresses which may induce total or partial incapacitation. It is enviseged that support
systems will he required to enable the pilot to function effectively In this environment,

It has been reported that 0-induced loss of consciousness (G-LOC) has led to the loss of aircraft and aircrew, Furthermore, It is
believed that combat effectiveness has been reduced by pilot performance degradation, caused by the high workloads imposed
by manipulating the aircraft systems, The "Safety Net" concept, purports that a system could he devised which can intiate a
temporary override in pilot authority until such a time as the pilot is able to resume full control of his aircraft.

The development of such a system. rests upon the pr-.miise that real time measures, which can indicate the onset of G-LOC or
performance degradation, can be derived and used as inputs to such a safety net system.

The Aerospace Medical Panel (AMP) of AGARD considered it to he timely to review the current status oif the relevant research
and Icchnology, and to provide a platform for the discussion of the pertinent issues which might affect the development of such
systems.

Pr6face

l'environnement de combat du futur chasseur monoplace imposera au pilote one charge de travail intellecoucl devec ainsi
qu'un stres. physiologique pouvant conduirtc ii I'incapacitC patielle ou tolale de ce dernier. Des syt•mes tie •outien %omt
envisages pour permotirc au pilole de poursuivre sa mission de facon efficace dans ccs conditions.

Des cas ont ýW signal~s oii la perne de connaissance sous l'effot de l'accuildration dc la pesanteur (G-LOC) a cause la perte de
I'appareil et de son equipage. En outre. it y a lieu de croire que l'efficacitC op~rationnolle cst r~duite, en raison de la
d~titrinration des performances des pilotes due aux chaiges de travail dlevýes impos~es par la manipulation des syst&mes
avioniques. La notion d'un "rtseau de s&euritC" impliquc la r~alisation d'un systimc qoi permettrait Ic surpassenent provisoire
de I'autorite du pilote jusqu'au moment oO celui-ci serait en n.esure de reprendre les commandos de son appareil.

Le d•,•hoppement d'un tel systtmc repose sur la supposition scion laquelle des mesures en temps rýel, suscepfibles d'indiquer
la mnontie en G ou Ia d~t~trioration des performances, peuvent ýtrc dtduites ct utilisdes par la suite pour alimen ter on tel r6cau
do stdcuritd.

Lc Panel AGARD de Mddeeine AUrospatiale ajugd opportun d'examiner I"6tat d'avaincement des travaux do recherche dans cc
domaine ainsi que los technologies disponibles, afin de er(er on forum pour ha discussion des queslions qui pourraient
influencer Ie d&veloppement de ces systýmes.
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THE SAFETY NETWORK IN AN OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

3qn Ldr T H Adcock MRAeS RAP
Royal Air Force Institute of Aviation Medicine

Parnborough
United Kingdom

INTRODUCTION

I believe it sensible to b-3gin this address by outlining my profesmional credentials,
since I am unknown to the majority of those present here today. Currently, I am
serving at the Royal Air Porce Institute of Aviation Medicine as a Test Pilot. my
front liss flying background has been as an air defence pilot, flying both single and 2
seat airoreft, with a total of 9 years experience. My main specialist role has been an
a military tent pilot and, currently, I have 10 years experience. During my flying
career I have flown 31 aircraft types and achieved a total of 5300 hours, mainly on
fast jet aircraft.

Turning to the subject of the symposium, it will, I am sure, come as no surprise to you
that the initial response of the majority of military pilots to the concept or the
Safety Network Is virtually guaranteed to be negative. Military pilots are deeply
sceptical with regard to the reliable, correct and safe operation of such advanced
systems; particularly once they are removed from the flight test environment and are
exposed to the rigours of front line operations. For Instance, many pilots have
experienced some very unpleasant situations resulting from aircraft autostabilisation
system malfunctions. Such systems are deliberately denigned with a very limited
control authority, so a full authority system has the potential to seriously spoil a
pilot's day.

Anticipated advances with performance degradation and incapacitation sensing systems
coupled with modern aircraft flight control systems will undoubtedly provide the means
to develop a workable safety network system. But the average military pilot will
require a great deal of convincing that the advantages of the system will significantly
outweigh the disadvantages that are likely to be present.

I will now briefly discuss specific items that I consider to be relevant to my
thoughts. I emphasise that I am remaining strictly within the scope of the operational
flying environment and am making no attempt to consider the flying training
environment.

CONSIDERATION OF OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

Essentially, operational military aircraft fly within 2 environments, peacetime and
wartime. The lessons of history clearly show that the realities of combat rarely match
our anticipations. Aircrew inevitably have to operate their aircraft in a totally
different manner to their previous peacetime operational training experiences.
Therefore, I have some doubts regarding the role of a safety network system during
operational wartime sorties. Any system that uses aircraft parameter cues, such as low
aircraft height or the exceeding of aircraft speed limits, as part of the triggering
sequence will be obsolete on Day I of a war. Assuming pilot Incapacitation, what
aircraft recovery manoeuvres could be used during wartime? There is no point in
presenting a straight and level target for the enemy to engage. The aircraft system
would initially be required to maintain any previous evasive manoeuvring, then to
respond sensibly as current threats were cleared and new threats were presented. Basic
responses to threats detected electronically can easily be programmed, but threats
normally perceived by the Mk 1 eyeball would remain undetected and the necessary system
response would not occur. Under certain circumstances the system might be able to
allow pilot recovery following a short term incapacitation during an operational
sortie. However, it is difficult to define such situations since Incapacitation
implies some form of enemy engagement and the engagement would surely continue. A
longer term incapacitation would obviously be even more problematic. Could we
anticipate the aircraft attempting to complete its preplanned mission? If this were
truly possible then an extremely complex system would be necessary and, as a sideline,
I would expect an immediate revival of the old arguments for pilotless aircraft. I
submit that the role of a safety network system in wartime would be very limited. We
should certainly await the availability of hard facts, following an extensive flight
test programme, before considering the viability of anything more than a limited
wartime role. Consequently, I believe the benefits and usage of a safety network
system must lie, initially, within the scope of peacetime operational training, The
situation is analogous to the 2 engines versus I engine argument with respect to fast-
jet military aircraft. There is ample evidence that many aircraft have been saved from
loss in peacetime by having the redundancy of 2 engines. But, once wartime battle
damage is considered the advantages of a 2 engine configuration are significantly
reduced with regard to aircraft survival.

When considering the peacetime environment there is one particular incapacitating
situation that provides a clear and obvious reason for considering a safety network
system and that ia 0-LCC.

l6z iIIi
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O-LOC

0GLCC has been identified as a major threat to military pilots since the introduction,
and subsequent build up, of highly agile aircraft capable of achieving, and sustaining,
high levels of positive 0 . There is reliable evidence that some 10-12 military pilots
have already been killed 2 ue to 04LOC incapacitation. In addition, there are many 0-
LOG reýlated incidents reported every year which, thankfully, have not resulted in
fatalities. Consequently, military pilots can readily see and understand the need for
greater protection in this particular area. Obviously, enhanced 0 protection systems
comprise one such protection option already undcr development. There can be little
argument that the development of a safety network system designed solely to provide
safe recovery following 0-LOC incapacitation deserves every encouragement. The facts
speak for themselves, and the likely costs of failing to resolve the problem, both in
pilot fatalities and aircraft losses, will be high,

PILOT INCAPACITATION DUE TO OTHER CAUSES

The RAP has evidence that a small number of accidents and associated fatalities can be
attributed to other causes of ;ilot incapacitation. This incapacitation was due either
to medical conditions or as the result of an external source eg aircraft collision.
Whilst it would be unlikely that a safety network system could cope with the associated
control problems consequent to most aircraft collisions, the safe recovery of a pilot
suffering from a medical incapacitation should be feasible. Incapacitation due to
hypoxia is always a possibility, although the RAP has no recent experience of any
accidents/fatalities due to this cause.

BASIC RESERVATIONS

Notwithstanding my previous comments, I reiterate that there will be significant
military pilot reservations to accepting such a system. I will now discuss what I
believe will be the main areas or concern for military pilots.

a. AlrcrewEuiment Assemblies. Military pilots are already heavily
overloddith flying clothing, survival aids and helmet mounted devices.
The requirement to wear so much equipment causes discomfort and, dependent
upon ambient air temperatures, heat stress problems can occur. The sheer bulk
of the clothing and equipment seriously impairs mobility, both internal and
external to the cockpit. The time taken to dress correctly for flight is
becoming longer and in some situations the pilot actually requires assistance
to don the equipment. The need to include NBC protection significantly
exacerbates the problem. You rust expect that the addition of even more
equipment, much as bodily mounted sensors, to detect pilot performance
degradation )r incugacitatIon will be strongly resisted, unless the equipment
is totally unobtrusive and does not require tiresome donnIng procedures. Any
requirement for pre-flight testing of the system must be minimal.

b. Functions Triggering the System. System trigger functions will require
careful consideration. Reliabl sensing of total pilot incapacitation would
provide an obvious, unambiguous trigger. I anticipate that the difficult
problem areas will be associated with reliably determining incipient or
partial pilot incapacitation and, particularly, measuring pilot performance
degradation. Individual pilots employ a wide spread of techniques to fly and
operate their aircraft to achieve the same task or result. I suspect this
factor will make it very difficult to define a level at which performance is
considered to be degraded and a safety network system triggers. A possible
system based on the monitoring of control activity surely requires some
template or standard to compare against. I suspect that there is no such
usable standard capable of being determined within the pilot community.
Within the military environment fiexibility is the key to everything; hence,
anything defined today will probably be out of date before it can be
incorporated into a flying system.

c. False Alarms. False alarms, or other system malfunctions, will alienate
the system to pilots. Clearly, there are situations whereby the triggering of
the system by a false alarm could even be hazardous. Two specific situations
come to mind, namely, aircraft flying In close formation or engaged in slow
speed, close range air combat manoeuvres. They could be particularly
vulnerable to mid-air collision following a false system trigger. Any
problems within this area would simply result in pilots flying with the system
switched off,

d. Definition of Recovery Manoeuvres. Once the system Is triggered what will
determine the optimum recovery manoeuvre? Would it be possible to define a
single recovery manoeuvre that would be acceptable for all anticipated
circumstances? Personally I doubt it, since there would be too many variables
involved. The system will need to compute Its recovery manoeuvre having
consideration for, at least, the aircraft's current flight parameters, the
current rates of change of those parameters, the aircraft's current
aerodynamic capabilities and the capabilities of the flight control system.
These requirements will generate a significant software programming and
computing task and military pilots have good cause to be circumspect about the



correct operation of such l ystema. Whilst a recovery manoeuvre to straight
and level flight would be acceptable for short term inCApaCitations, eg a-LOC,
for longer term Incapacitation, eg serious intercurrent illness, full recovery
of the aircraft to a rustway, or even an aircraft carrier, would be required.

TESTINO THE SYSTEM

If the development of the system proceeds, I anticipate considerable difFiculties in
achieving adequate and fully representatire flight testing or such a system. Designing
suitable trials to confirm the correct operation oF the performance degradation
detection modules would, I suspect, be taxing, Finally, what would be the extent of
the system/software tests reqired to satisfy the normal airworthiness safety
requi rements.

CONCLUSIONS

I have deliberately expanded my discussions to include factors outside of your
particular specialities. Military pilots look at the complete picture to determine
their response to any new systems. I appreciate your interests lie predominantly
within your own specialist fields, but you must always be aware of the additional
problems that must be solved iF the saFety network system is to proceed beyond the
experimental stage. I am sure that military pilots generally will come to accept that
the concept of a safety network system is sound. However, all too often advanced
systems enter service with capabilities that rail to match up to the initial proposals.
I would strongly recommend concentration on a system designed to provide protection
from 0-LOC incapacitation rather than the more complex possibilities. In the final
analysis, military pilot acceptance of a safety network system would be based, as
always, on the following:

a. Do I really need such a system and will it be a safe and reliable system?

b. What additional equipment will I need to wear and how will that affect my
comfort and mobility?

c. Will it make the successful achievemernt of my primary flying tasks easier
or more difficult?

Ladies and gentlemen, I hope that I have explained the operational pilot's views to you
clearly and without appearing to damn the safety network system. I am sure that the
system has potential, but I urge you all to resist any temptation to promote the
development of an overly complex system.
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Navy Aircrew Opinion of Pilot Monitoring
and Recovery Systems

LCDR Dennis K. McBride
PM, Simulation Technology

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
Tactical Technology Office

Arlington, Virginia, USA 22209-2308

Mr. R, Douglas Eddy
Program Manager

Veda, Inc.
300 Exploration

Lexington Park. Maryland, USA 20653

Mr. Robert S. Portillo
Industrial Engineer

Code SY-72
Naval Air Test Center

Patuxent River, Maryland, USA 20670

SUMMARY

Navy tactical pilots aH NFO's were provided a multiple. item questionnaire with instructions to indicate flight
history and other demographic information, and to respond to clJse-ended queries about a theoretical, generically
defined, pilot monitoring advisory and recovery system. The queries were design .d to ascertain user opinion of
system acceptability, tactical viability, and other merits or shortcomings. Respondents also provided illuminating
commentary. There was guarded acceptance of PMRS, more so among senior, more experienced officers, despite
general opinion that GLOC is not a problem in fleet or training operations, that a safety net device would likely be
burdensome and not of fully trusted reliability, availability, or tactical utility. Acceptance was generally higher for a
system which (I) would recover the aircraft from an uncontrolled flight path (vs. merely advising pre-LOC), (2)
provided an on/off selection capability, and included in adflition, (3) a selectable "soft deck," absolute altitude, to
warn the aircrew of impending GLOC, and (4) a selectable "hard deck," absolute altitude, to initiate flight path
recovery. Given optimal enaingeriniL solutions (system reliability, etc.), the officers expressed strong Uunior
officers) to very strong (senior officers) approval for PMA/RS, introduced no earlier than at the Fleet Readiness
Squadron level, despite universally conservative estimates of potential tactical improvement afforded by the system.

LIST OF SYMBOLS and TERMS

PMAS: Pilot Monitoring and Advisory System
PMRS: Pilot Monitoring and Recovery System
MTBF: Mean Time Between Failures
GLOC: G-Induced Loss of Consciousness
0-2: Lieutenant (Junior Grade)
0-3: Lieutenant
0-4: Lieutenant Commander
0-5: Commander
FRS: Fleet Readiness (Training) Squadron

INTRODUCTION

Of fundamental importance to the successful development of any on-board pilot monitoring and recovery
system (PMRS) is the effective integration of the system within its complete tactical context--i.e.. within the
aircraft's mission supersystem. Adequate representation of the mission supersystem entails analysis not only of
essential engineering and safety issues, but of training ramifications, operator employment, and tactical utility. in
the case of PMRSs, the supersystem is a multi-dimensional one. Included are hardware, software, the interaction of
hardware and software with "organware," the logistical support trail, and very significantly, the tactical and
doctrinal "drivers" that can determine whether the incorporation of the proposed system will ultimately represent a
significant, net improvement in the weapon supersystem.
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Formal evaluation of all aircraft modifications including PMRS--in the context of mission tactics--is not1
typically perfonned until Operational Test and Evaluation stages of the acquisition process. I fere, tactics and PMRS
will he assessed and honed, until final recommendations are derived, and decisions ftr fleet intrtittdction are made.
The final product will most certainly not be isomorphic with the original design. Rather, the I'MRS candidate AND
associated tactics will undergo iterative adjustment until a satisfactory composite Is achieved, D)uring test and
evaluation, the tactical contribution of PMRS will be- given extensive consideration.

Significantly, the design community must understand that PMRS--as any aircraft improvement product-
MUST be regarded as a mission enhancement, envelope expansion. or like upgrade to the supfr::ystem. Ixpressed
the other way. PMRS must NOT be regarded solely as an augment whose purpose is to remove a behaviorally
avoidable, even if deleterious aspect of mission accomplishment, 'Ihis precept has revealed itself historically, and
will likely continue, particularly in economic circumstances of finite or decreasing iesourccs. 'ihus, the safely net
must he engineered as a weapon improvement rather than merely as a safety net.

None-the-less, a comprehensive view of the supersystern includes a look at the negative factor, viz., (-
Induced loss of consciousncss (GLOC) and the degree to which this treacherous factor "pulls" PMRS. First, is the
rather unequivocal issue of GLOC incidence. Figure (1) provides an indication of the frequency oflClass A
accidents which were concluded to be GLOC associated for U.S. tactical aircraft between 1982 and present. The
figures are regarded as conservative, since GLOC is very difficult to confirm tn Class A accidents. Clearly, even
with conservative data, GLOC occurs, and it appears analytically to be a significant threat in high Performance
aviation.

25ý

Class A Accidents
20 1982 Present

0 10
E

In

15-
0

5•

0 ._ _ _ __ _ _ --

Trainers Attack Fighters
T-34 A-7 F-4 F-14
T-37 A-10 F-5 F-15
T-2 A-6 F-106 F-16

F-18

Figure 1. Numbers of Class A accidents in U.S. aircrah from 1982 to present.

Second, and perhaps more importantly, is the perception of W/GLOC threat among aircrewmen. The G
"threat" can be considered as two-fold: Mediated and absolute. ihe absolut threat is a function of the actual
limitation of aircraft structures and human physiology to instantaneous and sustained G. This limitation should be
regarded more as a defensive than an offensive limitation; none-the-less the limitation is in fact a written. "legal"
one. As is shown in Figure 2, the solid line indicates the level of safe aggressiveness afforded with current G
protection, and thus the turning limitations imposed by the G/GLOC threat.
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'11he c dite throat, on tihe other hand. is characterized as a perceptual one; it is more an offensive than
defensive limitation. The no|tion here is that the pilot will seek to avoid not only breaking his wings, but also losing.

co|nscio|usness. b~eause in either case the outcome is disastrous. This 0 buffer limitation suggests that without a
".1safety 110t," the pilots.imply will not fly as aggressively in an offensive mode as he would Illy with a net. With

respect to Figure 2. then, the pilot w, thout "ear of the conscQuence of PMRS is one who "flies" the solid bold lines.

"l'he present effort soughl to derive a better understanding of G/GLOC buffers and limitations, and of the
ramifications of introduction of PMRS machinery into the mission supersystem. This was accomplished by
collecting and evaluating the opinions of expeienced fleet aviators.

MI[T1IOD

Navy tactical pilots and flight Officers (NFOs) were provided a multiple-item, multiple-choice questionnaire,
with instructions to indicate, anonymously. flight history information, and other nlevant demographical
information. hie 23 close-ended queries ( 5 questions with 8 sub-questions) were to be answered with two
hypothetical PMRS designs in mind. The first was one which detects GLOC or near-GLOC, and warns the

"" -
= m
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aicrew, The second detects GLOC, warns the aircrew for some period of time, and then recovers the aircraft until
the point of pilot override. The questions were designed to ascenain general opinion about user acceptability,
tactical viability, and other potential merits or saortcomings. The respondents were also asked to provide open-
ended commentary on key specifics associated the introduction of PMRS. (The survey questions are disclosed in
the Findings ection.)

FINDINGS

The demographical characteristics of the respondents are summarized in Table I.

TABLE I

Low High Mean Mode

Rank 0-2 0-5 .... 0-3

Fit. Hrs. 375 3.700 1,520

There were 26 pilots and 12 NFOs among the respondents; 24 junior (0-2, 0-3) and 14 senior (0-4, 0-5) officers,
No respondent disclosed having ever experienced GLOC.

Results of the substantive questions are indicated below. The bold entries indicate modal responses for junior
officers% italics for senior officers. Selected commentary is appended to each item, 1he commentary was taken
from respondents who answerea the particular question with the mode, or in sonic particularly interesting way,

I. Do you think G-induced loss of consciousness (GLOC) is a problem in fleet (TACAIR) operations?

Strong No Neutral Yes Strong
No Yes
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

SUM 2 6 6 10 6 6

COMMENTS, selected response preceding, officer rank following,

4, Occasionaily we los an aireraft/aircrew to the problem. (0-5)

3, Fleet pilots apply g by feel. The more experienced pilots will not let the onset of g exceed body limi.s.
The only time it is a problem is when inexperienced pilots are too rough and apply g too quickly. (0-4)

4, I never met anyone who experienced GLOC. (0-4)

2. Do you think GLOC is a problem in the training pipeline?

Strong No Neutral Yes Strong
No Yes
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

SUM 3 4 5 11 10 4 1

COMMENTS:

4, Once aware of it in the Fleet Replacement Squadron it was not a problem. Really was not addressed in
the training command. Should be an item for the tactics phase of advanced jet NFO training, (0.4)

5, A few problems in ACM with students. M-I/L-l techniques are not emphasized as much as they could
be. (0-5)

4, I never met anyone who experienced GLOC. (0-4)

3. Do you think that aircraft ýsnictu g limitations (e.g., 6,5 for F-14) are a problem in potential fleet combat
operations?
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Strong No Neutral Yes Strong
No Yes

2 3 4 5 6 7

SUM 2 3 4 2 4 I 15

COMMENTS:

6, Too lowt Need a high g capable aircraft, (0-4)

7, We need to have the capacity to turn with the current threat aircraft. We have the engine in the F. 14A+
to perform with, now we need the airframe to rate with the threat aircraft of today and tomorrow. We need at
least 7.5 g's. (0-4)

4. If more g were available, would you use it to tactical advantage?

Strong No Neutral Yes Strong
No Yes
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

SUM 0 1 1 0 3 9 24

COMMENTS:

7, For missile defense and defensivc maneuvering. (0-4)

7, I don't need 8.5 g's in non-combat situations. 7 to 7.5 g's would be nice to practice with for physical
appreciation and training, and for heightened awareness of the functional (human) limits under sustained high
g's at 8 to 9 g's. (0-4)

5. If more g were available, and fleet aviators routinely used it, would GLOC become a problem?

Strong No Neutral Yes Strong
No Yes
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

SUM 1 3 3 7 10 II 2

COMMENTS:

5, Initially, however as time passes aviators would adjust, (0-4)

5, It could if proper preparation and conditioning weren't accomplished. (0-4)

5, We need to train ourselves physically to handle the demands on our bodies in high g's. If we don't get
serious here we could get in'o trouble with GLOC. (0-4)

7, Mainly due to lack of g tolerance, due in part to lack of regular high g type flying. The aircrew think
they have the physical capacity to tolerate high g. (0-4)

5. May be hard to get sufficient onset rate in non fly-by-wire aircraft to induce GLOC. (0-4)

6. Do you think that Ilia= g tokanc limitations are a problem in potential fleet combat operations?

Strong No Neutral Yes Strong
No Yes
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

SUM 3 6 9 2 13 6 2

COMMENTS:

5, Not now, but depends on how advanced tactical aircraft become. (0-4)
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7. Pilot monitoring and advising systems (PMAS) are technologically feasible. PMAS would monitor pilot state
[either with bio-medical sensors, or by inferring pilot state based on computer analysis of pilot control inputs (or
lack of)l. Having decided that the pilot is incapacitated, PMAS would alert (e.g., with loud warning sounds) the
airerew. What is your opinion of such a system?

a. Strongly Distrust Neutral Trust Strongly
Distrust Validity Trust Validity

(false positives too high) (false positives ok)
2 3 4 5 6 7

SUM: 9 2 7 13

COMMENTS:

4, Might rate a score of 5 if there are no false alerts, (0-4)

4, Though unfamiliar with the system, initially feel that it is a good idea. I wonder if the pilot could hear
the warning under GLOC. (0-4)

3, Good education on g tolerances would be as good. Too many bells and whistles already. (0-4)

4, Very dependent on what you use it as. A warning tone will not accomplish much in an F-14, If the
plane is suddenly not maneuvering, the RIO will start talking to the pilot. No response from the pilot would
indicate he's unconscious. The RIO cannot fly the aircraft unless the pilot recovers, and ejection would be
required. Some sort of auto leveling option in the autopilot would be necessary. Blackout would trigger
PMAS which would trigger the quto leveling. (0-3)

b. Strongly Burdensome Neutral Transparent Strongly
Burdensome Transparent

(to pilot) (to pilot)
! 2 3 4 5 6 7

SUM: 3 1 13 12 3 0 2

c. Strongly Distrust Neutral Trust Strongly
Distrust System Distrust System

Availability Availability
(low MTBF) (high MTBF)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

SUM: 1 6 10 15 1 0 )

d. Strongly Disadvantageous Neutral Advantageous Strongly
Disadvantageous Advantageous

Tactically Tactically
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

SUM: 3 3 9 16 2 1 2

COMMENTS:

4, 1 would look at PMAS more from a training aspect (fewer losses in training) than as a combat tool. (0-5)

e. Strongly Distrust Neutral Trust Strongly
Distrust Reliability Trust Reliability

(fail to detect GLOC (almost never fall
too often) detect GLOC)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

SUM: I 7 10 15 0 0 1

8. Pilot monitoring and re.ove[y systems tPMRS) are also technologically feasible. PMRS would detect
incapacitation, as in 7, above, but would, in addition, continuously calculate time to earth impact, and when a
threshold is exceeded, cause the jet to fly straight and level until the pilot recovers control of flight path, What is
your opinion of such a system?
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a. Strongly D)istrust Neutral Trust Strongly
Distrust Validity Trust Validity

(false positives too high) (false positives ok)
1 2 3 4 5 7

SUM: 4 5 10 6 7 I 2

COMMENTS:

4, A false recovery could kill you in combat. (0-4)

3, Could be usedas a crutch. (0-4)

6, I am not sure it would work but I have lost three close friends in F-16 GLOC accidentts and feel
something, even If It is not perfect, is better than nothing. (0-3)

b. Strongly Burdensome Neutral Transparent Strongly
Burdensome Transparent

(to pilot) (to pilot)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

SUM: 2 4 13 8 6 I 0

c. Strongly Distrust Neutral Trust Strongly
Distrust System Distrust System

Availability Availability
(low MTBF) (high MTBF)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

SUM: 3 6 12 9 4 0 0

d. Strongly Disadvantageous Neutral Advantageous Strongly
Disadvantageous Advantageous

Tactically Tactical ly
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

SUM: 5 4 9 12 3 0 2

COMMENTS:

3. A malfunction at the wrong time could be Yr._._a.d. (0-4)

4, Not really tactically advantageous. You still can't afford to black out. Recovery straight and level makes
you a siating duck for the guy you Aere fighting. (0-3)

e. Strongly Distrust Neutral Trust Strongly
Distrust Reliability Trust Reliability

(miss rates too high) (miss rates okay)
12 3 4 5 6 7

SUM: 2 7 5 I1 6 2 2

9. If PMAS were selectable (on/off) what would your opinion be'?

Strongly Dislike Neutral Like Strongly
Dislike Like

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

SUM: 3 2 3 10 8 7 3

COMMENTS:

5, Like it "on" in training, off in combat (concerned about false alarms.) (0-5)

5, It might be appropriate for less experienced pilots like FRS pilots and first tour fleet aviators, (0-4)
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10. If PMRS were selectable (on/off) what would your opinion be?

Strongly Dislike Neutral Like Strongly
Dislike Like

! 2 3 4 5 6 7

SUM: 3 2 4 9 7 7 3

11, If PMAS coupled with PMRS were selectable (on/off) ANb a soft deck (for auditory warnhig) and hard deck
(for flight path recovery) altitudes were selectable, what would your opinion be?

Strongly Dislike Neutral Like Strongly
Dislike Like

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

SUM: 2 1 2 8 6 12 6

COMMENTS:

6, useful in training. (0-5)

6, System shouldn't be selectable, but overrldable. (0-4)

6. This idea sounds good. Combining warning and recovery is meaningful. Warning alone is not enough.
(0-3)

12. If PMA/RS were engineered well, would such technology enhance the offensive capability of tactical jets?

Strong No Neutnal Yes Strong
No Yes
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

SUM 4 2 7 10 4 6 5

COMMENTS:

3, The pilot must decide what is necessary in a given situation, not a machine. (0-3)

13. Same as #12, but selectable (throttle or stick switch) commensurate with employment of high-G (or other)
last ditch defensive maneuver?

Strong No Neutral Yes Strong
No Yes
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

SUM 4 3 7 7 8 5 4

COMMENTS:

5. Selectable off, I don't want it in last ditch combat maneuvers. (0-5)

14. From a tactical point-of-view, would a reliable, valid, and available PMA/RS improve combat effectiveness
CPk, defensive maneuvering, bombs-on-target, etc)?

Strong No Neutral Yes Strong
No Yes
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

SUM 6 6 10 8 3 3 2

COMMENTS:

2, If installed, no one should be put into the situation to require its use, Better basic aircraft, seat, g-suit
design along with g tolerance training are better answers to the problem. (0-4)



7, It would not add any combat capability to the jet itself nor will it change pilot behavior during combat,
What it will do is save lives and aircraft that we can use in the next war. In this way. combat efflctiveness
will be enhanced. (0.3)

2, Still feel It should not be used as a crutch. Pilots still need to fight their plane to the limits they are
capable of but never exceed them. (0-3)

15, If PMA/RS were to be introduced, where in the pipeline makes the most sense'?

PIPELINE

T-34 T-2 TA.4 1-t.I1FT JET FLIET JFil Nowhere
(training) (operational)

Junior
Officers 0 1 2 15 3 5

Senior
Officers 1 0 0 10 1 0

DISCUSSION and CONCLUSIONS

The data collected indicate that there is an apparent guarded acceptance of the safety net concept. 'Ihe
acceptance is higher among senior, more experienced, officers than among juniors. Mild acceptance was inferred
despite the faily generally held belief that GLOC is not a significant problem in fleet or training operations.
Whether GLOC Ls a significant problem is, of course, an opinion that is more important at policy levels than at fleet
aviator levels,

The respondents indicated a desire to have more G legally (structurally) available, and that if it were, it would
be used to tactical advantage. Afforded more "legal" G, however, the officers perceived that GLOC might become a
significant fleet problem, The junior officers were more skeptical of the insidiousness of G, regardless of 0
available.

The participating officers were neutral about impending-GLOC ADVISORY-only systems. There was little
demonstrable trust for PMAS validity (false positives might be excessive, which would be quite distracting), or
reliability (too many misses). Similarly, PMAS was not perceived to be a welcomed logisticl addition (system
availability would not be high), and (though no physical description was provided to the respondents) PMAS was
not predicted to be unburdensome. The tactical utility of a design-free PMAS was generally inestimable by the
respondents. The attractiveness of PMAS improved if the theoretical system included a selectable "on/oft' feature.

Pilot monitoring and RECOVERY systems were perceived to be more attractive than advisory-only candidates,
though predominantly among senior, more experienced officers. Though not estimated to be particularly
unburdensome, reliable, valid, or available, the senior officers preferred the PMRS with an "on/oft" switch.

Sentiment for PMA/RS proved to be highest if, in addition to "on/off' selection, a soft deck Iselected during
flight preparation or situationally as absolute altitude (for the pre-G advisory)l and a hard deck (selected as absolute
altitude (for flight recovery)) were afforded.

Provided with the best engineering solutions (presumably, the respondents inferred from the questionnaire that
this meant acceptable reliability, validity, availability, and burden), the senior officers expressed strong acceptance.
If selectability were also incorporated, junior officers indicated strong sentiment; senior officers indicated very
strong approval. The provisional approval of a perfectly designed PMRS was provided by respondents despite only
modest estimates of tactical value (e.g., improvement in kill probability). The almost universally nominated
introduction point for a PMRS was at the FRS level--the pipeline point at which graduate aviators begin flying their
first fully complemented aircraft (e.g., F. 14, F- 18) prior to assignment as a deployed, fleet aviator.

hn conclusion, junior officers tended to view PMRS as an unreliable solution to a (safety) non-problem. Senior
officers, on the other hand appeared to regard PMRS as a candidate avenue to improving aiinanship. More
generally, the data collected in the present study suggest cost-related design boundaries, and they suggest that a
safety net might improve not only safety. but, perhaps, tactical success as well. Consideration of tactical variables
introduces myriad, quantifiable factors. These factors must be examined fully.
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Le concept do filet do sauvegardo
The safety net concept

Ren6 Amnaiberti & Join-Pierre Menu

CERMA, Division d'ergonomnIe airoepatilie
Base decasel en volt, Bretigny cur Org., 91228 Cedex, FRANCE

lienSj Le filet do sauvegarde em on systh ime do iup~adion do situations par prise on mnain auwdrtaixo-mals temporaire. du
pikaoeqoen m de pens do connaistance do pilote ou deprd fogwnfr en 7rence. Lea problimes -osh sont do urnit calms:
opdrsucmnels (comumet coupler on to! aystnue h Ink sitaio) ps physlologiqua (comment d~tector 16w: do phlote;Pro: ete
repulse do conscience) eti nformatiquos (quelle architecture pour le syslhnt). Lanticlo risume lats dus contnalasances dans It urnis

A&bkas The safety not is a system designed to temporary overrie the pilot authority in case of the suspicion of pilot's loss of
consciousness at in case of a needed reflex respontse woan immediate tines. Pmoblet WIGo elaborate such system amt of three natures:
(I) operational (tasks requirements), (I) psycho-physiological (how to detect the pilot awareness ! loss and return of consciousness),
(hlixcapuwatioaal ( system archItectur). The paper summarizes the siate of the an of these throe en~tioned above domains. Priority
to peace time applications anod systematic use of confirmauion dialgue coul logically result of the analysis of current goals and
know-bows, but operatonal requirements (namnely confidence effect and negative trunsfont) could in tumn reduce die interest of using
L Hamited peace time safety net system Anyway, the key for success tremains in a close cooperation between the various disciplines
Involved in the concept of safety net.

LMfiet do sauvegarde put-inr difini comme un aysamo do r~cupdration des situations dana lesquelles ople. '1 al

incaabl daswne ladiretio tzuploHonne-achio (IM) sal pacoqil a perdo conscience (=cat Ental do Ciloc), soalt
parequl n dspoe pot osresoures ntlletuelescimotlco s teiato pour Pam &i tn pdnri im*at (cas gSnral desr~poes eflxes desm~s~le). Dna ea our atIc ~hi d~cpcitoa et videmnient Mwwnia laction d'un ayai&=

La tveoppaatrapde o c cncet (ea remernvax rmotent i paine A11980) cur dO & Ia misc en servce d'aviona
do cmba & auns prfomanes AIOP16 P1, Mrag 200, w).II inacrit dana lc cardre plus gin"ra des Etudes sot les

aytmesdle maqtsbsg troeIvrindmfu i amciepenant do linformation sot I'honue pour diffftents
usaes ( dtpluage d' rurs, reconnaissance disntenton, copilote tlectrvonque),

Dana taos let catl Iaimis so point d'un tel ajstblme, capable do relayer efficacenient le pilote au bon umoment, suppose on
ýtriple compitence: en urgonnoml-snalyse opiraidown is (cotmmcn coupler on tel sysahow dama le cadre do I& titche), en psycho-
pliyslologie (dvaluszlrm do 16dw dou Iamc) eton Inorunetique (comment traitor it problime de ViIndecision, quelle architecture). A ce

Oulabsence qoa-sol-aea do thore surkIs pumicescognldifs des pawe do acanaissance imserdit dimaginor on sysatme prdventif,
saf i lo eendiecxturwnenent pinalsant pour le domalno do vol tactiquc.

La rojet do filetd sauegarde exige wit collaboraron entr let difftremus sp~cialistes sos-citis ot Is definlito do cmrnl
sot les objanft (sicuulid des voW efficacist en comibat/ acceptabilio par lea usagers). Co son: paticisdnient ces deux ohimess
(coopdrstiamunltidisclplinaire at dfintion do cornpnxnis) quil no sont po aitrnusis I ce. jour at qul limi~tent It dtveloppement do

(>Atot cOmptece (uoonqec drtonnellc, psycho-physiologluc, infcumatique) artculent natureilorment lea chapotrs
do pr~sent article. Lapmk ai u~ps ne classification fOnclionnelle des diffdrents typos do filets do sauvegarde en fonction
des objwtfai dana Is Sche (pin do vue op etirnl); Is maconde partio Erudie plus pnrtcul~m~ment l'dts: do I'ar en maisare do
& sdigotc do l'ds do pos(oit do mue payclia-physiologiquc) eltIs mrolsltme pantic analyse lea architectures infonnatiquos
suo~epdiblos do doe au ebls (point do vue iuformiatique).

Selon Glilighat. (19198). 7 accidents do P16 (Alrfamue) et 2 accIdents do PI5 (Navy) ant did caus&s dopuis 1983 par des
pen. do coscience du pilate. La atom autotr ajouto quo 20 perms do connalasanes stuvieamont en amoynne chaque sante en
enrlnoeuea dies des dives pilots do T37; un questionnatire &dreud sax pilots ophadonnels indiqoc quo 30% des pdotos do FP16
auralt comnuno c l~m-, at 14.3% des plotos do Is Navy. Ccs chlffres,, reptis on confirmts par d'autres statiatiues do sour=e
Earqadaamea (Clure A&1a,1987; Kulpers & a1, 1989) suffisait par ctux mrimes It justifier lets Etudes visant &i dininoer ces
dasqr-s.

Le probikue m~dical stral: rdsolo si Ion acceptalt do limiter lea performanices aviona; U nen eat mslheoreosememu pas question
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pour des raisonat optratlonnolloa. On isalt pas allleors quo la margo d'tvalutian des sysitmies anti-g individools oat maimtenant
comptit; lospoir no pout done venir que do Ia formation dos pilates (enitralnemont en centrifugeuso) ci du ddvelappemcent de
sysatmos do filet do sauvegarde. Now muws contrerans dana cot expoad soy cotte domilre penpoctive tout en aculignant qiuc los
efforts deviant ndcenlemn w rialists egulement pour lentrainement des pilases, Ito filet de nfo%egardo ndtant quoun pis-slter
(lAninde do lAir Pratwaiso vs blenta fltr dqoipte d'une centrifogeuso d'enualnement).

Do Ia Wme faqon. los missiles dispunibles sent devonus at performants quo. surtout en cun ddpolaemont des coh1tre-metsures
let parades efficaces ndcossiteront do plus on plus dos tyajectaires inductricos do pert&m de connaiasance, LA encore. It filet do
sauvegardoe apparair commo one idponsc do pis-allor permottant panctuellemtent do ddpassor les Ilmites psycho- physiolagiques
habituellos.

Quelle quo soili lapplicatian. lea exigonces optrationnelles d'un tel systitme do sauvogurde sent (I) do detector It moment oii 11
faut prendre los commandos, (hi) do giet-r so micux cc% commandos en l'absence do piiote dans Ia boucic, (fii) de renrire les
commandos au plus vile A n pilote redevenu efficaco.

(I) 1A print do commandos autoritaine pout-ett-c envisagle soon on made sutornatiqoc ou somni- a utomatiquc.
En mode automatique, It nivoau do riglage do nystbrme est crucial :en can do mistoen route par ecitt, It nysctirie disoriente

advtrement Ie pilote en limiotnt son champ d action et son damaine do vol, voite lengage dlanat den positions tactiquos dangereuws:s
On Cas do nion-ditection, It systtmo pent son intorti. Uno iventuollo limitation mu temps do pain Climino beaucoup do ces 4exigences:
on sysilnit Wnervenant prubis par eachs pounisit alans ett- acceptable, otmon s'it eat dtaagrtlabte; Ic temps do palx Elimlne Egalement
taut Ito domalno des paraides reflexes.

En mode nemi-aauamadiquo, un dialogue de confirmrtaion systtnsatkque avec It pilate rtdoit cansidtrahlement lts probltmes
Odindcislan: It systimo. pourrat on effet, nor ia base do pmramritron ayant franchi on scull critique, demander au pilate one
confirmation doetotn flat do conscience: Ia non confirmation danis on delsi donne ddclencherai: It processus do transfers des
cotrimandes vets Is machine.

(ii) lieon vs do m~me avec Ia gostion des commandos:
Pour Ia pent- de connasissanceoen temps do p ax, chacon convient quoun systlme do remise k plat. altitude non conflictoello

avec It terrain. cit auffisant pour assurer Ia sdcuritt. ds yols. Ein temps do goerr. cone position en combat set-ait dramatique; iI faut
donc giEt-r Ia situation avion luaiijocroire mtws aussi dtit global den sysitmes do lavion) en fonction do contoxte do combat, et
idaloment poursuivre Is manoeuvre ongagde par Ic pilote pour diminuer lo temps ncessaire A so comprehension do It situation
usctiquo uno (als quiT aura repris conscience (on gait quo Ie pilat subit unei amnisic quasi tattle dans tsle Gloc. donc it rastsonnea N
la reprise do conscience sur Ia domniere situation qu'il a connu avant It Goaxl

Pour Is parade do type riponso rdflexe, le pniblitme est deffectuer centt parade dans Ic cadre de lenveloppe physiologiquc
du pilate, su ilre, en lul (aiaium petdit conscience temporalremont, et do tanata faqons en evitant tout tniumatisme (en particuller do la
calonne cerivcale).

(Wi) LU remnise des commandos mu pilate poukt-re envisagto saus trois modes; At In dotmande Son attend quose I pilote reprenne do
lui meme les commandos). on Evaluant activemont l'twi do pilote (avoc on sysitmo dtdvaluanon do Is qualite do In reprise de
conscience; conte solution vtrifio quo Ic pilote reprend ten commandos dans do bannes condittions do conscience), ou encore en
fooiction do Ia situation tactique: compte tenu de l'arninita du pilote, lI pourrait etrc gent poor comprendire. et donc pour pourxoivre
Lisc manoeuvre engagde par on systime A competence tactique; It systime pout-uit duinc aitendre Is, fin do cone manoeutvre avant do
rendre Ia main no pilote:, 11 faut nator 4jaioment qo'un gestiunnaire tactique no touchera pas quAk Ia trajoctoire: it pwoutr -ou downa- so
sorvir do radar, des contre-mosures, do cot-tames ressources systhmos; en bref, iI pasiuionnera Ic sysutme nylon dana one
configuration nouvelle darn I) faudra rot-trie compte au pilate sachant quc cc dorernc iulsu'rinra comme si nien n'avait change (du fait
do I'amntsie).

Cos diffirents niveau~x do rdaiisni~on possible conduisonii A cinq typos do systtmes:

Lea svnbmtnx do, typeI sam. lts systlmen de bases, encore appolts "recovery systems": ius no s .appliqoent q ue temps do paix et
compontent oine detection sem-i-autamatique do pert@ do connaissance (sopposans one interrogation directe du pilote) dklonchte nut-
des parwmttros trts simplos A rdcupdrer ct non invasifs (jolt, g. attitude avian, prossion commandos, position tene. otc) I; leysitbe
offeccue one remise k pltat autoritaire or one recherche d'aldiudo non conflictuelle avec Ie terrain. La reprise on main soeffoctue nor
decision du pilate. La dtclenchemont pout-6tre limitt A on volume sAt-ion donuti (uric altitude scull par oxeirple): dans cc demnier cog.
its sont maoins contraignants pour Ie pilate.

La farce premi~re do ces sysrtmocs doeyp I est lout- pragmatismei: ii nexigont aucono thtorie do Ia situation, queue suit bio-
ttdicale (thton-le du Gloc) oat tactique (thoi sur In comprehension do sctne), tinsen qos-prtosi lxUAe pourt-cen
atre rapidomoentdiaponiblesen France (1992-1995).

Len nynthnie do ty= 2.sent des 'recovery systems" plus sophistiquis quo los precedents essonriollcmenr parcoqu'ils sont bases
nwr one thrne lxo-ntdacaio do (hoc. Dans cc cas, le rocueil do tilt pou do paiorinmtren cd~s hio--miclicuox ost suffisan flu diagnostic:
Ito syntkmc Cut nam-msernent plos efficact quo to nystnme do type I (A lia reserve Wrs do Ia qoalitt doantraction do no des signuox
bialogiquos): uls pouvont Itt-cý dtclenchomnent camplItoment suorAnstique (Evitant ainni lea dialogues do confir-mation) mais (Is restent
des sysrtmos temps do pais puisqu'ils sent dtmunis do modiles tactiquos. Des systlmes hybrides onte Ito typo I 01 Ic typo 2
(utilisation d'indicos bio-mtdicaux nut- des hy.potheses rhdotiqoes, couples A des indices pragmatiques do type contoxtools) poutrrnient
8tre on service asscz rapidemont mrialis us ont pan encore fait Ia preuvo qu'ilt detacm meilleurs quo des sysitnies ptus sinmplos do type
1. Des systlmos do type 2 camplltement automaniquos no devtaicnt pasi &t disponiblon avant 21b- 2005.

Lei syssimes do typo 3 soni des synrlmos temps do guerre dostinds A supplier aux porton do corinaisna-ncen pilotes: its
compontent on module do diagnostic do Ia pont- do connaissance ci do Is reprise do consctence provoqoant mnoms do faux-positifs quo
Ios systitms do type 2. Itsn sent couples A on gostionniairo nActique do Ia urajoctoire ( part-io do capilote dlocurnaique) qui no fait pas
panic du filer do sauvegarde au sens pt-opt-c ntis quti en dirigo lusage. uls doivent dotic fire bases sur onec thidone do Ia situatiun (qui
pout it limiter aura aspects tactiqoos: los aspects do diagnostic do porte do conscience pouvant Itt-c regids sur lo meme mode semi-
automatique quo Its nysttrlen do typo 1). its no dovraicnr pan ett-c disponiblos avant 2005-2010.

Loassitnrah deI= y 4 sent den sysitrlms tempt do guerre destinds A pwat-or ssenaces immt6diares enmrspectantlo'nvelappo
physiologtique dopilte, malts attain Eventuellement jusqo'au risque do pont do conscience, Itsn component on mod~le do
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l'enveloppo physilotoiue du pilote. tin sysittmo do test do reptiog do conscience ct tin gStilonnalre tactique de Ia trajectoist. [is
poorralent 6tre dispontibles pour Ia g~niration d aVions A venir : L'EPA Anglals, I'ATC. AmtOricain ci pout-itre I'AC' Prmntais (2005-
2010).

Enfla. lin sva&knra do t= 5 aention: des systbmes capables do privenlr Its perie do connalisunce; blen quo cot syitinti
pauaissen: dEJA peu rdullistes pour des ralsons pwmeinn tcehniques (absenice de mod~les thforiques des pr~nilces de Ia pente de
conscience), ili poseni tine auntr question qul dient &blew' intent suaftdglque leg pilo0tes aptRaIOINnels accepetrOntiilts do so privet du
domalno do vol anoeint avec Is pent de connalssance?

On coasmite k t'ezamen de cc& systbmes tine Evidonte hi~rarchie do compicahtE qul so retrvuve dlans Its d~lals do misc en
service. La logique voudrat quo tnon Impldmiente Wts viie les systimoes los plus simples. Maim centt Evolution par pallets successifs.
temps do paix, puts temaps do guerre, nest psi sas pose questions !ur l'usge quo pourront en faare Its pilotes.: Its phlotos habituds
A coc& sytkimos auront peut-Atre du mal & soen passer, lea prises do nasques soront pet-etwo excessives on ['absence du sysitkne... .ot
invnenxtmnt; Is philosophe d'emptol opitciionnelle raste comnplttemen A difinir en cc dornalne: [article do Mc Bride & al(mlern
ouvrage) Introdult ct typo do, discussion.

3.Dh1snuiaon stir I0 gipsets nrnntjlsp

11 y A quciques anndns darn les congrs de mddocine adrospatiale, tin des themes ossontiols Otal: celul des penn de
connuluances ixutales en vol thdes mu' acc~ltntdons do haut nivoa ti atongendrmnt dcs accidents avec poen d'avions et do pilore. Les
difffrentes nations posstdanii do tlts avions prdsentalent leurs statistiques et essayaien: do ddgager des mesures de tdventlon
(Johanson A Pheeny, 1988). Certalns facteurs comme ['Age. le poids. Ia taille ne semblent pus ddienr~inanis. an contre
loefficaclti des protection antiG et l'entwainemens physique des pilotes pamaissent essontiels.

A Iliouie actuelle leg GLOC son: toujours Evoqudes dens its congris maim c'es: heaucoup plus pour discuter les
modanlsmoes physiolagiques lids de leur ditclcnchenent. et discuter 1cm moycns de 1cm pr~tvenir. Lt ddba: scest ddpassionnd, des
uavaux. minuticux doiven: lire mends pour micux connaitre ces phdnorrtnes. be nombreux laborazoires de recherchts Gins Ie mondle
nravaillen: en prafandour stir cc suje:.

3.1 Partlcularltts des Gloc:

Do nombreuses publications ant pris~enti Is description et lea pardecularlits des GLOC. Nous no (eowns que reprendre
rapidosenon Itsspoints easentiels qul peuvent hitr digaidts do lensombic de Ia titidrature (Mc Naughion & Gillighamn, 1983,
Burton, 1998).

-LA nomnbre do GLOC augmente tous Its inns du falt do l'accroissermnt des possibilitis techniques des avions dana It
domaine do louts Evolutions tap ides. Lea CILOC tuent, non seulemon:n pour Its aviona A haute, perfournances, minis aussi pour des
avions plus humbles mais duos Itaqutis Its pilotes no sont pas dqulpds Ge protection antiG.

-La marge enuwe [appaxition do aignes visuels et Ia pent de conscience es, vralm::n: tr~s Etroito. Avec des mises tn
accildrations rapides, Ia perte Ge connui'scnce petit apparastro sans pradroine, en paroculier vistiels,

-La pente do connaismaco pout durer longiemps (10 A 20 seondes).
-L'amntmie de cot Evonement ems Ia rtgle.
-Cartaines penes do connaissancos pouveni atre prdvonuom par tin entrainement, utin prdparation et tin dquipormnon

appronnid. Do nombreusom mesures on: 6i4 prises dens cc damaine. Nous los montionreerons ulttticuneniont.

11 y a toutefais un point qui nest pas bien eonnu et souvent mal explorE, c'est Ia piriode d'incapacitation. Nous
roprondrons I& description qu'en a fait W hinno ry & &1 (1987). L'incapaciuuilon totae est Is momme d'une incapacitation absoltu

o~tIcsueta omplmn, pcd osine dcino inapaciatio rltve oýt U reprend progresaivemneni conscience (maim ii

pdoag). on prioe 'icapittin rlaiv a tEEtdid pr oughion etaWl(198S), Forsier & Whinnory (1988),

W hin in ory ( 9 9 s i to pln nooe ýdo e t pe f r a ce eS * Nho co m portan : des m esur os do tem ps do rdaction, do rdsolu tion d e
proinme ry do trakin ant Aid ;t e en cetifg umesrnpett n ombr do suicts. Pour toutos Its tiches complexes excepti It

trcin048) rom.csot an b nno den Ia'inute qtsiIa penoe de connaimmltnce, Houghton considre aussi quo Ia
'itse'ac pe;c lc n ,e winormalisadan de cc t1ch's secondarm ndcio Ge2 13 mnute en onton des studts. Ccii cc temps qui sembic Ie plus rtaiste A

prendre en campie Gins It cam d'une tiche complexe comme It pilotago dtin avion.

3.2 Ttmionles sun louts apparitions:

Lddotogit hypoxique de Ia pene do connaissance induite par Its acc~ldrations cit aditmi par lonsembic des sptcialistes do
middcino atonautiquo mondiaux (Borrodon (1987), Clire & al (1987), Burton (19818). Whlnnery (1988)). Quand
l'intensitt des redldnrations conwripbtes cit suffisaniment gi-asde et lets- vitesse d'application suffisamnient lente, it sang a tondanco A
s'dvacutr dans la pantic basso du corps. Cette explication des modifications de Ia perfusion cdrtbrale a trouvt de nombreuses preuves
expirimentales. LA plupart des n~tihodes d'exploration s'aimacho k suivnc des paranidocs physiologiques impliquis dens ccitte didorie.
Ies mesures do protection el de pr~vention des pertes do connaismance ties atix acctdldationm mont aummi ddrivdes directement do colic-

c. Maim. Its ponies do connaissmane en vol des pilotem subissant des accElirations do fonte intenmitO e ci d jolts dievis, sont au
plan elinique dliffdrentes des portes de connaissuace provoqudes par des accildrations plus tontemen: ftabties (faible jolt). Quandleu
(t1989), considtrant quo los (owes engendrtts par cc type d'agression sont des forces do volume et non des forces do surface,
propose une explication purement physique die ces ponies do connaissance 'IOUs jolt ElevE. Par augmentation des conts-ainies
mdcaniquts intratissulairem, tine hypertension intracsanionno petit so pruduire. Cerro hypodilmo Cs: en cours dle validation. Si ece
m'avdrait confitrnido, cclik aurait powr cons~uence do remettac direciemonen en cause Its mdihodem doe protection utitlistcs jusqu'alors.
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LA dinmarhe expftrmentale pour vaildne cci th~ories porle star it rocuoll diun ou pluslew's paramntita phyaliolgiques en relation
avec les thorides Evoq~eCs petddornmo ne

Alnsl de niontreuss mfdthodes doexploratkm caWido vaculart non invauives etiInvasives own tit utillades pour valldor 1t1
hypoth~ses. On cimm .ans eir exautsstlf, lea enreglstronients de rtihme cardlaque, Los meson.s do pteulion asterielile. D'autres
pannsirrres prennen: en cxnple Ia perfusion ctixdbale. clamns Is mosutc do Is vitesse dtcoulcmeni sanguin au niveau camtldicn,
to, nporal ou do linaten ettbadulo mayenne.

Pamal len-othodes lourdseios, ianClater (1988) qul ompiale un ddtocteurd d'o xyg~ne inwnaceIlularc In viva en utfisane 4
onursdone' a.I mh infaug (MNI-4) Ce appaeI est capable de mosume au niveata du cerveau. Its quaniilids

rea de d Witglble dl oxhmglb, dn vlme anguin ci 36 oydatif do In cyiochronioc-oxydmse. Cet appareillagoe
foncionne encnlugeus. Se osn de ;proimsdidsruiainod vo lii'

Wblnnry &*a (1957 ) on: araly IsE ladlwnieo thiusd ~eto opredocnasme ~ doidrepr
Ewetae ntiodeIntresaied'aimt que~e &nsetral Miqe do detector lmeninen e dun et o connals sance. L vLos rri sutrip .

rapoit e Fane arOsar &ml(190 uilisn itDplrtasruon no .%ant toutiefois pas aussi canvaincank.

3.4 Nlesures aetluellus prises pour kvIter les Glue:

Pout l'lnsiani ces mesuros son: touics or-ietnets par Ia ihorie cardia va~sculairo. 11 faui Eviior It stockage sanguin
pdriphtrque attn do faciliter I& perfusion cdrtbrale ei tviier ces Episodes d'hypoxie ctrtbnsie. Par consiquent Its mayors sulvants
son: udhisds:

.*S einciir
-Manoeuvre. do contraction des muscles abdomninaux (type MO)

-Paansmlo andetic ariamllorsttian dos lois do gonflage avec dventue" "lentl anticipation
-Respiration on surpresslon.
*Pnnrainemena physique gdn&al
-Emntranomont on centrifugeu-se

Ces mcesuros, si tiles s'av&ent d'une efficacict variable. ne sort quo des Ifesurel A prion prtventives, llies doiveni permetire
thioriquement en jauant stir Ios facteurs physiologiques rdputds en cause dec dirninuer loccurncrie des Gloc. Idles ne permnettont en
aucun cas do diagnostiquer en temps rfel dNix do conscience du pilote.

.3-S 'wills do mesurta physiutogiques uuilisables en vol. et done potentieliement inttgratblos A tan filet
do sauvegarde

Les outils de mesuuo &o param-kires physialogique utllsables dans le cadre do Filet do sauvogadte doivoni satisfaire plusleurs
contrainies: conirainie do quallitt et do siabilitt du signal sous faciours do charge, concrainie Xdquipcmoni , de confork ci do securiwt
pilate. ci campatiblc avec des analyse temps rdel (probltmo ddchunfillonago vi do traitemenit)

LA encore, comme pour Ie pau-.gnaphc pr&cident, a I'licure aciucie lea paramdtres A prendreoen compte appartennent pour
beaucoup au systime cardiavasculaire.

Le plus facile a enreglstrer esi s~remeni iNloctrocazdiagramme, mn~mo dans des conditions do vol extr~mes (Quandioti & al.
1988$). Ce scul facitaur ost toutefois insuffisant pour 6tablir un diagnostic do (floe. 11 en es: de m~ime des dilitrenis re~culls
electrophysiologiquest(EMG, SOC ... ).

tx doppler tranascranien integrd aui casque do pilote. evaluant lia-rigation sanguine ctrdthalc a dgalemeni dti pruposE. I1 esi
urilisd4 en centritugeuso et il cit dijA 'aviont aUK EcatsiUnis, Mosure piorneouse. milis Ia quallidt . Ia stabililid du signal eitla
contrainto pour t lepilate sent encore A amdliorer.

Le rythmc respiratoire cit facile A rocculll1r, minis comme IECG. difficile A cantler au Gloc.
L'auures Eliments comme la pressian star ics commandos samt des paramdiros commundmont suivis en centrifugeuso: Ia

variabiud des rdsuliats no penne: pas une utitisation simple dococt dltmeni.
L~a voix ost enregistrto sysetniatiquenient mais non analysie en iignc. 11 sembleraic que certains compasanits (faninans) ;oier: do

bons indices pour estimer Ia qualiti do ia reprise do conscience.
Pour un piloic 6quipt d'un dispasitif do visuci do casquc avec dttoninatina &i la position do ]a itie, Ia position do la tite

paurrait Egalerenon kwe un facietar bien carreld aui Gloc mais il manque toexisionce d'une base do donntes : on dchcrs de quelques
travaux menis en cenirifugeuso, aucuno itude no peut faire dtini des "envoloppos" do mauvemenis do iete duets Its vats r~els
impliquant des phases do vol susceptiblos do pmoduirc des (llc. Enfin. A inavenir. en plus de Ia d~tection des mauvemoints do iite. Ie
couplage de lbculomntuie pennemtai: non sculement do connalre, Ia direction du regard du pilate minis Egalemonen l'duat do sen sysitmo
visuel (fonnerure temparaire des yeux). Darts ces dem-iors cas tout tin champ d4iudes ese A entreptrendre. Do tots crittres sont pewt-
etre trts int~ressants minis Wkai des recherches est sout cunfidentiiel soil absent.

Dans tout los cas, naus en sommaes encore mu nivecau do Ia faisabilitt do Ia priseoen compre do ecrtains paramdtos, sp-tcfiques du
pilote. 11 no s'agi: pans d'une fin on sci. ni du Filet do sauvegardo lui-mume. Une base. do donndes et l'dtablissemeni des Wrcfrnces
doivent eatr diablis. Cost settlement A parsir do IA quo ton pourni envisagor Idiape suivante pernicitane d'effectuer tin diagnostic do
l'dts: do conscience du pilate.

"4aihcasighlo tar leg aspects InfurMAtLgUc

L'archiieciuro infornnaique dlit ripondre A trois types de questions : diagnastiquer la pente do cannaissance, diagnastiquor Ia
reprise do conscience ct rendre los commandos dans de hannes conditions. el enfin darner des informatians star 1'onveloppe
physialagique humalne aunromodle chargE do Ia trajeciaire.

Ii doit par aillours, dos lots quitl sagi: do gtdrer tactiquemoni Ia imajecioire (applications itemps do gu",erre).Ar coDnnccit I des
fonections supdrioures de l'appareil gestionnaire iactique. systime do conre-mesuros, otc, qul peuveti EWe centralisdes dans un
copilote Eloctroniqiuc an distributes dans tin riseati do modules sp~cialists (figure 1).

Le choix do l'architecciure infarmatique sera ditpondant (i) do Ia cd~finiltion do Is lisle des parmantrres A prendreoen campie : indices
psycho physiolagiques. variables do i'environnotncn,. etc; (ii) do Ia miani~re do rtsoudre It probltme do In d~cision sut Ia parise
auioritaare des commandos.

(i) Stir tan plan fond.l compte ienu do i'incortiludc asset forte do chacun des paranlkires pouvant Alt pris en cainpie, qu'its
soteni caniextuots, camporemenwrtaux on psycho- physiologiques, Ul sers ntcessaire do recouper tes informations enrne cites et do
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conaldirer plusleura parunftres. miaim pas tap pout, no pz ralendtr lea performances, Dii Ioft urois types de critiros peuvent
porennend r ideulr leiapantrotzs msenus danaklesytmne opdraine;leu pertinenceon regardde I&pertcu delIsreprisede
conaclcence, leur sImpllclti d'acqulsition Qminimiser lea cajneura biologiqucs), ci leur fiabIllICd Los paramnittca de coittextes
pCrmtltUomt det toutett *901s dci rtdulmit dottailne do starveillance en Elimlnmnt los conetets oil Ic risque de 01cc eat crts faible
(crolaltre, nay TBA, ctc) -Ial mlsc en moide combat pounrai: etn l'agumcnt declenchant.

)bppelons Ici quo lea systtmes do type I reprisentont un cua pia-ciculier et iris simple die oluttion dazchitccture du filet do
sauivogaede. Cea sysitmes somimautomatiquca acne en offet basis scar tine pinndo pragmnatiquc dit domaint, no ndcesaitant Wa do
mhdorlc pour cholsir lts paramflrea,. its sont wafts imparfahts mali pondtren: louts insuffisances en utillsant undlalogue de
confirmation ayatdnadque avoc io pilate. Do lots aysitmea peuvent tire udulads sanis gostionnalre tactique (simple tremaso A piat) ou
couples A can gestionnaire tactique (et clans cc cia applicablos auta emps do guerre).

(11) 1A metillewre architecture Infonrnatique strait cello qul minirmlserait los situations d'iinddcisiont. Uno teie awhitociwtc devraht
alloya inr ntcessairentent basE star lanaiyse d'un nombre atts limiti de pararnitts, AMalement tan, parfaiteniont correl anx 01cc; on
r ut pettier que do telles meanrs existeront It jour oiii Its scientifiques possideroont tute thdorie honioginecit du1clc et des meanms A

ahuteur do cette tbdorie.
D'id Ill, Ic probitme de I'inddcislon eat blen It problem tmijeur A rdsoudro. Deux stratigies peuvont itre: envisagios:

lapproche statistique et lapproche IA.
Dans Jo premier cas. it sysrime eat boat aw- des analyses multi focwcriellos: on rechorcho lea corrdlaions cntr tan ensemble do

valowrs disponibles ct des proupementa de valecars deja renconca-tes clans des Gloc ("patterns") et mmorists darts It systime. Si tunt
identification auffhiaame eat ohtenuc, to systime roprend acawritaircment Ies commanndes, Cellt solution oat simple A mettte en oeuvre
mali suppose lexlstencc duane boxe do donntos (patterns) Rabies et rpratsnadfs; or centt base eat difficale It obtenir puisque sa
richesse nient A l'exptdence do situations rielles (dvldcrmmon: lintitde en 'natiftrt cit G1c).

11 s'a~it 11 d'un vdritable problino mdthodologidlue dit fond qui est pmopre A moute citmarcho ompiuisco darts Ic dornaino qu'ello
aot tatiatique eta LA: on peut recucillir des duzaines do paramitros en contrifugeuso lors dc 01cc provoquts mails lt% variables

comportenientaies (e.g. position de ]a cite, prossion star lets commandes, rofiexes dit riponses A des stimulations) no prennent jamnais
los memes velours quo dars le itol car ii n'y A pas do tiche A effectcu-er- pas denjeta r~el; une base do donndes constitueeonea
contrifugeuse cst donc exatrmement approximacive et pfmbablement insuffisante pour unec approche statastique aboutissant 6 une
d~csion aussl grave quo la reprise en main autoritauat des commandos. La solution d'une contrifugouse pilomable par tc pilote avec
canivars do travail ralste (dut type do collc du NADC*Warminster) eat sans doute plus valable. Mails c'est la solution dut vol riel qul
parait do loin Is pluas cificace, non pas pour rocuelllir des donutes star I& porte do connaissance. mais pour recucillir Ito volume do
variations nomalos des parnuntrcs A survoliller (e~g: enveloppe des mouvornonts en combat, n-ars aussi variation dot doppler. oet).
Dana la mresure ~ir maccan peantire nest ddcisif en lcai-nmc.e situer qu'il cit dans an domalne auto-mali constitue une infor-mation
essentielle pour Ie systtme.

En bot i convient de faire uno distinction fondamntenalo cntr
-l'obtention de dornntos expdrimentales qul valideralent une thtorie prtcise du 01cc eta qul valideralent des outils de

mesures (captours divers. etc); iI s'agit alors do rocberches psycho-physiologiqlues ct ]a contrifugeuso oat sans doute can outil
essentil.

lIa constitution d'une base d& donnits prgnvatiquos en rapport avoc Ia prisence ota labsonco do 01cc qul servirait tan
systime convcmt do filet do sauvogardo; dars cc Cas Ia meilleuce base do donuftes sera issue du vol riel ct constucite star lea enveloppes
physiologiquos et comportomnenrales narmaics do pilotes observtes lorsa de situations do combat;

L'aiternative A Vappntchc stetistiquc consiste a envisager tano architecture 1A (Blackboad?) succepuible de rai~sonner star lea
divers parami~tros vet tan systime do riglos do d~cision. Ce type d'architesnure cat saremont plus robusto pour faine face h des
Evoncuelici impr~dcsiona do lit base do donndes;, lea rtglos aisquent ctepndant dflet dufficalos A 6crire et IPapplication tempi, riel pout
poser problime.

£4piLa usiua
L~e filet do satavegarde eat tan concept r~cent apparta en rdponse & Is survonue do Gloc star los avions do nouvelies technologies.

It s'aig d'une rtponse piagmatique Al a perti do contr6le parki pilote do Ia situation et non d'une explication do Ia cause do celoa Porte
do concr~lc (trias cento demuire pout Evdimrnont faciliter l'Ecahlissomonc do Ia rtponse). Compte tonta do l'ambiguitd filet de
sauvegarde-Cloc, I& plupaut des publications portent starlea mdcarncams des Glucet non sut des systtmes do sauiveganle: eltes sont
do nature mddticaloa. or Ia technologic des systimes die sasavegarde relive plart~c du champ do l'ingtniour, impliqu dos savotas-fairos
& pwctigor, et st recrouvo peca darts lts publications. Cest pricistment cane des raisons essendolles qul out prdsid A l'organisation do
cette rencontre acicntiraque pour quo des tcltanges puissent avoir lieu cnnr Ies diffirentes communautds sciontifiquesa ot qu'une
diacuasion puisac s'instaurer diretmont avec cia usagor pourt miucu ddfinir Ic bosomn immftdiac et furur..

Darnz iotls lea cas, Ie systime do sauvogarde doit enr Ie plus officace possible pour Ic momns do conaraintos sur l'usger. Suar tan
plan op~radoanel, tanfiet de. sazvcgark detilisableoen temps do guenre doitcren ndcessair-orent lid eau copilote flectronique; A cc jour,
on no dispose ni die I un. ni die lautati Par consiquent, wilt on envisage tan syscime temrps de pals rapidement disponible Iimitt aua
diagnostic det per-we do connalsaaancc, soil on remeit A long teamo It projot d'un filet do sauvegardo qul puisso itr-c utilisitzemnps do
geme; dinx interrogations ddcoulont do cc conscat: est-il pertinent doentrainer lea pilotes star an systimc dont iI ate disposeront plus
en tomps do guerre, est-il envisageable do so contenter d'un systimo ctits simple?.

Enl France. Vidat-major do t'Ar-nate do l'Air s'est engagE A fttror- lts difftrents parties impliqiats darts Ia conception d'un filet
do sauvogardo pour Ic prochain ACE (opdrarionnels, avionncur-ý, Equipemnentcirs, informaticiens. ergonomes. mtdo~cins ...). La prise
on compte Imamediate do l'ensemblo dua probline (y coanpris ic tomps do guerre) delvraait permetu'o, d'abocatir raisonnablement vile A la
conception d'un systime riellomont utile-ct tatilisable- pour los pilotos.
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CERUBiAL OXYGEN STATUS AND O-iNDUCEb LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS

by

Cp Capt David H Otaister, KU

loyal Air Force Institute of Aviation Medicine,
Parnborough, Hants, GV14 68Z, UK

Sunaary G-induced loss of consciousness (G-13v) is a common event and has
led to the tose of many aircraft and aircrew. While most body systems are
ultimately affer ad, the final common path for its initiation is an
inadequate suppl) of oxygen to the brain. Thus, a measure of cerebral
oxygen sufficiency could provide a specific monitor for incipient G-LOC and
serve either as a warning to the pilot or as A trigger for an autortcovery
system. uiltiwavelength near-Infrared spectrophotonetry permits the non-
invasive in vies measurement of the oxygen content of blood within the
cerebral microcirculation, and also of the oxygen status of cytochrome-c
oxidass within the brain cells, This technique has been vaidated in human
subjects during exposure to hypoxia; in presyncope induced by lower body
negative pressure; arid durit,g +G induced loss of consciousness. It is
considered that, as well as Providing an important new toot for
acceteration research, the technique has the potential to he developed into
an in-flight monitor for aircrew,

Based upon several iurveys of aircrew popu- can be detected in time to initiate an automiatic
lations, G-induced toss of consciousness, or G-LOC, recovery system (5). One possibility is to eunitor
has an incidence of some 12-30% (1-3). The figures the performance of the pilot in order to detect, as
var) depending upon aircrew experience (common soon as possible, some reliable indication ot a G-
during training), aircraft type (more common on LOG. Such a system could monitor the pilot's
aircraft with a high sustained G capability); the intelligent use of the controls, or even make use
use and reliability of anti-C equipment (many of EEG analysis. A major disadvantage of this
training aircraft are not fitted with an anti-C approach is that the G-LOG must be allowed to
system, yet are capable of pulling 4S-6GC, whilst develop before any corrective action can be taken,
inadvertent disconnection of the NATO standard Even if the autorecovery were effectivir. the
anti'C suit connector is not unknown); the accuracy pilot's ability to fight would be denied to him at
at reporting (centrifuge G-LOG subjects are often the very time that it was moat needed and his
unaware of their G-LOG episode and the same may be chances of surviving a combat engagement would be

true in flight); the (-onset rate; and a nest of close to zero, For application to the training
other factors. However, the overall finding is role, though, this approach has the merit of
that one in five sircrew will have experienced at simplicity in that it could make use of state-of-
least one episode of in-flight loss of the-art technology, most of which already exists in
consciousness due to +G acceleration during their a combat aircraft's control computers. Figure 1
fiying career. It is not surprising, therefore, shows the logic for a proposed system which
that losses of aircraft and aircrew attributcble to monitors three inputs - aircraft acceleration, the
G-LOG are reputedly into double figures in the US position of the pilot's head (up or down), and his
clone, though to datc, no comprehensive survey of grip on the stick.
accident statistics specifically related to C-LOC
has been published.

While recent improvements in G-protective
systems, partiLilarly the combination of extended
coverage anti-C trousers and pressure breathing C levet teed Itend Action

(PlC) have Produced a dramatic increase in poimiIon grip

tolerance such that aircrew can be -xpected to C43r, sect tip or down Tense or slaek Nil

sjiietain at least +8G without the need to perform r

an anti-G straining manoeuvre 'AGSM) (4), the -9GC 0G32. and Down or Sleak tIterroentinn

capability of the curient generation of agile )>4,J e and .. wn and Sinck Autorreoverrv

aircraft means thAt some voluntary effort wIll

still be required even when these new systems
ber,.#e operationan. There will, therefore, remain
Situations in 'ihich G-LOC will be an operational
poisibility, either because of failure to perform Fig. I. Operation nf a Ehree sensor G-l.OC

an effective ACSN, or through the failure to detector system.
perceive its need -. ith a rapid onset of

acceleration, under which coaidition G-LOG may occur
without the premonitory warning of Visual symptoms.
Furthermore, no anti-G system can be iads l00%

reliable and future aircraft can be expected to Thus, if the aircraft remeins boljw +3G_, no

Pxceed comfortably the *9Cr., performanrcu of current action 13 taken whatever the pilot is doini, whith

aircraft. Undoubtably, G-LOG wilI remain a at greater G levels he will be interrogated should

potential problem for as lng As sMen fly agile air- he nod his head, or slacken the grip of his hand on

craft whilst seated in such a posttro that a the stick. Failing a positive response, G-LOG

Significant component of the G force is directed would be assumed and the aircraft recovered

Slotng the GCnaxis of the hody, aute¶matitally. Since interrogation takes furthor
tLim, a third mode of immediate initiation off

If the possibility of G-LOC cannot be precluded, recovery would operate above +5C. when the head

then the consequent ri.k of aircraIt loss and nods and the hand becomes slack simultaneously. Tn
airceo'. fstslI:y can ll tl be avoided if the C- I.OC reduce the incidence of inadvertent operat.;Cn, the

•/1 I I1q 0! 0!i lt , i i i
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o selibor would review the recent aircraft history during exposures Lo +GI, Gross diucrepancies in
of 0 exposure and apply a suitabie algorithm based flow between the two branches of the coanon carotid
upon a conservative G/time tolerance curve, artery are, therefore, likely under conditions
A more rawarding approach to the problem of G-lOC predisposig to 0-t.C,.

in flight is to monitor the pilot in such A way
that incipient loss of consciousness is detected To be effective in antccipating G-LOC, therefore,
and a warning given such that he cin remain in a monitoring system must be directed to phenomena
control, albeit at a voluntarily reduced level of related to flow in the internal carotid artery and,
+Vs, This is a far harder problem because, despite Ideally, at the final common path to G-LOC,
the vast literaturel little is known about the cerebral tissue oxygen Sufficiency At the cellular
precise mechanism of C-LOC - other than that, in level.
general, it follows a period of inadequate blood
supply to the brain with a resulting deficiency in A monitoring system for use on aircrew must not
oxygen supply to cerebral tissue, add to pilot workload and, if aircrew are to have

confidence in it, its applicatlon to autorecovery

ort term (4 4must be free from false positive, or false negative
responses. In addition, the system must be non-

Increased pre ssure drop, heart to head invasive, non-cumbersome, compatible with other
-renre drop, hedaircrew equipMeniL and, ideally, the subject should

ltediired Arterial pres.ure at tired level be unaware of its presence. One possibility is the
I use of transcranialf Doppler to monitor blood flow

Inadequate cerebral blood flow In the middle cerebral artery. This vessel
Ssupplies a largi, area of the cerebral cortex and a

• efebrat oxygen Inqufficlenev - critical reduction in flow would be expected to
of precede a C-LOC by several seconds, However, the

Loss o(nnanlnoenes positioning of the sensor has to be very precise.
probably moat, so eVen than that for hlieLtl_ mounteLd

l-er term (5-1 *) / sights and displays, and Lhnugh the principle has
bpen demonsLrate•d in centrifuge sludies (Marcus;

- iedneed venotu return end cardiac iwlrit Clare: personal coettini c• t ions), it should be noted
that it would fail to detect any component to G-lOC

Ventilation/pcrfuslon nerualltles contributed by arterial oxygen desaturatian,
Another positb lity which has been evaluatod on the
centrifuge and which overcomes this criticisa is
the use of multiwaveiength near-Infrared spectro-

Fig. 2. The basic mechanism of C-L.OC. photometry to monitor the oxygen status of the
brain tissue (10).

The production of energy within the brain, and
This mechanism is suirMArised in Figure 2, from hence the maintenance of brain functloii and

which it may be seen that the G-induced hydrostaLic consciousness, is dependent upon a series of
pressure gradient. causes a fall in blood pressure, chemical reactions in which, basically, glucose is
and consequently in blood flow, at the level of the oxidised to produce carbon dioxide and water. The
head, In the longer term this fall is exacerbated last link in this chain involves the enzyme
by a decreased output at blood and pressure at cytochrome-c oxidase which Controls 90% of the
heart level, while the ensuing oxygen insufficiency brain's oxygen utilisaLton. In its oxidised state,
is further exacerbated by a decrease in the oxygen this entysie has a weak absorption band tn the near-
content of any arterial blood which does roach the infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum
brain caused by G-induced ventlation/perfusion which disappears upon reduction, Reduced and
inequalities in the lungs. oxygenated haemoglobins also hove specific, and

stronger absorption spectra in the near-infrared
Severat approaches have been made in order to (Fig 3). While skin, bone and brain [tisse Are

monitor chdnges in the circulation more or less
related to cerebral perfusion. These have included
ear opacity (6) (the pressure or absence of Hb
arterial pulsation at brain level); blood pressuire
at head level (now obtainable non-invasively from a
finger (7)); and blood flow in a iuperficial artery
(such as the temporal artery) using Doppler
techniques C8). All of these measures have boen
shown to change during, or preceding G-LOC, but
they all also allow comparable changes at high
levels of *G- in the absence of G-LOC. This is
unsurprising as they are alt related in some way to
pressure and flow in the external carotid artery,
while the brain gets its supply frem the internal
carotid artery. Cerebral blood flow depends upon
specific control mechanisms (for example, excess
CO2 dilates cerebral vessels but reflexly con-
strict s those elsewhere in the body), and unique
vascular mechanics. The brain is enclosed in rheI
rigid cranium and blood flow will be modified by
changes in intracranial pressure as well as by the
venous siphon effect demonstrated by Henry et al as L -I
early as 1951 (9). For obvious technical and 720 750 800 850 900
ethical reasons, little is known aboit the role of Wavelength (nm)
cerebro-spinal fluid (CSF) pressure in controlling
cerebral blood flow in man at high +*C, An
increase in CSF pressure impedes flow in other Fig. 3. Near-infrared absorption spectra
experimental sitilation and A decrease, caused by for haemnglobin (1b), oxyhaQeM-
the hydrostatic pressure g.eadient down the spinal globmn (ilbO ) and for oxidised
canal, would be expected to keep the cerebral minus reduced cytochrome-c -vidAse
capiltacies and veins open and to enhance flow ( Osr,). (hr to scale).



relaLively opaque to Light in the visible part of cerebral blood volume and cytoclhrome-r oxaddie, all
the spectrum, cnd water present in tissues absorbs of which precede the well documented bradycardia,
photons over most of the infrared region, there is or cardiovascular decompensation by some 20 a.
a window in the near-infrared within which some Presumably, the first sign of failure to compensate

%10 of photons are transmitted per centimetre of for the circulatory stress was a fall in cerebral
tissue, By studying the relative transmission of blood flow and the 4.53 reduction In particular
selected wavelengths of the near-infrared and could have provided an earlier warning of the
applying appropriate sl&gorithms, it is, therefore, impending syncope than the generally accepted

eosaible to monitor changes in the tissue criterion of a developing bradycardia,
concentrations of reduced hiemoglobin (Nib), oxy-"haerroglobin (HbO ) and oxidated cytochrome-c Finally, figure 7 Lliustraýeoi changes which
oxidase (aa 3 ). i•urthermora, the sum of Hb and occurred duiring a C-tOC induced by exposure to +5C,
lIb0 2 concentrations affords a measure of cerebral with the subject relaxed and unprotected. G-LO4 was
blood volume, since the total quantity of preceded by a rapid fall in cerebral blood volume,
haemoglobin in the red blood cells (and, hence in whilst a recovery in blood volume heralded return
blood) remains effectively constant, of consciousness, Unfo)rtunately, the cytochrnme-c

oxidare sigsal was not obtained during this run.
Thiq t'chnique, developed at Duke University

Medical Centre ard incorporated into and instrument
known as nHNi-4 (for Oxidative Metabolism Hear-
Infrared using 4 Wavelengths) was evsluated at the
USAF School of Aerospace Medicine (while the author ' 'i I I
was an RAF Exchange Officer there) in a series of .. ... i J.... I
experiments uoiing hypouic/hyperoxic breathing l H':gases, lower-body negative pressure (LBHP) end .', I.ISacceleration. 

".lil'I:1ti"i,.:'
Figure 4 shows the effect of changing the oxygen IOsac

content of the gas breathed by A subject %eated at
rest. With hypoxia (92 02 in N ), the COnhc.fr-
traL~on of reduced haenoglobIn (Sb) rose, white
that of oxy-hiemoglobin (HbO 2 ) fell. Changing to a y
952 02 5% C0O2 mixture (the CO2 being added to V I
maintain cerebral blood flow) caused reciprocal
changes In the haemoglob'is. Hypoxia also caused a
shift in cytochrome oxitaso (AiR. ) towards reduc-
tion, Cerebral blood volume (1V3i remained fairly
constant Until return to air breathing, 'ahereupun LI I ,
it fell with a coincident reduction in cardiac I T
pulsation - evidence for the pre-eoisting
vasodilation and increased flow invoked by both the ,
hypoxia and hypercaprea. /

An energetic Valsalva manoeuvre (Fig. 5) in-
creased cerebral blood volume (CBV). but the
increase comprised solely reduced haemoglobin aid cevb
cytochrome-c oxidase moved towards reduction. This. I
shows the increased volume of venous blood In the " 4 '
brain and reduction in flow produced by A damming
up of the brain's venous uutflow.

Figure 6 shows verage changes in measures of
cerebral oxygen Status during the eLst IDO sec of
lower body negative pressure exposures which were
terminated following symptoms and signs of presyn- Fig. 5. Ehf ect of a Valsalva manoeuvre at
cope. The slight increase in reduced haemoglobin 10G Recording channels as for
is in striking contrast to falls in oxyhaemoglobin, figure 4.

Tr
'k- I If

,I I I r 1 1T1 Fig. 4. Response to hyperoxic
.il 7 111 and hypoxic breathing gas
..rWt.mix,.irc" The four recording

-' . .I chaFnels ar' to the same scale

(lID equals a 10 fold changeZrI. 4A:,. 74 In tissue concentration) and
show changes in hnnmrglobin
-(Fb), oxyhat.noglobin (Ub0 2 ),
cerebral blood volume (1311) and
oxidised eytochrnme-c owid,,si

4-7 iE ...TJ.$ (a~faj). The subjec t WAs
~l'rtltt2WiitA breithing the hypu'roxic mixture

1I at the start of'the recording.

1;. •'~l • !"II71-] T
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Pig. 6, Changes in heart rate (HR) And in I K ? r: 1

the four OMNI-4 outputs
Chasmoglotin, tib; oxyhaemo-globin, 14; 11. 1 Zff 1
NbO 2 1 cerebral blood volume, BV; 0 T. ..
and oxidised cytochrome-c oxidase, IO I RECO'i VER4Y ~ j, ;
aE13). The results are averaged fo: l

for four subjects over the 100s
preceding, and l0s following :..I
termination of tower body negative ;F' i.;'.
pressure exposures which caused i+i! ,. 1
symptoms and signs of presyncope.

Pig. 7. OCNN-4 uutputs during a G-IOU in-
di Ld by exposure of a telAxed and

Prom the Leasts carried out it is clear that the unprotected subject to +5GC. Full
change in haemoglobin concentrations and cerebral scale deflection for each' OCNI-4
blood volume provide a valuable, but stilt in- channel Is equivalent to a 10 fold
direct, real time monitor of cerebral oxyivn change in tissue concentratLIo..
status, but differences between this G-LOC incident
and other high G exposures without U-lUC were not
great enough to constitute a reliable warning. In 2. Prior, A R J. RAP experience of C induced
theory, changes in cytochrume-c oxidase should toss of consciousness. In Proc. High C and
prove mare reliable, hut appeared to suffer from a High C Protection - Aeromedical and Opera-
number of technical problems. Predominant amongst tional Aspects. R. Aero. Soc. London, October
these was the lack of sensitivity in th.s channel L987:16-25,
due to it, rather weak spectral absorption, and the 3. Johanson, 1 C, Pheenny, H T. A new look at
fact that it could not be detected in its reduced the loss of consciousness experience within
sLate other than by disappearance of the oxidated the US Naval forces. Aviat. Space Environ.
cytochrome-c oxidase signal. The use of additional Med. 59; 1988:6-8.
wavelengths and a more sensitive detector should 4. Prior, A R J. Centrifuge assessment of the
solve these problems. A further problem stemmed +G, acceleration protection afforded by full
from movement artefacts - slight displacement of coverage anti-C trousers. Aviat. Space
the optodes through which the near-infrared signals Environ, Ned, 60; 1989:504.
wete passed into and received back from the brain 5. Whinnery, J E, Glaister, D H, Burton, R R.
led to erroneous signals which could only be +G, induced loss of consciousness and aircraft
overcome by very rigid mounting of a head harness, recovery. Aviat. Space Environ. Ned. 58;
However, Delpy (personal communication) has 1987:600-603.
suggested that an alternative means for controlling 6. Wood, E H, Lambert, E Ii. Some factors which
the level of near-infrared energy at the input influence the protection afforded by pneumatic
optods (other than relying on a reflected signal) anti-g suits. J. Aviat. Med, 23; 1952:218-
would eliminate this problem. Thirdly, since the 228,
path length through which the signal passes within 7. Prior, A P J. Physiological aspects of an
the brain is unknown, absolute values for enhanced G protection system. Proc. Ilth Ann.
concentrations of the chromophores cannot be Meeting IUS Commission on GraviLaLional
calculated, oily changes. Whilst tiles is probably Physiology. Lyon, September 1989.
not a great disadvantage in a monitoring system, 8. lirobien, L. Current and emerging technology
techniques do now exist whereby absolute vr.lues in C-LOU detection : pulse wave delay for +G,
could be obtained (11). Finally, the need to carry tolerance assessment. Aviat, Space Environ.
the signals to and from Lho head 'n fairly bulky Med. 59; 1988:29-31.
fabieopLic bundles could be eliminated by the use 9. Henry, J P, Cauer, 0 11, Kety, S S, Kramer, K.
of lightweight, helmet mounted, solILd state Factors maintaining cerebral circulation
devices, during gravitational stress. J. Clan. Invest.

30; 1951:292-300.
In conclusion, multiwavelengLth near-infrared 10. Claister, D H, Jt5bsis VanderViiet, F P. A

spectrophotometry offers a method for monitoring near-infrared spectrophoto-metric method for
changes in cerebral oxygen sufficiency at tissue studytng brain 02 sufficiency in man during
level which appear to correlate well with the +C, acceleration, Aviat, Space Environ, Med.
changes expected under a number of stress condi- 59; 1988:199-207.
Lions, including +G1 acceleration. However, the II. belpy, D T, Cope, N, van der Zoo, P, Arridge,
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path length through tissue from direct line of
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DETCTION DES P31471 DRi CONNAISSANCS EN VOL PAR
N4ETHODE DOPPLER

3.N. CLIME, G. OSSARD, D. LREIJNI, A. LEGRR, A. RONCIN'

Laboratoiro do t~ddecino Adrospatiale,
Contra d'Essais en Vol

F-91228 Drdtigny sur Orgo Codox, Franca,

*Laboratoiro do Biophysique Mddicale
Univorsitd F. Rabolais

F-3703? Touts Codox, Fr~inec.

RESUNE: L'utilisation d'un Doppler transcrinion a 6t6 prdconisd pour ddtocter l.a
nurvanue do portes do connainnance induiten par loa accdldrativnn, Un apparail do type
Doppler puls6 tranacranien a 6t6 dcvaloppd spdcif Iguoamnt pour fonctionnor en
cehtrifugouse at tin autra pour d~tro instalid~ dans un Mirage 2000, cc gut a jimpligu6 dos
coniraintes suppldmentairaa pout- respecter l'onvironnoeont do sdcurit6 impos6 par son
utilisation on Vol. AU Cours J'uno 6tudo mende pour 6valuor la toidranco do 9 nujets
soumis A des accdldrations A +8 Or, le Doppler transcrlnion a pormis do montror gu'il
existait dana 23 cas une relation ontre la r6duction du signal v6locimdtriguo do la
circulation dana i'artbre cdrdbralo moyanneoet la diminution du champ visual; dana 9
can, cotta relation n'a pan 6t6 obnervde et dans un can uno faible diminution du signal
Doppler a 6t6 cuivie par uno porte do connaissanca. La ddtection den portes do
connaissance on vol implique Ilutilisation do pluslaurn paralnitras physiologigues at do
param~troa do vol gui devront 6tro analynsa avant do- d6clenchor uno procddure
automatique do sauveqarda do la part do l'ordinataur do bord. Ceci ndcossite le
ddvaloppomont do procibdures nouvolles at complexes. Dana cotta attento, lo maillour
traito'nent des perton do connaissanca consioto A se placer dans des conditions
prdvonizivas optimales gr~ca aux rdconts moyans do protection anti-a (nidgo inclin6,
respiration on pronslon positive, pantalon anti-S couvrant oompldtement la parie
infirioeure du corps).

1. INTRODUCTION.

L'oxistonco des pertes do connaiccance on vol out connue dopuin la pramidro guerre
mondialo. A co jour, los portes do connaissanceoan vol sent redoutdas car ellen
surviennont la plupatt du temps au cours du combat adrian at dams contains can, elkes
entrainont non soulument la porte d'un avion, maim surtout cello do l'dguipage.

Don 6tudes r6conten, en particulior cellos do PLUTA (1984) ot do WHINNERY (1986)
ont montrd qulil exictait en tamps do paix une natte recrudescence do cam phdnombnos
avoc lea avions do la clause F 16 Cu avoc des avions d'ontrainemont char des piloten en
coura do formation.

2. *COmemr PREVMIIR 011 TRAITER LA PERT DR COMNAISSANCE?

A co jour, plusiours solutions sent propondes auX Stats Majors

- Limiter lea performances der. avions af in d'dvitor gulils nattaignont des
acc6ldrations ou des taux do mice en accdldration 6lav6n. Ce norait alors la symtdrno
d'armo (radar, missile trds. manoouvrant, contro-meoures 6loctronigues) gui dovrait
compensar cotta r6duction do performance. Actuellement, Cettle solution no somblo pan
retenue. Toutefois, une intervention cur les slgorythmes don commandos do vol
6loctrorniquos pout-hir. r~alisde on r6duisant l6gibroment los performances do l'avion
cans phnaliser pour autant sea Avolutions.

- Augmenter la protection anti-a. Clest le cas pour lea Armdon do l'Air gui
utilicont don avions avec sihgo mondln et qui pratiquent l'ontrainement physique at
l'antrainemont on contrifugouse. Ce sara 1e can pour cellos qui utilisaront la
surpression respiratoiro. L'augmontation do la toldrance des pilotes aux accdldrationn
route la solution la plus rationnolla.

- Didtactar l'igmninanco do la perte do connaissance oti non exintence. 11 s'agit
d'una ultimo nauvegarde gut cstmle t-il a pour principal inthrfit d'dtra utilinde en
tomps do pain. Ello pr~servera do touta fagon la vie do nombreux pilotas. Cette
dernid6re solution pout co-oxistar avoc llune oti l'autro des solutions prdc~ddnten. Main
comment ddtaotar ass portas do connaismanco?
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3.* DZMnaIcM fl& -PERT DX COKKAISSACNC.

Dana le can ota* I& pert. do 1'ahronef ou du pilate lora du combat a~rien eat
uniquomant l16e & un~e porte do connaimsanco, il faut mottre au point des systbmonexperts capable. do d6tecter I& part. do connaiuaeaice da fagon fiable puis do ronneigner
l'ordinateur do bard. Colui-ci devrait enuuito of tectuer automatiquement uric manoeuvre
de sauvogarde.

Les paratbtrea utilia6s pouvent etre t
des information, do vol9
does variable. physiologiquos.

WHINIIERY at Coll. (1981) ant rappeiC lea principaux param6tros physiologiqiaca
utilisablos dent la meauro du dhbit sanguin cdrdbral.

4.-INTERE Dl) ACITORIN DX -LA CIRCULATION SANGUINE AU NIVEAl) W) CERVEAU *

Deux raisons sont en favour do cette solution a

Lora du combat aftien, lea accdl6rationa do niveau dlovd at rapidomont inatalldos
pouvont ontratner uno rdduction ou un arr&t do la circulation sanguine au nivoau du car-
veau. 11 eat donc lagigue do cherchor & detector une Aventuelle chute do ddbit.

Los technologies modernas pormottent do disposer do syatdaca non invasife
d'dvaluation do l'h6modynamique dvs grands axes vasculaires c6rdbraux. La Doppler fait
partie do ces moyoan. Lo syst~me peut-Ctre miniaturisd at facilemnnt instalI1 dana un
adronef,

ces diff(!rc:ntes raisons ant conduit Io Laboratoira do M~ddcino Adrospatiala
(LAM¶AS) A mettre au point un systbme do cc type. Celui-ci aura non seulaeant pour
inthrkr d'apprdhender lea variations do ddbit sanguin sous facteur do charge ches
i1hommo et de d~teoter l'irnminonco d'uno porte do connaissance mais dgalerncnt d'kvaluor
la gualitd des nouveaux concepts ou des nouvollos technologios do protection anti-G,

5. MATERIEL.

Lo LAMAS a bdndficid do l'expdrienco du Laboratoire do B3iophysigue~ Mddicala) do
l'Urniversit6 F. Rabelais do Tours en matibre d'dlectroniquo dcho-Dopplor. Ce
laborataire a dhveloppd un systbme fonctionnant sous fort facteur do charja. Un premnior
appareil inuni do sondes coupidos 6cho-Doppler (photographic nO 1) a pormis do faire una
Atude cc -cernant les variations du adhit do la carotida primitivo scus accdidration
(Florence et Coil. 1989). La visualisation en image Cchographique do la carotido at do
langle de p~ndtration du fairceau Doppler associ6 & la mesura do ls vitassa
d'6coulomont a parmis do ca~cular le d~bit an fonction du nivoau d'accdldraticn.

Photographic n' 1: Apparail uc~hoDoppler montd a l'int6riaur do la cantrifugauso.



A Ii suite do cotta 6vudo, il a pant int6rasaant da compldtor co travail par ia
manure du d6bit sanguin au nivoau du carvaau. Pour cola uno carto 6lactroniqua
sp6cifiquo a 6t6 instalida dana cat ensembla.

11 n'agit d'un Doppler puls6 dont lea prineipales caract6rintiquea comportent

- una 6mission-rhcoption A 2 M~ln,
- uric fan6tta do masuro do largaur fixe, ajuatableaon prozfondaur entry 3D at 100

mm,
- ian systbnat pormottant do ddtoctar la caracthro anthro ou pont6rogrado dua flux

sanguin,
- un Uiltra BF do bande passanto 5 & 150 lKis,
- uric sortie audio analogique.

6. PRCYFQCOLH.

Uno pramibro cxp~rimrntation a 6t6 effoctw~e A l'Aide docavt apparell a±u cours de
l'6valuaticn do loin do gonflago do pantalon anti-G (Leoeune at coil. 1990).

Nouf volontaires masculine ant 6t6 sounds & trois profils d'accdl6ration A + a GSA
deux d'entra oux ant effectu6 l'exp6rimentation deux fain car ils ant particip6 ýI la
misc au point. Ila neaffectuent pan do manoeuvre anti-a mais portent ian pantalon anti-u
actuellement an service dana l'Armde do l'Air frangaise. Trento trois trac6s do signal
Doppler ont 6t6 recuejillis au tours do cotta exp6rimentation.

La loi do ganflage du pantalon anti-Oci at diff6rcnte pour chaque profil
d'accd6lration.

La limito do toid4ranco a dti5 d~finle cormmo la pe.-te de 60 pour cent dui champ
visuol pdriph6riquc scion l'axe horizontal.

La mosure do la vitonso d'6coulcmont du sang eat effactuda au nivaau do l'art6ro
cdr6brale moyenne (cia artbre Sylvienne) dent l'abord est aiad (photographic no 2). Una
analyse spoctralo do Is vitosac sanguine dans la fen~tre do manure cat r6alia6o grdce
ian analysour do spectre do typo Angiosoan.

Photographic n, 2: sujet d'oxp6rimentation cquipe do la sande Doppler
transcr~nion.

7. RMSULTATS.

Suir 33 tracds obtonus lora des 33 lancomentsaon centrifugeuse, dans 23 cas ii
exista une rdduct~ion du champ visual prdc6dde par une diminution du signal Doppler.
Dana 9 cas, la diminution o'i la diaparitian dua signal Doppler neat pas suivie par tin
diminution du champ visual. Dana tea 9 cas, la disparition dia signal doppler soeffectue
d'irant los acc6l6rations dlev6as et le -signal r6apparait lors du reotur A tine gravit6
normalo ti Gi). Dana un dorniar cas, 11 y a tine porto do connaissance avoc tine discr~tc
r6duction du signal Doppler.



l'huoagraphle n' 3: Sujot soumis ht one acchl6ration do +8 oz.

R. DOPPLER EN VOL.

Parall6lomont, on apparoil Doppler tr-anscr~nion utilisablo on vol a 6t6 d6veolpp6.
11 pre-scnto Ios mamos caract6ristiquos quo colut d6crit atiparavant. 11 s'agit tautofois
d'un ensemble Vi doit r6pondrc A des sp6oiflcations. a6ronautiqucs soppl6montairos:

- installation dans on boitier sp6cifiquo poovant dtra mont6 ýi bard d'un avian.
- absonco d'inrerfi~onco avoc l'onvironnomont 6lootromagndrique do Vavian do

mani~re A no porturber ni 1'6quipemnent 6ioctranique dc colui-cl, ni la mosuro
v6lacirn6triquo sanguine.

Loexp6rimantatton sera oftoctudo an vol sur un M'irago 2000 spdcifiquecmnt adapt6
aux essais on vol.

Le signal ost tocuoilli sur on enrogistrour analogiquo moltipiste installo dans on
pod, sous l'avilon. L'onsemblo pout supportor des accdldrations jusqu'a +9 Gz.

L'6lectroniqoe eat instalido dans un baitiar OTAN 2 U do dimension at do poids
rddoits; la consomxnation 6loctrique oat faiblo (5 W.)

En face avant do baitior sent instailds
- Io connacteor pour la sonde
- lo r6glage do ia praforidoor do is fon6tro
- lo corinoctoor pour l'6cootoor utilis6 lors do lat misc en place do is sondo dans

1' avion.

En face arri6ro sont inatall6s
- lo connoctour d'alimontatlon
- los deux connocteors do sortie audio do signal.

11I a fallo ddvoboppor on support spdcifiqoo do sando 4 l'intdrleor do casque qo].
permette do positlonnor cello-cl do fagon asiao sans qo'olle salt mobile poor autant.
Cot ensemble prend on compto los not-inc do s6curitd appliqu6os aux avions do combat on
cas d'djootion.

Le ciblo do sonde comporto done on connootoor A ddgrafago rapide inatall6 sur Ia
Mac West,

Los vols vont avoir lieu durant los moia do saptoinbra ct octobro 1990. Los pilotos
deassais 00 las oxpdrimentatours aoront A so souniettro & des profils d'accdldrstions
dont cot-tales sot-ant reprodoits sot- is contrifugeuso do laboratoire.

Doox comparalsons poorront 6tro mon6os:
- uon promibra antro situation do laboratoireaon contrifugouseoat situation do vol

rdelle.
- one douxibmo ontro piloto situ6 on place avant et exp6rimontatoor situ6 on place

arrl~ro.

Cos comparaisons pcrinottront do distingoor los of fats sot- is circulation sanguine
cdr6bralo

- des accdlAratlons +Gz sobica d'unc part on contrifugouso ot d'autre part on
av.,ion

- dos accdldrations en vol qu'un piloto anticipo paroc qu'll los commando, do
cellos quA le surpronnont pat-co qo'il oat copiloto oxpdriinantateor.

Quoo! quil. on salt, los promibres donndos roeuoillios poovont so discotor on torme
do r6gulation sanguine cdrdbrabo ot on torme do d6toctlon des pertos do connaissanco,
voiro on tot-mo do qoalitk do indtroloqie.



0. DISCUSSION.

Ell rdsumh, nous evans train situations oQ
- Ia r~duotion ou l'abolition dui signal Doppler eat bien suivie d'une r6duction dui

champ visuali molt tine banns concordance don deux perambtras.
- labolitian dui signal Doppler nWest pas suivie d'una rdduction dui champ visael;

soit tine meuvaise concordance amnra con doux signaux.
-la diminution dui signal Doppler ant faibln at une pert. do connaissance

survient, ce gui correspond h un soul des cam observhs.

Vans is cas ýAt La diminution du d6bit sanguin prdchda bian la diminution dui champ
vi sual, on pout penner qua la diminmuton do la prassion de perfusion sanguine lide aim
acc6l6rations ontraine bion une diminution du ddbit sanguin chr6bral. Cotta diminution
do d~bit, oan I& totrouve & la fain aui nivaau do La vascularisatlon rdtinianna, Main pout
6tra ausai aui niveau de la zone occipitala a4 se uituont leas aires visuallas.

La lol do Bernoulli lient prossion do perfusion at dbbit sarait respactdo. 1l y
aurait on queique sorta avee non vingt-trois cass tine triple fonction qui lie:

- accdl6ration at preoslon do perfusion,
- pression de perfusion at d6bit,
- d6bit at champ visual.

Las relations f cites ci-dessus no pronnont pas on comptc la prossion voinouso do
la circulation sanguine do rotour gui senblc 6galomont importante dana La rdaulation du
ddbit sanguin intracdr6bral.

Par ailleurs, Kontos ot Coil. (1978) ant montr6 char le chat anesth6sii5 quo la
rdgulation du ddbit sanguin dans les vaisseaux cdrdbraux 6tait fonction do leur
diam~tro. L'abolition dui signal Doppler non sulvie dmua rdduction du champ visual
abmervde dans neuf eas paurrait 6trc axpligm6e par un regime vasomotour spdcifique.
L'importante r6duction du signal Doppler paurralt no pas corranpondro h un arrfit doi la
circulation o6rdbrale. Ii o'agirait d'un ph6nombne simiLaire 4 celui do la circulation
pulmanaira ob is prassion do porfusion eant faible ainsi quo ia vitasse d'eoauiament main
dont le d6bit eat important. Par cette analogia, Il out licite do penner qu'uno
oxyg~nation suffinanta den 'ttarritoires cids do la conscience" at do is r~tino soit
obtanue,

Enf in, dens la dernier cas, oiU apparait uno porte do connaissanca avec uno
rdduction du signal Doppler, cotta situation a ddj& f alt l'objat d'uno discussion (Clbre
at call. 1989) a' eant rsppel6e L'affirmatlon do Warchan (1989) salon laquollo Uno
diminution do 40 jour cent du ddbit sanguin cdrdbral pout atro suffisanto pour faire
apparaitre des taoublas EEG. Cotta hypothbse so pr6sonto on quolque sorto on opposition
avec 1 'hypothbsa prdcddente.

Ainsi, la signal Doppler parsit complexe & analyser. son abolition W'est pas
dquivalante A une perte do cannaissance pour phusiours raisons physiologiquot main sussi
d'ardre ndthodalagique at matralagique.

Sur la plan mdthodologiquo, l'arthmre cdr6brala moyanno nest pout dtre pas
l'art6ra qu'il faut explorer, m~me si son sabrd eat relativomerit sis6.

Sur le plan mdtrologiquo aucuna certitude n'oxisto quant cý l'immobilitd do
l'artbre at du captour sous accdldretian.

L'dvaluation du ddbit sanguin dans l'ert~re c6r6brale moyanne parait &k cc jour
innuffisanto A elle saule pour ddtoctor l'imminonce d'une porte do cannaissance. Soul.
un aysttime intdgrsnt pluniours parambtros physiologiquos ot do vol sora & m6me do
prddiro l'imminonce am do ddtoctur la survonue do la porte do connaissanco. Coci no
pourra 6tre mis am point qu'aprbs uno expdrionco comportant dos pertos do connatasanco
obsorvkos en cantrifugausa avoc des sujots bquipbs do capteurn. A cc jour, pour des
raisons dthiquaa il oat tr~s difficilo on France d'effactuor unec expdrimantation
spdcifiquo cancornant Los portos do connaissance sous facteur do charge. Snules lea
partes do connaissanco accidentollos obaorvdos au caurs d'oxpdrimentations permettront
do atatuor sur la. validit6 d'un parambtro physialagiguo, d6bit c6rdbral ou autro, ot do
ddfinir lea crit~ros prddictifs d'una perto do cannaissance.

10. CONCLUSION.

La ddtection des partes do connaissancos pourrait 6tre offoctudo & l'aide do
parambtros physiolagiquas. Dana cotte dtude, 11 oat montr6 qu'ol oeat basdc sur
l'utilisatzian d'un Dopplor transcrinien. 11 noexinto pas de relation simple ontro
arr6t du signal Doppler ot porte do connaissance. Con paramttroa dovrant abrement atro
multiples at complftfs par des donndea do vol. Una anelysc portinente voire enpirique
do ces parambtres dovrait Informer i'ordinateur do bard d'une situation d'&tat luii
parmattant d'offoctuer une manonuvre do sauvegardo. La complaxit6 do cc syst6me fasit
penner qu'il sWagit d'un ensemble qui no pourra atre utilis6 quo dons un futur
rolativoment lointain.
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SUMMARY

During this past decade, fourteen U.S. Air Force pilots lost their lives and aircraft to gravity
induced loss of consciousness, or GLOC. GLOC is not a new problem, it has been around for over 70
years. Because of the emergence of high performance aircraft such as the F-t6 and F-IS and the fact
that these aircraft can perform beyond the acceleration tolerance limits of the human, GLOC has become
the U.S. T&ctical Air Force's second most serious human factors prnblem, second only to spatial dis-
orientation. To date, there exists no monitoring system In USAF aircraft to detect when a pilot has
become incapacitated due to GLOC. The incorporation of high G onset training and a special centrifuge
training facility will help reduce, but not eliminate, the GLOC problem, This paper presents the
current status of a loss of consciousness detection and recovery system being developed by the Air
Force,

PREFACE

There is virtually no cardiovascular, cardiopulmonary or encephalographic physiological variable
which cannot be mewsired in flight. Venous and arterial In-dwelling catheterization with pressure
transducers can provide realtime cardiovascular information, and electroencephalography can provide a
very precise Indication of the loss of consciousness event in realtime as well.

The acquisition of these kinds of data in a two place fighter-class aircraft under carefully
controlled in-flight conditions is one thing. Their acquisition and utility in the setting of the
operational cockpit is quite another, In the Loss of Consciousness Monitoring System (LOCOMS) effort
at the AAMRL the original approach to monitoring was based upon these kinds of metrics. They were,
however, abandoned in the face of the stark realities of getting and using such information In the
air combat arena.

Subsequently our approach has been that of relying only upon those physiological metrics which
might be obtain unobtrusively, which would be essentially transparent to the fighter pilot, and which
(ideally) might be reliably obtained without sticking into or onto the aviator (Van Patten, 1986).
Our subsequent efforts have concentrated on the following:

a. Eye blink rate,
b. Head slumping.
c. Strength or absence of grip on stick, and spectral content of stick inputs.
d. Head level arterial pulsations.
e. Acceleration-sensitive eye level blood pressure model.
f. Arterial oxygen saturation percentage, presence of pulse pressure.
q. Spectral shift in frequency of Electroencephalogram (EEG).
h. Presence and quality of straining maneuver.
I. Anti-G Suit fAGS) function.
j. Pilot response to voice synthesized interrogation.
k. Potential resuscitation measures.

The sine qua none of any practical LOCOMS will be a low false alarm rate. A system that is
constantly querying the pilot as to his status will not find a high level of user acceptance and
will be turned off. Consequently it will be necessary to combine evaluation of physiological
metrics with evaluation of the past and present status of the aircraft in terms of:

a, Altitude
b. Recent time history of:

Olj Gz exposure above +4 Gz
Onset rate of the exposure
3 uration of the exposure

c. As well as:
iý Current Gz

Cumulative G-time maneuvering metric

In our conceptual design philosophy these six maneuver-related metrics wuuld be combined with
the eleven physiological metrics with the outputs of these two systems serving as input attributes
to an artificial intelligence-based inference engine capable of making decisions based on the data.
Sufficient In-house research has been done with such an interence engine to make it clear that this
portion of the concept poses no technological problems (Van Patten, 1988). Figure 1 shows some of
the interrelationships in this concept.
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Before proceeding to a discussion of the status of current research it is necessary to briefly
touch upon an issue that is raised frequently by potential operational users. Given the assumption of a
practically infallible LOCOMS, what form must recovery of the aircraft take? In the combat setting, re-
covery of the aircraft to straight and level flight, it is feared, would place the unconscious (but re-
covering) pilot in the role of easy prey for any attacker.

In their GLOC studies atthe USAF School of Aerospace Medicine, Whinnery (C. Whinnery, et al, 1990)
has found that subjects experiencing GLOC recover faster when returned to a higher than I G threshold,
such as 3 Gz. This finding is good on two counts: 1) the total incapacitation period of the subject,
or pilot, can be reduced and, 2) the aircraft in which the GLOC-pilot is a passenger (since he/she
surely isn't flying the aircraft, can be placed by a LOCOMS/flight control computer system into d 3 GZ
turn or evasive maneuver until the pilot is no longer totally incapacitated.

Although far beyond the expertise of those of us working the physiological side of this problem, it
seems plausible that current work on automated maneuvering attack and missile evasion systems could pro-
vide relief. In a combat situation in which a recovery is taking place, it seems reasonable to assume
that an attacking aircraft or missile would be "painting" the target aircraft with gun or missile guid-
ance radar and that on-board receivers and radars would be capable of detecting the emissions and/or the
presence of an attacking aircraft or missile. That being the case pre-progranmed evasive maneuvers
could be automatically commanded while resuscitation measures were being applied to the pilot. For the
moment, we aýSume that by the time an operational LOCOMS system could be deployed the technology for
automated evasive maneuvers will be It hand.

1. CURRENT DEVELOPMENT STATUS

a. Eye Blink Detection

Blink rate is a well known indicator of arousal and Is much easier to detect then eye position, In
our program a miniaturized device was developed under a Small Business Innovative Research effort
(Energy Optics, Las Cruces, NM) which uses infra-red light to illuminate the eye. The device mounts on
the oxygen mask out of the line of sight and reacts to the change in reflected light from the area when
the lids close (Figure 2). The detectnr is abolt the size of the metal ferrule on a coma.on lead pencil
and has been shown to be over 90% reliable under sustained acceleration, yielding good results
irrespective of skin pigmentation (O'Brien, 1987). Evaluatinn of a zero blink rate is not without some
difficulties. Some (conscious) Individuals virtually cease blinking when concentrating intensely under
sustained acceleration (Albery, 1989). Consequently a zero blink rate in the presence of an erect head
would not be as significant as would a zero blink rate in the presence of a slumped head. These two
signs, taken together, would provide a reliable Indicator of unconsciousness,

b. Head Slumping

At the onset of loss of consciousness a total body muscular flaccidity takes place. Since the
center of gravity of the head/helmet is not aligned with its support (the neck) the head will slump in
whatever direction is dictated by the local gravity 'ector. This phenomenon can be detected by means as
simple as three mercury switches to as complicated as the techniques used for measuring head position in
helmet mounted sight systcms. This information could serve double duty in a LOCOMS. A system developed
in our laboratory is shown in Figure 3.

c. Strength or Absence of Grip on Stick

Because of the muscular flaccidity described above, the characteristics of the pilot's grip on the
stick will change markedly with the onset of unconsciousness. Many researchers have suggested that this
signal should be the easiest and most reliable signal to detect because the GLOC should cause the pilot
to release the control stick. This has not been observed in all of the 500 cases videotaped and archived
in the USAF School of Aerospace Medicine library, however, More precisely, one n,eds to monitor the
force being exerted on the control stick in light of the previously mentioned aircraft metrics. A
Varty of pressure sensitive or infra-red chips could easily be incorporated unobtrusively into the
control stick to monitor this phenomenon. A pressure sensitive chip would provide the advantage of
quantifying grip strength vis-a-vis normal in cases (about 50oý) in which an unconscious subject does not
completely release the grip. Such a device could also be used to obtain information about the spectral
content of stick inputs. A force measuring control stick has been developed in our laooratory and is
shown in Figure 4,

d. Head Level Arterial Pulsations

From the early work of E. H. Wood it has been observed that loss of circulatory pulsations at ear
level is followed, given a Sustained acceleration stress, about five seconds later by loss of
consciousness. Devices such zs the ear opacity detectors used by Wood and subsequently by other. would
be difficult to incorporate into a LOCOMS and would violate the dictum that the sensor suite must be
transparent to the pilot since the pilot would have to don the sensor. Several alternatives are
currently under development.

One approach is based upor a dielectric patch antenna operating at 2,4 gigahert? and low power
output (1 nw). This device Is extremely sensitive to motion and is able to detect arterial wall motion
when placed against the skin over an artery. Such a system has been developed for us

I I I i i
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by the David Sarnoff Laboratories at RCA (now MMTC Inc., Princeton, NJ), and an array of miniature
sensors have been shown to work, At present a system using five such sensors built into an array inside
a flight helmet has been constructed and tested (Mawhinney and Kresky. 1986; Mawhinney, 1988). The
array is positioned over the occipital branch of the superficial temporal artery at the back of the head
and can be Integrated into a flight helmet, The system is very sensitive to helmet motion, however, and
needs further development before it can become a potential LOCOMS "Juror".

Current laser technology forms the basis for a second approach to the acquisition of pulse
information, A commercial laser Doppler device (TSI Incorp, St Paul, MN) is under investigation for an
unobtrusive method of obtaining transcutaneous capillary perfusion/pulse data and offers the potential
for a system that could be incorporated in the oxygen mask without interference to other functions.
This device Is currently being evaluated using the Dynamic Environment Simulator.

A third possibility combines arterial oxygen saturation data with the acquisition of pulse data. A
commercial product has been successfully integrated into the nasal portion of an oxygen mask (Tripp,
1988). The infra-red sensor reads 3a02 and pulse data in the vicinity of the ethmoid artery on the nose
and has been successfully tested under sustained acceleration. A side benefit is that this system may
be capable of yielding Sa02 data over extended multiple repetitive exposures which might be correlatable
to fatigue and tolerance in a predictive manner in real time. This system is shown In Figure 5. Recent
tests of this system at the Naval Air Development Center. Warminster, PA., have validated its potential
as a non-intrusive LOCOMS.

A fourth possibility is the Transcranial Doppler (TCD) (Eden Medical Electronics, Kent, WA). This
device actually monitors the flow of blood in the vertebral arteries. By directing high frequency, high
intensity sound w:aves through the skull, the device is capable of recording arterial flow several inches
Into the skull. Thought, at first, to be the end-all sensor for a LOCOMS suite, the TCD has demon-
strated that monitoring vertebral artery blood flow is not the ultimate uhysiological variable to
monitor In determining loss-of-consciousness. Studies involving centrifuge subjects at AAMRL,
Wright-Patterson AFB, USAF School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB. and more recently, at the Naval Air
Development Center, Warminster, PA.. have shown that even though vertebral artery blood flow can slow,
and even stop temporarily, subjects can still maintain consciousness and perform (Werchan, 1990).

e. Spectral Shift in Frequency of EEG

Of all the sensors investigated to date for reliably determining GLOC. perhaps the most reliable
indicator has been the EEG. In her studies at the USAF School of Aerospace Medicine, Lewis recorded the
EEG on centrifuge subjects who voluntarily lost consciousness on the USAFSAM centrifuge (Lewis. 1988).
She observed in the ten subjects who lost consciousness on the USAFSAM centrifuge, spectral changes in
the EEG which are similar In nature to those observed during unconsciousness due to anesthesia, i.e., a
striking power shift to lower (Delta) frequencies. Her conclusion was that the EEG can be used to
detect unconsciousness in the high G environment, if the signal be can reliably and unobtrusively
obtained. This requires the development of special electrodes.

Special, "dry" electrodes are currently being developed on a Small Business Innovative Research
grant to Alan Gevins at SAM Technology, San Francico, CA. These non-preparatory electrodes require no
gel or special preparations and could be integrated Into a flight helmet. SAM Technology reports that
this new system of "non-prep" electrodes has recorded EEG signals from subjects that are
indistinguishable from those obtained using conventional EEG electrodes and amplifiers.

f. Presence/Quality of Anti-G Straining Maneuver (AGSM) and Anti-G Suit (AGS) Function

Both of these functions, assuming the necessary preliminary research, can easily be assayed by
pressure transducers in the oxygen mask and the abdominal bladder of the AGS. Investigators have noted
that the AGSM tends to "fade away" as a subject loses consciousness in a GLOC episode, It may be
possible to quantify this "fading" in the form of an algorithm relatlnq the pressure niagnitude of
exhalations, their pacing and intensity. AGS function can be made a simple go/no go signal from the
abdominal bladder. Mc~onnell Aircraft, St. Louis, MO., has developed a transducer to monitor oxygen
mask pressure.

9. Pilot Response to Voice Synthesized Interrogation

A system that does not provide the opportunity for pilot over-ride of the system is not likely to
achieve user acceptance. For this reason it is assumed that, aiven a system decision in favor of GLOC,
the LOCOMS should incorporate a voice synthesized query system-for interrogating the pilot prior to
intervention In aircraft control. This system will have to incorporate means for recognition of a
response within some timeframe before Intervention.

2. Integrated LOCOMS

An integrated LOCOMS has not been completed, to date. The candidate "jurors" in such a suite have
been described above. The schematic of such a systen. is shown in Figure 6, where the best candidates
are assembled in an artificial-intelligence driven package that is: 1) invcilhie to the pilot and, 2)
interfaced with the 1553 mux buss of the aierraft. The AAMRL will continue pursuing the development of
a LOCOMS which can be demonstrated in the near future.
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3. Future Reearch

A research program for the investloation of the basic physiology of GLOC Is currently underway at the
USAF School of Aerospace Medicine (Werchan, 1989). This program will Investigate the cellular basis for
GLOC and hopefully lead to a better understanding of the phenomenon, Until a cellular basis can be
Identified, it may be useful to test a number of promising methods to shorten the period of pilot
incapacitation following GLOC. Promising measures include the sustained or pulsatile inflation of the
anti G suit, This measure would increase the recovering pilot's blood pressure by approximately 25mm Hg
with Lhe present generation AGS and wou;d pruvide puworful kinesthetic stimulation to aid arousal, Such a
system would require an electronically controllable AGS valve interfaced with the mux buss and the LOCOMS.
Such a valve Is being developed at the Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory.

Loss of consciousness research at the AANRL will focus on 1) recordinq as many physiological and
psychological variables as possible from the volunteer subjects and 2) testing of the candidate juror
subsystems in a LOCOMS. GLOC study results from both the USAF School of Aerospace Medicine and the Naval
Air levelopment Center will be incorporated with the findings at AAMRL to develop a prototype LOCOMS by
1995. A future development will be the microprocessor-based algorithm that will analyze the aircraft
and ;physiological metrics of the LOCOMS and decide whether or not the pilot is incapacitated.

Since the LOCOMS concept was introduced, the advances being made in neural network computing
machinery have necessitated a complete re-thinking of the conventional serial von Neuman machine
approach to the artificial intelligence aspects of the systbn. Today there are conmnercial off-the-shelf
general purpose neurocomputing systems costinn lIss than $20,000 which have been demonstrated to be
capable of recognizing individual faces. A special purpose system of this type could be tralnnd to
recognize the physical/postural behavior of individuals losing consciousness under sustained
acceleration and obvi'te must of the necessity for a sensor suite jury for the estimation of pilot
physiological status. Such a system could actually be trained in a two seat fighter aircraft uislng
unprotected subjects In the aircraft cockpit in order to obtain a wider and deeper knowledge base after
having first been trained on video images obtained in human centrifuges. Such a systcm has been
duveloped by the Information Systems Research Laboratory (ISRL) at the David Sarnoff Research Center,
Princeton. NJ. ISRL developed the system for the Nielson Media Research Company. Nielson, the ratings
company that helps networks determine what Americans watch on television, watnts to place the systems on
top of televisions in the homes of those 4000 dedicated TV viewers who are selected by Nielson In
determining the most popular American TV programs. The smart sensing system recoorizes faces in near
real-time (Popular Science, 1990). Such a development would have tremendous potential for use in a
LOCOMS. The problem of identifying a slumping head, with a helhet (visor up or down) is a much simpler
problem than that of identifying an individual's face. Combining such a system, utilizing a
miniaturized video camera, with a simple von Neuman expert ryr-em tracking aircraft altitude, attitude,
and maneuver parameters would be a methodology offering great %,tential for an accurate and reliable
LOCOMS. An initial list of attributes and values for a LOCOMS program is shown in Table I.

4. Enhancement of Recovery from G-LOC

An additional useful feature that might be added to *he LOCOMS system would enhance recovery from a
G induced loss-of-consciousness. During G-LOC there is a period of total Incapacitation during which
frank unconsciousness prevails. This has been termed the period of absolute fncapacitation (Whinnery,
1986). Following nominal recovery, when the individual is "awake' and nominally responsive, there is an
additional period during which the individual is in a confused state and not capable of purposeful
action. This has been termed the period of relative Incapacitation (Whinnery, 1986). It was suggested
by Whinnery (1987) that attention ought to be given to reducing this period of partial incapacitatien.

It is likely that the brain has be:en re-oxygenatvd to some threshold level when nominal recovery
occurs, The arterial blood may well be resaturated, but it can be speculated that there is a
biochemical/blophysical transfer function that defines the time required to transport oxyger. across the
cell walls in order to complete restoration of brain tissue oxygen levels, The use of 100f oxygen might
shorten that time, and could be used on an experimental basis if the realities of cerebral
neurophysiology indicate that there is any likelihood that it would be effective.

During this recovery period it is certain that artificially raising the pilot's blood pressure
would cause no harm and could, conceivably, shorten the length of time for full recovery. There are at
least three methodologies by which this might be done - hydrostatically, mechanically and pharmacolog-
ically. After a GLOC has been confirmed, a low negative Gz could 1,e placed on the pilot by rolling the
aircraft or placing it In an attitude that would result in negative Gz. Of course, such a maneuver
could severly disorient a pilot recovering from a GLOC episode; this technique which relies on hydro-
statics and the direction of the gravity vector, would necessarily require pilot advice for development.
A recovery system to raise the blood pressure mechanically would require that the pilot's anti-G suit be
inflated. A sequentially inflating antl-G suit (Van Patten, 1985) might be even more effective in this
role because it would encourage the return of blood to the central circulation in a more natural manner
than a conventional &nti-G suit, This technique would require the use of an electrically or electron-
ically controllable valve (Van Patten, 1985; Van Patten, 1986).

There are a number of pharmacological candidates, Carbon dioxide is known to enhance G tolerance
because it increases peripheral vascular resistance and cardiac output, thus increasing mean arterial
blood pressure. For a short period of time a mixture of 95% oxygen and 5% carbon dioxide could easily



be administered vle the oxygen mask. Acetazolamide, a compound similar in action to carbon dioxide and
comronly used for the relIef of altitude sickness, could be administered in the form of an aerosol to
the oxyg;n mask and might be easier to implement than a carbon dioxide system unless such a system had
been provided as a routine portion of an acceleration tolerance enchancement measure.

Subjecting the individual to a noxious smell could be of value in this period of GLOC recovery.
Smelling salts have a long and time honored reputation and have the advantage of vigorously arousing the
"reptile" brain sInce smell it the most primitive sense. A painful olfactory stimulus combined with
voice synthesizei, exhortations might succeed in arousal in the cockpit as well as similar measures do in
the intensive care unit.

What is certain is that the etiology of G-induced loss-of-consciousness and its sequelae are
incompletely understood. Past research (Squires, et al., 1964; Berkout, et al., 1973; Cope, 1970;
Reader, 1979; Marks, et al,, 1969; Mttarai, et al., 1968; Jasper, et al., 1942; Adey, 1975; and Herraro,
1973) leads to the conclusion that some effect other than simple hypoxia is involved. It Is hoped that
work now in progress at the USAF School of Aerospace Medicine, the Naval Alir Development Center and the
Armstrcng Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory will yield new insights into this process.

5. Conclusion

The crtlcidl issue of operatinnal utility of a LOCOMS systcm is pilot acceptance. Experience with
the auto-save system demonstrated in the AFTI/F-16 has shown that a logic and aircraft-state system
could do much to cileviate the loss uf pilots and aircraft from the sequelae of G-induced
loss-of-consciousness. A physiological state variable based system such as has been described here
seems a natural for combination with an auto-save system and would result in enhanced reliability and
reduced false alarm incidents, both of whlich would lead to greater acceptance and reliance on the
system.

The development of high G training curricula for USAF pilots enrolled in lead-in fighter training
at Holloesan AFB, should greatly reduce the risk of GLOC. The development of an assistjd positive
pressure breathing system, called Combat Edge, will better protect Air Force pilots firom long duration,
high 6 exposures, and hopefully, help reduce GLOC statistics. Neither one of these developments1 singly
or together, will totally eradicate the GLOC problem.

Several individual sensors,.which have been developed and tested at the AAMRL, offer promise to the
eventual development of a Loss-of-Consciousness Monitoring System (LOCOMS) for high performance
aircraft. The development of a microprocessor-based artificial intelligence system for a LOCOMS has yet
to be developed but is entirely, technically feasible. All of this technology is commercially available
at present and would allow the rapid development of such a system,
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Table I
Initial List of Attributes and Values for

Loss of Conscluusness Monitor (LOCOMS) Expert System
1. AC. ALT (AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE) 14. STRAIN. NOW (IS PILOT STRAINING RIGHT NOW)

Over. 10K (Current altitude Ii above 10.000 FT AOL) Yoe/No
Under. I,0K (Current altitude Is below 10,000 FT AGL) 15. PAST. STRAIN (IF PAST. GEES > +4, HAS PILOT

2. AC. ATT (AIRCRAFT ATTITUDE) DONE STRAIN)
No:o. Up Yes'No
Nose, Dn 16 BLINK. RATE (HOW MANY TIMES HAS PILOT

3. AC. KNOTS (AIRCRAFT SPEED) BLINKED IN THE PAST 10 SEC)
Over. 40 (Current airoralt speed Is above 400 knots) 0, 1. > 1
Under.40 17. PULS. PAST (HAS THE SUPERFICIAL TEMPORAL

4. AC. GEES (CURRENT Gz STATUS) ARTERY PULSE DISAPPEARED AT ANY TIME IN THE
Any value between -5 and +12 PAST 30 SEC)

5. AC.J00T (CURRENT RATE OF CHANGE OF Gz) Yes/No
Any value between 0 and *6 GISEC I8. PULS. NOW (IS THERE A SUPERFICIAL TEMPORAL

6 PAST. GEES (HIGHEST Gt VALUE PULLED IN PAST ARTERY PULSE NOW)
30 SECONDS) Yes/No
Any value between -5 and +12 19. EEG. STAT (HAS THE EEG SPECTRUM SHIFTED

7. PAST. GDOT (HIGHEST ONSET RATE PULLED IN FROM ALPHA TO DELTA DURING PAST 10 SEC)
PAST 30 SECONDS) Yes/No
Any value between 0 and +6 G/SEC 20 SEIZE STAT (HAS SEIZURE DETECTOR INDICATED

I6 GSU1T FN (IS 0 SUIT CURRENTLY PRESSURIZED) SEIZURE ACTIVITY DURING THE PAST 10 SEC)
Yes/No Yes/No

9. PAST- GSUIT (HAS Q SUIT BEEN PRESSURIZED IN 21. STICK. STAT (HAS THERE BEEN STICK ACTIVITY IN
LAST 30 SECONDS) THE SEIZURE FREQUENCY PASSBAND IN THE PAST
Yes/No 10 SEC)

10. GRIP. STIK (DOES PILOT HAVE A GRIP ON THE Yes/N.,
STICK) 22. BLOOD. PRESS (HAS EYELEVEL BLOOD PRESSURE
Yes/No MODEL INDICATED ZERO BLOOD PRESSURE IN THE

11. GRIP. THROT (DOES THE PILOT HAVE A GRIP ON PAST I0 SEC)
THE THROTTLE) Yes/No
Yes/No 23 MARBLES. OK (HAS PILOT RESPONDED

12. HEAD. POSN (IS PILOT'S HEAD UPRIGHT) COHERENTLY TO SYNTHESIZED VOICE
Yes/No CHALLENGES)

13. HEAD. MOV (IS PILOT'S HEAD MOVING) Yes/No
Yes/No

Block Diagram

AIRCRAFT
STATE PHYSIOLOGICAL NEUROCUMPUTER

VARIABLES STATE PATTERN
VARIABLES RECOGNITION

VARIBLE SYSTEM

MANEUVER EXPERT
ALGORITHM -S M EYE LEVEL BLOOD

PRESSURE MODEL

INERROGATIZN FLIGTCONTROL
L VIoR.,DE S YSTEM

Figure 1. Interrelationship of Aircraft and Physiological Metrics in a LOCOMS
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Two Filter GLOC Monitor
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SUMMARY

A multiple-filter GLOC design framework was derived. The framework recognizes the computational
limitations of current and modified airborne avionics suites. The sequential gating approach minimizes load on
supporting computer resources. As context and symptoms dictate, however, appropriate processing is applied. The
framework is introduced as a provocative statement of design constraints inherent in 1970's jet architectures. The
simplicity of design and implementation minimizes software engineering requirements, and holds hardware/interface
development to but one requisite innovation--a helmet-integrated, ICS-capable earplug that would serve as a blood
velocity, Doppler sensing and transdusing agent,

INTRODUCTION
Future tactical aircraft will be capable of phenomenal velocities, accelerations, as well as climb, and turn

rates. According to many sources, included and summarized by the US. National Research Council (NRC: 1),
vehicle dynamics improvements will be supported by nur.erous technological advances. A non-exhaustive
summary of identified engineering gains is indicated in Table 1.

Table L.
"Technology Tipei vitrovament Enablet

Aerodyn•mics
Drag r eox6w LA.i•ng ow n o* tol 20.25% Aaivewpasivo ecocots

Twbujenl now control 2640% Sijbwrric Penure gsdhe• muds, sic.
Wave dits 10.16% bupeirsoa9
induced drag 40% 1t& fighteui Flitorm a mwumiuahanget
3nitvetence drag Jidw. &e sotar geometry

Vortcex monegwetw
Active vortex aconed Departure tire conliguamlro
T/O.Lendng sapeoli 40.50% Wa. VwleX 4MaVei

Aercipropultoai

"7rOI-anng dialarca SbaltM 7b trunt vsdigrtgrevSeing
Lift wrhea•cemreats Dotel mU lift L an4 blNd propulsive lift
Weight reduotl Irriprompad pelr/swv. .dpti1ve lnlsMno.Inte

Erng Intetneil Wanpa 400,400P Irripromernetas
Coasileor atl:i1lecy 60-00% tor nrdoidaaemlas

wopaeornwsl
Bearsing rowlonal speed To 3.6 Inrion ON
High speed populelon To nwih3 5 i1n2 regime

Swucturen Specific -er. perrineers Makiza, aeo. p•er. Adaptive wing aGspe
Chodwitso. eienwtee

Ternpaurfir robuhstness To lamp eupected on LoW eeii' coerpthes0
suatla t ct•ruise rotssles

Prowusve systems 2560% more *etfideni
60% lees costly
50% 7*W Fisi

L - 1 I100% "ofge tile I

The hum consequence of vehicle dynamic improvements is very significant. Current tactical air missions
are already recognized as being limited by human physiology and psychology. Without adequate protection (e~g.,
from 0) or suitable enhancement (e.g, fromn informational overload), the improvements predicted for future aircraft
in Table I will be only minimally exploitable by human aiirwa.
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Projected protections and enhancements will necessarily rely considerably on computational advancements.
Data acquisition and processing capabilities, as indicated in Table 2, will accelerate much as those listed in Table l.

To the extent that they are exotic (e,g,. physiological inferencing techniques), successful pilot monitoring and
recovery systems (PMRSs) will require robust sensors and very high speed data sampling and processing (DSP)
capability, As indicated in Table 2, future aircraft will carry sophisticated computer machinery, with prsumiably
agkur provision in software and hardware to incorporate exotic PMRS requirements.

Table 2.
Techno~logy TB~gt Improvement

CompOnenity Cost effeciverness 2 orders of magnmude
Sit

Superwomputation Processing To 100,000 elements
R'idoe nsau memory 10 OWGodi
Exacution rate 1.000 GFLOPS
Mlnienrane No unscheduled

MILSrD systems Processors 1,000 MIPS
PAM 6o MWors

Fbee Opt" aOqedy 26.50 Obk•tmecliber

Olblay syslems Resolution SK x OK pixels
Local processing

100-1,000 MIPS on
32 bIe Operands
50 MWotds RAM
10.100 MWortis roastllalug stor

80ow'loes Atchitteture Disl0bulon
__I____________ Hetergonerty

The number of processors and processable bytes likely to board emerging aircraft is growing very rapidly.
Future tactical aircraft, for example, will include 3-D digital integrated circuitry, as well as highly advanced
componentry. Memory density will probably continue to increase--by an order of magnitude every five yeara. The
avionics-computer industry expects to achieve between .5 and 1 gigabyte per sec, per optic fiber by year 2000.
Likewise, processor organization will make tremendous gains: Massively parallel, distributed architectures will
solve the enigmatic von Neumann ceiling, and we are likely to see airborne computers capable of 1,000 GFLOPS
with upwards of 10 GWords of Random Access Memory (RAM) per processor. Similar advances will be
evidenced in software technology. So-called artificial intelligence, including very sophisticated pattern recognition
routines, expert advisory systems, and theorem provers will likely prove to be flight worthy within ten years.

For current inventory aircraft, the picture is soberingly different. Computer capability aboard current, and
modified/current-generation tactical air platforms is quite modest by tomorrows standards. The current F/A- 18, for
example, is configured with two MIL-STD AYK-14 mission computers. Each AYK-14 supports 128K of core
memory, 128K of EEPROM and 64K of RAM for a total memory capacity of 320K. Each AYK has five channel
accesses to a MIL-STD 1553 data bus. This configuration, with both mission computers in operation, has a
processing power of approximately 1.6 MIPS.

The F/A-18 C and D (lots 15 and above) architecture is based on a VIISIC (very high speed integrated
circuitry) Processor Module (VPM) in each mission computer. The VHSIC processor will, in the near term.
increase the processing power by half an order of magnitude. enabling the system to support approximately 8
million instructions per second. An additional channel will also be added to the F-I 8 architecture, resulting in six.
total. These modifications are scheduled to be introduced by 1995.

Similarly, the current Navy F.14 is also configured with two AYK-14 mission computers, each with five
MIL-STD 1553 data bus channels. The mission computers are not engineered like those of the F-18, however:
Total memory capacity for the Navy Tomcat is only 868K. Memory is partitioned into 64K of core memory, 640K
of EEPROM and 64K RAM. The net processing capability of the current F-14 mission computers is approximately
16 MIPS--sitnilar to that of the F/A-18.

Within the context of the development of PMRS candidates, the importance of a clear understanding of on-
board computational resources is essential. Whereas exotic means of pilot monitoring wa be reliably supportable
on future aircraft, today's computer memory and speed represent hard boundaries for the design of monitoring
techniques in state of the art jets.



APPROACH

The present effort was aimed at producing a general framework for the design of a FMRS for ckcent
inventon tactical aircraft. The global engineering considerations for such a system are characterized in Figure I.

An Implication of Figure I is that, today, we are probably limited to human body interface design
enhancements. These may be partitioned into two fundamental types: Those which require no physiological input
(i.e., open loop) and those which do. The first are prophylactic measures: they are designed to improve net system
0 capability to some finite end point. One emerging example is a system which predicts 0 based on control stick
dynamics to support the timely (pre.) inflation of pneumatic garments, Another is the baseline, or G-actuated
elevation of the pelvis and lower limbs.

Physiologically-dgsmd measures include (i) sophisticated means to assess conditions for GLOC occurrence,
in order to condition a physiologically-based indication (e.g., impending GLOC) which then warn the pilot in order
to allow him to relax stick pressure. reduce G, and restore physiological reserve. and (2) means to sense or infr
pilot incapacity, and subsequently to recover control of the aircraft, The approach taken presently incorporated both
of the closed loop measures.

_ Design O

Pr.-inflaton, PALE, PMRSI

10

O Training

(Awareness. Straining O y

0 (/•I lifntanookus

U)A-frewh and Sustained)
Seletion(• v Aircratv

O Heal-to-Head) System

AIRCRAFT G CAPABILITY

Figure 1. Requirements for C-protection. Progress in aircraft G ability has thrust us almost
exclusively Into the DESIGN-reliable phase

DESIGN FRAMEWORK

The design framework offered presently, honors the following five assumptions:

(1) demands on very limited computer resources must be prioritized throughout flight,

(2) context may be inferred on the basis of the physics of flight, and must serve as an input for prioritizing
computer resources,

(3) a sequential gate system can be mechanized such that processing priorities may be managed with
sufficient speed,

(4) a reliable helmet-integrated ear plug sensor can be engineered such that blood velocity Doppler soundings
can be detected as depicted in Figure 2, and transduced, and, finally,

(5) such a system can be effectively integrated into. perhaps a not so accommodating human-machine system
within which it is closed.
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The fundamental logic is portrayed in Figure 3.

Noise

Reduction

Doppler
Sensor
Signal

1553 Date Bus

Figure 2. Earplugs engineered to sense blood flow acoustics. Doppler packaged and sent to
mission computer via MIL-STD 1553 data bus. Active noise reduction could be integrated as

well.
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Figure 3. Basic Design Logic

Implementation

Implementation of che foregoing logic, as shown inl the computer architecture diagram in Figure 4, requires
software and hardware changes that imply modest engineering effort. The Operational Flight Program (OFP)
resident in the AYK-14 would be modified to c.all a software routine designated FILTER I. This subroutine is analgorithm which provides a two-filter GLOC monitor.

The first stage of the algorithm takes the value of Gz from the 1553 databus and calculates a sliding numerical
integration over time. This provides a measure of the total Gz sustained over a period of time termed, G-density
(GDEN). When ODEN reaches a criterion value, the output from the Doppler sensor is monitored, it is not
necessary to monitor the sensor output below criterion value, hence the extra load on the system is minimized.
However, it must be ensured that the limen value is set low enough to allow for the wide variety of G levels at.
which GLOC occurs. T[he experimental data CIHoughton, McBride, and Hannah, 1985, 2) show a tractable ran•g,
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across subjects, although research should focus on idiographics rather than group modeling, Most work, however,
has concentrated on the construction of models based on nomothetical data (e.g., Burton, 3).

h. the second stage of the algorithm, Doppler output is monitored and compared with a critical value. When
the output falls below critical value, indicating imminent GLOC, a discrete variable is set true, Detection of the
logical true state causes an aural warning tone to be emitted through the pilot's headset. When the pilot reduces the
G load, the Doppler output falls below the critical value and the warning ceases. The measurement and monitoring
of the Doppler output thus form the second filter.

Modifications Required to Existing Avionics

The two-filter GLOC monitor, as outlined above, can be incorporated into the OFP of the AYK-14. The
primary modification to existing avionics required to implement the GLOC monitor is the addition of the algorithm
FILTER1 to the OFP, The algorithm is short and does not require complex, time consuming operations.

Modifications to the 1553 databus traffic are such that the Doppler output of the sensor and the Oz are inputs
to the AYK-14, The flag set within the OFP to indicate imminent GLOC must be output from the AYK-14 onto the
databus, There are a number of spare discrete variables available within the O,1' so the modificiation of software
required is minimal. The flag should be monitored remote from the AYK-14, possibly within the communications
(ICS) software, in order to generate the aural warning when the flag is set "on".

INPUTS OUTPUT5O-z F LAC

Doppler

OPERATIONAL
PROGRAM
FLI3HT

EXECUTIVE FILTER

FILTER 1 ICS

MON1JOR FLAG
* COMPUTE ODEN •F SET ON, PRkODUCE

IF GDEN > LIMIT, AURAL, WARNING
EXECUTIVE FILTER2 * IF SET flrF, CANCEL

WARNING-,,
FILTER 2

* HONIT3R DOPPLSP
VFLG..IlT

* IF < LI-::T, bET FLAG

ON

SEL;SE SE- FLAT OCIT

OUoPuT FLAG

Figure 4. Avionics architecture for leading indicator, and first stage concurrent indicator GLOC
gates
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Concurrent Determinations or GLOC

If, despite the GLOC warning system, the pilot becomes unconscious, additional computing power is
required to determine GLOC and to control the aircraft. There are a number of algorithmic methods to confirm (with
Doppler data) GLOC, which could be operational based on selection by the pilot. For example, if the pilot has not
made a "sensible" control input for a specifiable or context-dependent elapse of time, override is executed. The
algorithms would likely use information from a ground proximity warning system. When GLOC occurs,
computing resources would be reprioritized, With the pilot unconscious, of course, it is not necessary to maintain
allegiance to ongoing computer regimen. In such case, the AYK-14 need not update the aircraft displays at their
normal rate. Priority would dictate, rather, that adequate compuier resources be directed to the GLOC problem.

CONCLUSIONS

A leading indicator filter was derived in order to (1) minimize data sampling and processing requircel of
coi.tLmporary computer capability for predicting GLOC; the leading indicator filter in turn (2) actuates a concurrent
indicator GLOC filter which is designed to ascertain pilot state accurately (with considerable but tactically acceptable
computer burden) and initiate recovery. It appears that the processing load required to support the proposed
architecture would be readily accommodated by U.S. Navy tactical aircraft avionics upgrades.
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Summary

The requirement for aviators to operate under stressful
circumstances raises concerns over both safety and effectiveness.
Although appropriate countermeasures for stress-induced performance
deteriorations are available, the implementation of these counter-
measures require that commanders know the time-course and extent of
the problem. For this reason, the U.S. Army Aeromedical Research
Laboratory has focused research on the practical assessment of
helicopter pilot degradation using flight performance assessments
which combine enhanced automation and objectivity with optimized
data analysis procedures. Recently, the sensitivity, accuracy,
and consistency of these assessment systems were demonstrated while
studying the effects of atropine sulfate on aviator performance.
Both simulator and helicopter systems detected atropine-related
performance problems across a var!ety of aircraft control parameters.
Also, analysis of combined simulator and helicopter data showed
remarkable consistency '., effects across the two flight piatforms.
This verification of performance measurement using computerized
schemes in both simulator and aircrart has not only substantiated a
feasible methodological approach, but has furthered the conceptual
development of newer, portable assessment devices.

Introduction

Accurate measurement of pilot performance has been of interest to the aviation
community for yearn, The implementation of new operational procedures, the fielding of
appropriate pharmacological interventions (like antidote, pretreatment, and performance-
enhancement drugs), and the improvement of training and tactical operations all would be
facilitated if their effects on aviator performance could be accurately assessed.
Particularly during the past 20 years, substantial progress has been made toward develop-
ing and refining various performance assessment strategies. Various approaches, both
subjective and objective, have been developed and used, but many unanswered questions
remain concerning the sensitivity and reliability of each approach.

Probably the most widely used assessment techniques involve subjective ratings made
by either the pilot himself or a passive observer. Subjective ratings have been used to
evaluate both aircraft handling qualities and actual pilot performance. For review see
Lees and Ellingstad. These rating systems have the advantages of face validity, low
cost, and relative simplicity; however, they are susceptible to the sort of rater- .
induced variability which is particularly a problem in difficult or ambiguous tasks"•

Objective ratings of pilot performance bypass many of the undesirable factors
associated with subjective assessments because the collected data are recorded directly
from mechanical or electronic senso.'s and are analyzed by a computer. Objective
measurement schemes have the advantages of being fast, efficient, and free of rater bias;
however, they are often expensive end complicated, and straightforward data interpreta-
tions are sometimes elusive,

In spite of the current drawbacks with regard to the available assessment tech-
niques, clearly there is a need for both subjective and objective measures of pilot
performance which can be used in research and opurational settings. Each strategy
possesses relative strengths and weaknesses which must be considered or, a situational
basis before the optimal approach can be chosen and applied. It is then the task of each
Investigator to establish the sensitivity, reliability, anc Peneralizability of any
selected approach.

Researchers at the U.S. Army Aerome~ical Research Laboratory (tJSAARL) capitalize on
computerized %isessments of pilot performance to examine the effects of a wide array of'
stressors In the belief performance changes can be accurately and objectively detected.
Research performed in a 2-degree of motion helicopter operational training (HOT) simula-
tor and an instrumented UHI-H helicopter relted upon camputer-based measurements to
detect performance degradations induced by atropine.-

Here, we will demonstrate the feasibility of assessing pilot performance with
computerized systems as well as the degree to which ritential in-flight problems mey be
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accurately established using a ground-based simulator. Since this report stems from two
studies involving the same stressor (atropine) and similar designs, we will also show
both the sensitivity and consistency of two analogous computer-based performance
assessment systems.

Method

Subs. Twenty-rour U.S. Army helicopter pilots were used to collect the data
reports . Twelve of these subjects participated in & simulator assessment of
atropine, and 12 were involved during in-flight atropine testing. These subjects were
between the ages of 21 and 35, and possessed uncorrected 20/20 vision and normal hearing.

Apparatus. The performance measurement system used in the simulator 5 collected data
on hea-dng, altitude, airspeed, pitch, roll, trim, climb rate, turn rate, instrument
landing system (ILS) localizer, ILS glide slope, and several other parameters. Data were
collected from the 2-degree of motion simulator using an Electronic Associates
Incorporated (EAI) 681 analog computer interfaced with a Digital Equipment Corporation
(DEC) LPA-ilK microprocessor and a DEC VAX 11/780 computer. Channels were sampled At A
rate or up to 20 times per second, Specialized software provided real-time processing
capability, control of maneuver sequencing, and data storage, but the performance data
were analyzed off-line.

The helicopter in-flight system6 collected data on aircraft measures aimilar to
those collected from the simulator. However, rather than transmitting these data
directly to the VAX computer, the data were stored on magnetic tape during flights and
later transferred and prepared for analyses. Sixty-four channels were available, but
only a subset was used for this study. Again, a maximum rate or 20 samples per second "n
any given channel was employed. This wa. accomplished with a helicopter-mounted system
consisting of a computer unit, signal condittoner, and tape-terminal unit. The system
was powered either directly from the helicopter's 28 volt supply, through DC/AC
converters, or through a 115-volt pover inverter (depending upon the component).

Flight performance data collected from both the simulator and the helicopter were
analyzed with the same type of scoring routines, These routines calculated root mean
square (RMS) errors for each measured parameter (airspeed, altitude, etc.) during each
maneuver (delimited by a marked starting and ending point). The RMS errors depicted the
standard deviation of a subject's performance around some ideal standard. ?or instance,
if a subject consistently flew at 991 feet when he was supposed to fly at 1000 feet. this
resulted in an RMS error of 9 feet,

Procedure. In both the simulator and in-flight phases of this research, each
subject was exposed to three dose conditions (placebo, 2 mg, and 4 mg atropine sulfate)
on different days. Subjects did not know which drug dose they were receiving, The drug
or placebo was given via injection into the thigh muscle immediately preceding the
morning flight. Each subject flew two flights on each dosage administration day, with
the first flight occurring immediately after Injection and the second flight occurring
about 5-6 hours later. Each flight lasted approximately 2 hours, during which subjects
flew a variety of maneuvers. Each day on which an active drug was given was followed by
a control day to provide 24 hours for the last dose to clear the body before the next
dose was given.

The flight profile in the simulator study consisted of several components of a
standard Instrument flight which included an instrument takeoff, navigation and flight
to a destination airport (which contained a straight-and-level segment), holding at the
instrument landing system (ILS) outer marker, and an ILS approach. Tha inatrument
takeoff and holding at the ILS outer marker were not scored by computer, but they were
graded by a safety pilot. At one point during the profile, subjects were required to
complete a variety of' precision maneuvers in which specific headings, altitudes, and
airspeeds were maintained for designated periods of time. Additionally, subjects were
required to perform a 180-degree standard-rate climbing turn and a 180-degree standard-
rate descending turn.

The In-flight profile consisted of a series or upper-air maneuvers which included
two standard-rate flat turns, five straight-and-level segments, two steep turns, a 360-
degree descend.ng right turn and a 360-degree climbing left turn, a straight climb, and
a straight descent. This section of the profile was followed by confined area
operations, low-level and nap-.or-the-earth (NOE) navigation, and a vertical helicopter
instrument flight rule (IPR) eecovery procedure--these last four ,naneuvers were scored
only by a safety pilot and not by computer. The profile terminated with a final
instrument stralght-and-level and an ILS approach into an Army airfield.

Results

Data were analyzed with RMDPIV statistical software7
, repeated measures analysis or

variance. The factors were dose (placebo, 2 mg, 4 mg)I flight (a.m./p.m.), and sometimes
maneuver (where similar maneuvers were analyzed together). Missing data from one flight
or one subject during the In-flight study, resulting from a flight termination because or
excessive heart rate, were estimated with BMDPAM (Dixon et al., 1983) using the cell
means of existing data. Missing data because of ILS glide slope malfunction on three
flights (also during the In-flight study) were estimated with the same procedure.



Although a large nuruer or significant effects were obtained from both studies, thin
paper presents only the significant dose main effects and dose by maneuver Interactions
when considering the two studies •eparately, When both data sets are combined, all
significant effects are reported&

To address issues regarding the sensitivity of computerized assessments or pilot
performance, the stimulator and in-flight date were analyzed separately. Por this level
or analysis, the RMS errors from the simulator study were corrected for praetice effects
and subjected to log-natural trausrormations prior to analysis, The RMS errors from the
in-flight study were only log-natural transformed since practice effecta had been
minimized at the outset of this study by implementing training sessions on thn flight
profile prior to the first dose administratton.

To address issues regarding the comparability (and conststency) of simulator and in-
flight assessments, the simulator and Tn-rlight data were analyzed in combination. For
this level of analysis, it was necessary to standardize the data from each set before
they were combined and analyzed. Thus, each data set was independently subjected to a
Z-Score transformation which resulted In comparable measurement units between the two,

Simulator Performance

Descendnjtqpnd chimb~ijurn. There were no main effects of atropine on any pilot
performance measures for the descending turn; however, the climbing tuirn showed an effect
on vertical speed accuracy (F'(2.22)V4.'9, p-0.0 23 2 ). Here, performance was poorer under
4 mg attopine than tinder either 2 mg or placebo (p<.05).

Straight and level. The straight and level segment was affreted by atropine on a
number of measures. There wore 'lose effects or control of headlng (P(l.28,1M.13)-7.J7,
p=0.0177), altitude (F(2,22)=A.17, p-0.00221, airspeed (P(2,22)-13,.0, p-0 .0002), and
vertical speed (F(2,22)=L0.60, p=00,0 06). Heading end vertical speed errors were greater
under 4 mg and 2 mg than ,nder placebo, while the altitude and airspeed errors were
significantly greater only under the 4 mg dose (,C5),

Sequential upper-air maneuvers. The series of maneuvers which required subjects to
execute changes in heading, a, iM u e, and/or airspeed for a specific period of time also
indicated an atropine-induced performance decrement on heading (F(2,22)-7.42, p-0, 0 0 34).
Heading control errors were greater under 4 mg than under either the 2 mg or placebo dose
(p< 05).

_nstrument Landing System (KLS) a c Analysts of performance measures on the
instrument lancting system approach a only a marginal atroplne-related effect on
runway localizer (centerline) error (p".05 t l)4 Posthoc analysis showed this effect
resulted from a higher HMS error under U mg atropine as compared to 2 mg (p<.05).

In-flight Performance

Stra',_Lht and level. During the In-flight Invoatigation, subjects performed spveral
straight and level ( maneuvers. The rir3t five of these (SLa 1-5) were conduicted
using visual rererenceo, and the last one (SL 6) was c-onducted using instruments only
while "under the hood," 'Thure were atropine efferts across Fll or these maneuvers on
heading (St 1-5, F(2,22)-4.10, p-0. 0 30 7 ; and SL 6, F(2,22)-4,59, p-O.0215), and on the
last one (SL 6), there was also an effect on airspeed cortrol (F(2,22)-6,16, p-0,00 7 5).
Heading control duiring the firbt five straight and levels was substantially reduced
(p<.05) under 4 ,ng as compared to placebo and marginally reduced (p=0.0595) under 4 mg as
compared to 2 mg. On the sixth straight and level, beading control was worse under 4 mg
than under either of the other doses (p<.05). Airspeed ;ontrol was apparently improved
under the 2 mg dose in comparison to placebo and 14 mg (p<.05).

Standard-rate and steesy turns. Examination of performance during the two standard-
rate level turns did not reveal any dose main effects or dose by maneuver interacti(ns.
Also, performance on the two steep turns was inaffec'ed.

3traight climb And descent. Analysis of the straight climb and the straight descent
Indicated atropinee t on both heading control (F(2,22)=6.64, p-O.0056) and roll
control (FC2,22)}3.54, p-0.0 4 6h). Subsequent contrasts showed both of these measures
suffered from Increased error under the 4 mg condition as compared to placebo (p<.05).

Climbing and descendln turn. The climbing arid descending turns, analyzed together,
also re-vealedatroin effects, Specifically, there has a duse main effect on the
airspeed control m"easure (V(2,22)-3.61, p-0.0L41) which at first suggested airspeed
errors were Increased by atropine during both of these maneuvers. However, there was
also an Lnteractlon between dose and maneuver (F(2,22)-5.98, pnO, 0 0 8 5) which subsequent
analyses of simple effects indicated to be because or a dose "frect during only the
climbing turn (F(2,22)-9.l8, p=0 . 0 0 13). Further examination of atropine effects during.
just the climbing turn showed that airspeed errors were greater under 4 mg than under
either 2 mg or placebo (p<.05).

Instrument Landing Sjstem approach. Performance with regard to airspeed control
during the Instrument landing system approach also was affected by atrol ne
(P(2,22)-4.09, pO0. 0 3 0 8 ). In this case, the 4 mg dose contributed to greater control
error than did the placebo dose (p<.05) as was found in several other maneuvers.
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Combined Simulator and tin-fliht Performance

To establish the comparability of performance evaluations made in the simulator and
In the helicopter (and the consistency across time), maneuvers which were common to both
studies were extracted for additional analyses. Also, only the identical measures (i.e.,
airspeed, heading, altitude, etc.) from both data sets were used since any other approach
would have yielded an incomplete design structure. The maneuvers and measures analyzed
are presented in Table I (along with the average elapsed time from dose for each).

After dissimilar maneuvers were discarded, both sets or transformed RMS errors were
standardized by applying a-score transformations to all measures from each maneuver
(treating each flight as a separate case) in the two data files separately. Following
the transformations, the two data riles were merged for repeated measures analysis of
variance.

The maneuvers selected for analysis consisted or 1) instrument straight and levelb
2) climbing turn, 3) descending turn, and 4) ItS. Uarh maneuver was analyzed In a
separate analysis or variance with a single grouping factor (simulator vs. %Ircraft) and
two repeated measures factors (dose and flight). The primary reason for conducting these
analyses was to determine whether simulator performance was affected the same way by
atropine as was in-flight (or aircraft) performance, because this would offer Inst ht
into the comparability of pilot performance in the two devices (stmulAtor/aircraft) and
the comparability of computerized measurement systems usod in both. Therefore, the
existence of device (simulator/hellnopter) by dose Interactions deserven the most
attent-on of any of the observed effects.

Straight and !2'e). The analysts where the instrument straight and level in the
simulator was compare--to the Instrument straight and level In the aircraft revealed dose
main eN'fe0ts on control of heading (I(2,U4)=lO.94, p= 0 .0001), altitude (P(2.lU)-8.20,
pO.0009), airspeed ,F(2,44)-16.03, p-0.0000), and verLical speed (P(2,44)-li.17,
p-O.0001). These were due to more control errors under 4 mg than under both 2 mg and
placeho (p<. 0 5). However, there was not a c.fference between the 2 mg and placebo
conditiona CFigure 1).

There were also a couple of device (simulator/helicopter) by dose Interactions, one
of which was found on airspeed control (F(2,44)-4.75, p-0.013 6 ), and the other of which
was found on vertL.:st speed control (M2,1U4)-5,52, p-0.0073). Analyses or simple etfects
reveale' the alrspezi control effect was somewhat complex since there was a dose effect
in both tuie simulator (FO2,4J)=15.94, p-O.0000) and the helicopter (P(2,44)=4.84,
pso.012 6 ). However, the dose effect in tho simulator was the larger of the two. In the
simulator, the effect was attributed to greater airspeed control errors under 4 mg than
under both 2 mg and placebo (p<.03). Tn the aircraft, the dose effect was due to greater
errors under 4 mg than under 2 mg (p<, 0 5). This interaction is depicted in Figure 2.

Analyses of simple effects 5n the vertical speed interaction showed there was also a
dose effect in the simulator (F(2,4)l15.38, p-0.0000), but a similar effect wai absent
in the aircraft (8ee Figure 3). Contrasts revealed the dose effect in the simulator was
due to higher errors uader 4 mg and under 2 mg than was the case under placebo.

rn addition to these dose-related effects, several differences were attributable to
whether the flight took place in the morning or afternoon on altitude (F(l,22)-IJ.0l,
p-0,005), airspeed (F(1,22)=27.13, p-0,0000), and vertical ipeed control (F(l,22)-n2.53,
p0,O0000), Also, there was a device by flight interaction on these same measures with
the addltI0on of heading (altitude: ?(1,22)w14.93, p-O.O00B; alrsperd: F(i,22)t30,86,
p-0,0000; vertical speed: P(1,22)-30.57, p-O.0000, and heading: ?"1,22)s8,5t,
p-0,0 0 79). Overall, performance on altitude, airspeed, and vertl-:nl speed seemed best in
the afternoon.

When the devices (simulator or aircrqft) were examined In Isolation. it could be
seen the amount of chr.nge from one flight to the other was greater in the aIrcraft than
In the stimulator on every measure except heading as can be seen in Figures 4, 5, 6, and
7. Lastly, for the straight and level data, there was a significant 3-way interaction
(device by dose by flight) on altitude control (F(2,4•i)3.21, p-0.0502). This effect was
apparently due to an interaction in the aircraft data between lose ant flight, However,
the effect was only marginal CpO.CG619), so it was not pursued further.

Climbinturn. Analysis of airspeed and vertical speed control during the climbing
turns in the mimu ato, and In the aircraft showed relatively few effects. Un the
airspeed control measure, there was only one significant efrect, and this was an
interaction between device and dose (F(2,4)-3.70, p-0. 0 3 2 6 ). Analyses of simple effects
Indicated the effect was because of differences among the dose conditions in the aircraft
MP(2,4i)-6.04, puO.0 0 54 ) which were absent in the stmulato- (see Figure 8). Subsequent

contrasts pinpointed the nature of this effect as reductions in helicopter control
accuracy under 4 mg as compared to both 2 mg (p-,052 6 ) and placebo (p-.0538). That this
same effect was not present in the simulator may have been partially because only a half
turn was requirecL in the simulator rather than the full turn otsed In the helicopter.

EAamination of the vertical Speed measure detected no similar device (simulator
versus helicopter) by dose interaction; however, there was a dose main effect
-F(2,44)-.878, p-0.0006) and a device by flight interaction (V(1,22)-6.66, pw0.0171).
The overall dos't effect was due to significant decreases in control accuracy under 4 mg
as compared to both the 2 mg and placebo doses (p.05). This may be neen in Figure 9,



The device by flight Interaction (Figure 10) was due to a substantial ImprovetntnL In
vertical speed control in the aircraft during the afternoon an compared to the morning
(p<.05), This same effect was not present in the simulator data.

DeacendI toAurn. Analysts of airspeed and vertical speed during the descending turn
indicated there were no dose-related effects uLi this maneuver In the nimulator or the(,

helicopter. However, theta was an overall flight (morning versus afternoon) main effect
on airspeed control (PC1,22)-5.46, p-0.

0 2
90). and there was a device by f

1 ight
interaction on both airspeed (0,22)-7.75, p-0.0108) and vertical tip.ed measurts
(F(1,22)-9.27, p-0.0059), The main trfeet indicated better overall control in the
afternoon than in the morning. However, the interactions were due to better control in
the afternoon than in the morning during only the In-flight study (p<.05), as can be seen
in FIgur'es 11 and 12, There were no morning versus at"ernoon effects in the simulator,

Instrument land!.njjstem. To examine performance on the IbS, mea:.,zreA of airspeed,
local.i-ze-r tracking, and gliT-e slope tracking were analyzed. Dose main effects were founid
on both airspeed (F(2,44)-4.21, p-0.

0
21

2
) and localizer (P(2,44)-3.68, p-0.0334). These

were attributed to poorer control under 4 mg than under either 2 mg or placebo (p<.
0

5
except for the 4 mg to placebo comparison on looa

1
izer where p-.

0 6 0
3). These efrects are

depicted in Figure 13.

In addit'on to the dose-related effects, there were also flight main effects on
airopeed (P(i,2)15,8l, p-O.

0 0 0 6
) and glide slope errors (F(1,22)-5.78, pv0,0P51), and a

device by flight Interactioni on glide slope errors (P(1,22)-7.46, psc.0122). The flight
main effects Indieted better overall performanne in the afternoon than in tho morning.
The Interaction on glide sLope control was due to thc same type of flight effect which
was large enough only under the In-flight conditions to attain slGgnirtanne (p<.05).
There was no difference between the two flights in the simulator data. This Interaotion
is depicted In Figure 14.

Discussion

The overall picture presented by the ana)yses of flight performance dnt, from the
simulator and tn-flight atropine studies suggests 1) high sens~tivitr of computerized
assessments, 2) basin comparability between assessments made in the two flight platforms.
and 3) consistency of these assessments across time. Of the 11 measures (from 4
maneuvers) examined, there were 7 dose main effects and only 3 device (simulator Vs.
helicopter) by dose interactions. These findings suggest performance in both simulator
and aircraft, and the measurement schemes used to assess this performance were sensitive
to the effects of atropine. Also, the level of sensitivity was largely comparable
between the simulator and helicopter environmients. A visual examination of standardized
mean performance across the variety of measures used here depicts strikingly timilar
effects of the two atropine doses on flight performance regardless of whether It was
observed in the simulator or in the helicopter.

Atropine main effects were significant on measuren of heading, altitude, airspeed,
a:.d vertical speed control during the straight anu level maneuver. Thete were also
significant atropine effects on vertical speed control during the climbing turn, and on
airspeed control and localizer tracking during the Instrument landing. In ever- case,
the 4 mg dose produced the poorest performance. In five of the seven cases, there
appeared to be a linear decline in performance as a function of dose, but the difference
between 2 mg and placebo was not significant. In the remaining two cases, it appeared
that performance was best under 2 ny_ but the difference between P mg atd plncee-o was not
significant here bither.

The interactions which were inspected to detect differing dose effects as a function
o! whether pilots were flying the simulator or the aircraft were very few In number.
Only three of these uevice by dose interactions were significant. Measures of airspeed
and vertical speed control during the straight and level maneuver reveale. a greater,
'tropine impact in the simulat-r than in the aircraft. Here, there was rn atropine
effect in the simulauor with regard to both of these measi-es, whereas there was only a
difference in the aircraft on airspeed control.

Visual inspection of mean purformance revealed a tendency for nelicopter control Lo
have often remained about the same under the placebo and 2 mg condttions (occasionally
there appeared to be an improvement under 2 mg), while simulator cintrol generally seemed
to be reduced by the 2 mg dose relative to placsbo. This made it appear that simulator
control often was better than aircraft control under placebo, whereas simulator control
often sppee,'ed worse than aircraft control under both 2 mg and 4 mg. This picture of
atropine effects was observed on almost every measure during the straight and level
maneuver; however, the differences were not significant.

The device (simulator vs. helicopter) by dose interaction found on airspeed control
during the climbing turn was different from what was seen in the straighl: and level.
Atropine apparently exerted no influence over airspeed control in thh simulator, whereas
significant decrements due to 4 mg was seen in the aircraft. It is possible this
difference was duc to the use of a 180-degree turn in the simulator as Cpposed to the
36W-degree turrn in the helicopter.

Taken together, these findings support tre suggnstion that atropine eefects were
comparably assessed in th. simulator and the airc.*aft. Two of the three significant
interactions between device and dose indloated similar atropine effects in both.



However, a visual inspection or some of the data suggests there may have been less of a
difference between placebo and 2 mg in the aircraft than it the simulator. Such a
difference (often not significant in this study) may have been because it was easier to
precisely fly the simulator than the aircraft under placebo since factors like air
turbulence were not present in the simulator study. Such differences probably were not
attributable to unreliable performance measurement,

One other set or findings which deserves notice relates to the comparahility of
simulator and aircraft with regard to time-of-day effects. Htre, it l, a observed there
were device by flight interactions on B of the 11 measures, Control accuracy on heading,
altltud', airspeed, and vertical speed during atraight and level; vertical speed during
the climbing turn; airspeed and vertical speed during the descending turn; and glide
slope tracking during the instrument landing were all affected differently by time of day
in the aircraft as opposed to the simulator. in every case except one, there was
significantly better performance in the afternoon than in the morning in the aircraft,
but not in the simulator. The single opposite effect involved heading control during
straight and level where there was a flight difference (morning better than afternoon)
in only the simulator. Reasons for this single divergent effect still remain unclear.

Sincp these device (slmulator/helicopter) hy flight (a.rn/p~m.) inteosctIons were
independent of any dose effects, some other factor is reeponslble for the observed
differences. One plausibl#? explanation centers around subjects' apprehen.tons concerning
the possible dose effects. Each subject received an Injection prior to each motrning
flight, and he was not told which dose would be adminIstered, Th'is, he simply th.gan the
flight and waited for whatever drug effects were antictpated. Once c'e drug effects
became evident, he no doubt wc idered how extensive th' je effects wouln he before they
leveled off. It is ressonablh. to speculate there was a great deal or anxlity during the
morning flight. However, by the time of the afternoon flight, the subjects not only were
aware or whether they had received an actiev or ;nacebho .,:t3 they were also aware or how
extensive the drug effects would be and how mu-h of a perfnrsvcn,.e prbhlem t) e !triu woiild
create. No doubt, by the time or the arternoon flight, most subjects were convinced they
could perform the required tasks even under the influence of atropine. Thus, they were
able to concentrate more on controlling the aircrft without being distracted by worrying
about the potential impending effects of atropine,

The fact that this significant improvement from morning to afternoon was usually
seen in the aircraft and not the simulator probably stems from the subjects' having more
reason to worry about drug effects in t1he ir, Crashing A simulator is really
inconsequential in comparison to cr'ý!hing ar eirorAft, Tba, tf.is difference in flights
between the two devices (simulator vs. alr.raft) probably reflects the selujects'
realistic awareness of the consequences of A serious performance decrement in the
different situations.

This awareness t'o may explain at least pari or a couple or device ty dose
interactions discussed earlier. During the straight and level ,nrncuv-" h the
helicopter, there was no reduction in performance between the placebo and 2 mg 'loses
whereas the 4 mg dose, at least in one ease, produced a significant decrement. Vini,,A
inspection of the means suggested the 2 mg, dr-se was sometimes atssocLate with performance
which appeared better than performance under placebo (in the helicopter). However,
during this same maneuver in the silmulator, a different relattnnship wA', seen. Hire,
there was a fairly linear decrease in performance as a function of' dos. particularly with
regard to vertical speed control. Perhaps the subjects flying the aircraft worked hard
to combat the performance degrading effects of atropine, and thifs work paid off under the
smaller dose. Conversely, since the subjects flying the simulator were not In a
potentially life-threatening situation, they did not reel the need to exert this extra
energy to guard against slight performanc", decrements, no their performance tander th-
smaller dose appeared degraded. Of course, once the larger done or atropine was
administered, It did not appear to matter which device the aubjects were rlying. The
4 mg dose was usually powerftul enough to produce a reliable worsening of performmnc' in
both situations.

In summary, the important findings are that both simulatoe and hell<iopter
computerized measurement systems are corststently sensitive to the erfects of atropine,
and any differences between simulator and heltnopter results can he explained on the
basis of actual differences in pilots' performance rather than instability of the
performance measurement schemes. Whether in the simulator or in the helicopter, the
computerised monitoring systems generally provided rellable ansesnalents of atropine
effects. Also, it should be noted that the simulator and In-flight studies were
conducted about 2 years apart, and the connistent results substantiate th.e lependability
of accurate computerized assessments over time.

Conclusions

Analysis and comparison of the results from similar portions of a simulator atropine
study and an in-flight atropine study were conducted to determine the sensitivity of
computerizec assessments of pilot performance and the comparahilIty of assessments made
In a mimulator and in an actual helicopter. Generally, it was found tbint both flight
platforms and their associated performance measurement systems were sensitive to atropino
effects and this sensitivity was consistent across time. There were a few instances
where the impact of atropine was stgnificanty dift'erent depending on whether it was
observed in the simulator or in the aircraft; however, in most Instances performance an a
function of atropine in the two devices (simulato,'/sircraft) did not differ. In



addition, a couple of the observed timulator/helicopter differences probably resulted
from a combination of environment anL motivation rather than from a lack of measurement
reliability. Specifically, In the simulator there was no air turbulence and there was no
threat of actual loss or life, The first faotor may explain the tendency toward better
simulator than aircraft performance tinder placebo, while the second factor may explain
the absence or a performance decrement between the placebo and 2 mg conditions in the
aircraft. Also, the simulator and its associated measurement system probably dlid hot
offer the fidelity found with the helicopter. However, it should be reiterated, there
were most frequently no differences between the atropine effects as a fuinction of which
device (simulator/helicopter) the pilots were flying.

These results lead us to conclude that the computerized measurement scheme, which
was analogous In the simulator and in the helicopter, provided a dependable way In which
to measure pilot performance. It ts concluded that computerized measirement or pilot
performance is: 1) sensitive to potentially dangerous flight control degradations,
2) comparable from one type of flight platform to another, and 3) consistont acrons time.
These findings clearly support the continued use and refinement of computerized pilot
performance evaluation systems in research. Additionally, the depiryment of similar
systems in the operational envirotment seems both feasible and useful, At present, newer
portable computerized systems are being evaluated for this type of research and
operational,use.

iiIE VIEWS EXPRwnrs D IN 1115 lANIiSCRIPI ARF uio(,r or 1lit AUTIIOIl AND Ii) NIH RI1!I-1 II ni utFr IAI P'(l IFY
OR POSIIION Or T!iE DEPAPII FNI UO lHI ARMY, DEIARIM[NI Ni C lirii [N [, {iR on II' Ui.,i. Co[rNhI
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Table I

Maneuvers and measures used in the combined data sot

Maneuver Measures Time rrom dose
Simulator Aircraft

Climbing turn AS, VS 00:37 00:52 (a.m.)
05:21 06:16 (p.m.)

Deacending turn AS, VS 00:39 00:45 (a.m.)
05,23 06:10 (p.m.)

Straight and level AS, VS, HDO, ALT 01:10 01:52 (a.m.)
05:54 07:11 (pým.)

ILS approach AS, LOC, 0S 01:41 02:03 (&.m.)
06124 07:26 (p.m.)
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A first objective in the development of a pilot state
monitor is the development of a laboratory tool capable
of measuring mental workload. Several general performance
'benchmarks' are identified that facilitate the evaluation
of such techniques and a recent programme of risearch is
described and assessed in the light of these criteria,

1. INTRODUCTION

The mental workload of the military aircraft pilot has increased as aircraft have
become more complex and as flight and operational envelopes have expanded. This
phenomenon has been exacerbated by the increasing emphasis on monitoring and decision-
making within the pilot's range of duties. The move towards single crew multi-role
militaiy aircraft with enhanced sensor and communications capabilities will increase
the likelihood that the pilot will become overloaded with information and unable to
perform critical decision-making tasks whilst managing the aircraft systems.

Over the past ten years several psychophysiological measures have been investi-
gated in the search for an objective tool that will help predict or detect performance
degradations due to cognitive overload. A longer term aim and the goal of many such
programmes is to achieve a real time, online mentil workload assessment capability. In
due course, this may open the way for features such as dynamic 'reallocation of
function' and 'pilot state-monitorJng' to be integrated within a 'pilot safety network'
in the cockpit.

Much work has specifically investigated the relationship between the electrical
activity of the cerebral cortex and human information processing activities.

This paper considers certain performance standards that must be met before
electroencephalographic (EEG) measures of mental workload can be usefully integrated
within a 'pilot safety network'. The paper concludes with an evaluation of a recent EEG
research programme in the light of these requirements.

2. THE CONCEPT OF A SAFETY NETWORK

In the late 1g70's there was a halt and down turn to the trend of installing
increasing numbers of controls and displays in the cockpit. Since this period both the
physical and human sciences have enigaged in research with two related aims: (I) to
understand and subsequently enhance the pilot-aircraft interface in the cockpit and
(ii) to fully exploit the natural capabilities of the pilot. Developments such as the
wide angle collimated head-up display; multifunction 'soft' displays: head-movement
slaved target designation systems and synthesised speech warnings bear witness to the
effectiveness of applying human factors techniques to the integration of crew systems
support technologies.

Optimisation of the man-machine interface has become a requirement for all crew
systems integration and a philosophy that will endure while the pilot remains
physically stationed in the aircraft cockpit.

Further exploitation of the pilot's capabilities will be demonstrated in the
coming decade by the introduction of high technology items such as eye-point directed
tarpet designation systems, tolerant direct voice input/output systems, 3D auditory
thrrat displays and low technology items such as high angle inclined pilot scating
(designed to increase *G' tolerance).

The next 'wave' of crew systems technology integration lies furthur in che future.
This will allow a profound shift in emphasis to take place within the conventional man/
machine relationship. This shift will enable the onboard aircraft systems to monitor
the psychological and physiological state of the pilot and to 'act' when tne results of
these diagnoses exceed normal or acceptable limits. The functLon of such systems will
ba twofold: (i) to detect performance degradations arising due to cognitive factors
such as mental overload and extreme spatial disorientation and (ii) to detect pilot
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Incapacitation arising from factors such an '0 Induced Loss of Consciousness, IG-LOC),
retinal laser damage and other combat injury A driving factor in vhis research is the
belief that the pilot is (or will be) unablf to uuefully indicate to the aircraft
systems his physiological or psychological state.

It is envisaged that following detection of performance degradations or incapaci-
tation the aircraft systems will assume 'graceful' and fluid centrol of some or all of
the pilot's duties. These concepts are integral to that of the safety network.

It may be a little premature to direct attention to the problems of safety network
integration, especially as it is not yet possible to reliably sense, detect and
diagnose certain physiological nnd practically all psychological states.

The biggest challenge facing the development of a safety network system lies in
the sensing and diagnosis of psychological state changes associated with mental
overload. Physiological and gross psychological state changes (such as blackout) may be
detected through the use of existing knowledge and technologies (e.g. electrocardio-
gram, blood pressure and respiration monitors), but it is not yet equally possible to
reliably identify mental workload states. Research into the psychophysiological
correlates of mental workload is still at a fundamental level (1,2) and robust,
acceptable bio-sensor trjchnologies are under development.

3. SAFETY NETWORK : PSYCHOPHYSrOLOGICAL CRITERIXA

The piirformance and safety problems that may affect the pilot during high levels
of mental workload are coriýidered at length in the literature (e.g. 3J. Given the need
for a safety network, a major research requirement is to identify robust psychophyslo-
logicsl correlates that can reliably index mental workload states, particularly those
statea that point to approaching or actual performance breakdowns.

3.1 The Requirement

A toil is needed that will enable researchers to identify pilot mental workload
state in relation to a known mental workload 'overload' or 'ceiling' state.

Several research programmes have identified EEG activity as a promising indicator
of mental workload and have pointed to this as a possible basis for such a tool. The
type of activities that have been investigated in this context range from straight-
forward frequency recordings to the collection of event related potentials [4,5,6].
Although encouraging results have been reported, the research does not yet appear to be
sufficiently mature to support the integration of EEG based technology in the
operational cockpit.

It appears likely that no one 'type' Of EEO activity will be able to provide an
adequat% index of mental workload but rather that numerous EEG data sources will prove
to ba the only way to gain a comprehensive 'picture'. Currently, research is aimed at
validating these measures in both the air and in the simulator [4,7].

3.2 Performance Benchmarks

Apart from the identification cf workload ceilings there is a need to identify
other performance criteria by which the effectiveness and usefulness of a workload
measurement tool can be judied. It is suggested that the following criteria represent
the minimum performance requirements of such a system. These criteria are derived from
the recommendations of several researchers in the field [e.g. 8).

Sensitivity - The sensitivity of a tool refers to its capability to discriminate
affectively between mental workload states. For example, although there are mnany event
related potential studies that have found P300 amplitude and latency changes that are
sensitive to variations in mental workload demand (9,7] in aimple tasks, it is not
clear whether this potential is able to index actual or approaching overload 'ceilings'
or provide meaningful measurements during complex tasks. These requiremenLs will be
essential in the military cockpit. The sensitivity of such a tool will ultimately
determine its utility.

Diagnosticity - The diagnosticity of a tool refers to its capability to discriminate
between the types of workload demand that contribute to a given mental state. Whether
or not this is important will depend upon the proposed function of a safety network. If
a smooth and 'graceful' reallocation of function between pilot and aircraft is a goal,
then it may be necessary to determine the nature of the problem so that appropriate
functions can be reallocated. If purely 'global' measures of workload are required then
the measures that are currently being investigated may be adequate as these appear to
respond to changes in mental workload state as if it were a unidimensional phenomenon.

Selectivity - The selectivity of a tool determines its capability to respond solely to
mental workload state changes and not to changes in other variables such as fatigue and
emotional stress. For example, there are several reports claiming that EEG frequency is
highly correlated with task complexity (10), however frequency is also associated with
variations in fatigue and wakefulness. Clearly any tool based upon frequency must be
able to discriminate selectivell between frequency changes that are driven by task



complexity and changes that are driven by variations in arousal, otherwise it is of
little operational value,

ieplaentation Raquird•nts - Ease of implementing a safety network is critical to its
success. Bin-sensors that are uncomfortable, liable to either displacement or
electrical noise interference will not be acceptable in the operational environment.
Likewise lengthy preflight instrumentation, calibration and fitting will also reduce
the likelihood that such technology will be accepted within the cockpit.

Reliability - This requirement simply underscores the need for all the above criteria
to be met with a high degree of reliability. If pilots don't trust safety network
systems they will oppose their integration and turn them off.

4. EEG RESEARCH PROGRAMIE EVALUATION

In 1986, a programme of collaborative research1 was launched with the aim of
identifying robust LEO indicators of mental workload, Particular emphasis was paid to
the existence of slow EEO potential shifts that appeared to be in some way associated
with variations in task difficulty. Whilst this programme has met with both success and
setback, progress has been made towards the development of a tool capable of indexing
mental state. This section summarises the development of this research with reference
to the performance benchmark criteria proposed earlier In the paper,

4.1 Phase I

Results of the Phase I study indicated that the slow potential shifts (or 'DC'
shifts as they became known due to the data gathering technique), appeared directly
related to task difficulty. Increases in tracking task difficulty appeared to directly
result In increases in waveform negativity (Figure 1). Interestingly, the DC shift
response to variations in the difficulty of a short-term memory task (a Sternberg task
(14] with varying positive set size) differed from that of the tracking task in that
the greater the demand the less negative the DC shift (Figure 2).

As has been frequently reported in the literature [e.g. 6,9], ERP P300 amplitudes
were found to decrease with increasing task demands.

Although the task (simulated missile engagement) was relatively simple to perform,
it was more difficult to analyre and link specific changes in task demand to changes in
EEG activity. This occurred because the 28 second tank contained several different

Figure 1

Slow Target Tracking Fast Target Tracking

-/

~~13 Seconds

+ DC Response to Variations in Trackihg Task Difficulty (Pan-Trial Example)
(Fast Targets/Slow Targets)

sub-tasks including those of visual and manual tracking (varying in speed and
perturbation), decision miaking and memorisation, and some of these tasks ran
concurrently with other tasks. Interpretation was further confounded by the high levels
of statistical significance found between EEG activities and almost all dependent
variables.

Consequently, apart from the very clear ERP and DC shift differences observed
during the short-term memory task, it was not possible to identify exactly the under-
lying cause of many of the changes in the EEC waveform. However on the basis of the
differences observed between EEG activities and task condition there did appear to be
grounds for continuing the research and further examining the DC shift phenomenon.

Unsurprisingly, at this stage in the research none of the performance benchmarks
proposed earlier in the paper had been achieved.

1. Undertaken between BAs. Sowerby Research Centre and the
Burden Neurological Institute, Bristol,
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4.2 Phase 11

Phase It C151 was developed with the intention of evaluating (i) the selectivity
and (ii) the sensitivity of the effeats that had been observed.

it was concluded that either the tracking or memory elements (or both) of the
Passe I task were related to the observed variations in DC shift. Two experiments were
designed to independently address the effects of variations in both memory and tracking
demand:

(i) The memory or 'cognitive' task were designed to place selective demands upon the
storage and manipulative processes associated with a limited capacity working memory
(16]. It was Intended not only to replicate the type of demand observed during the
memory task in Phase I but also to assess the sensitivity of the DC response by
increasing task demand to a point at which performance would break down. This was done
to determine whether or not a ceiling effect could be found in the EEG DC shift.

(ii) The tracking task was designed to place several levels of task difficulty
selectively upon those motor processes associated with tracking, It was intended to
examine sensitivity by forcing task difficulty to the point of breakdown,

Figure 2 1 Item 3 Items 6 Items

- - 13 Seconds

DC Response to Variations in Memory Demand (Pan-Trial Example)

(Number of Items Held in Memory)

Surprisingly, upon analysis neither the cognitive nor the tracking task difficulty
manipulations could be found statistically related to changes in EEG DC waveform,
although the task difficulty variations were accompanied by significant differences in
performance.

Cognitive task ERP P300 amplitudes were found to distinguish between target and
non-target items as well as between difficulty conditions (Figure 3). Interestingly, it
was noted that over all Phase I and II tasks a positive going DC shift could be
observed when task relevant visual information was presented at the start of each trial
(Figure 4).

Performance varied in both Phase II tasks roughly according to task difficulty
condition. In the working memory task these variations were also supported by P300
amplitude changes. The results of Phase 11 indicated that DC negative shifts did not
appear to be related to simple increases in tracking difficulty or in working memory
demand.

As the Phase II task conditions were harder than in Phase I it could be argued
that the Phase II task conditions were outside of the sensitivity band of the DC
negative shift.

Thus it was not clear whether the DC negative shifts observed in Phase I were
(i) connected with aspects of the Phase I task that were not present in Phase II, (11)
related to some non task-related differences between the Phase I tasks (e.g. emotional
responses) or (iII) entirely artefactual.

After studying the results of Phase 1I in some detail it was postulated that the
'DC' producing element present in Phase I but missing in Phase II may be related to
factors such as: 'tas' relevance', 'involvement', 'salience' or 'engagement'. This
hypothesis was slightly supported by the observation that positive going DC shifts were
consistently observed in both Phase I and Phase II during the first period of each
trial over those periods when task relevant information was presented (Figure 4).

At this point in the research none of the performance benchmark criteria referred
to earlier had been met to any useful degree, although it had been found that DC
negative shifts did not respond to variations in tracking and memory demand difficulty
when these tasks were undertaken in isolation.

4.3 Phase III

A third study was designed with the aim of replicating the DC shift differences



observed during the Phase I study, but under more controlled task conditions than in
Phaue I and with a more realistic, 'engaging' and salient task than in Phase 11, The
task was designed to miuimija purely 'motor' elements and to enhance the cognitive
elements associated with visual monitoring of displayed information - the sub-task
elemnnt during which consistent DC negative shift variations had been observed in
Phase I and Phase I1. The task was also designed to overcome a repeated single trial
paradigm so that a constant, uninterrupted level of task involvement could be
maintained over the whole experimental period.

Figure 3

Cz Lowest Difficulty Medium Difficulty Highest Difficulty

-JAI

1 Sccomu

Target

ERP Variations with (0 Running Memory Task Difficulty
(0i) Target / Non-Target Conditions

The task required the subject to monitor a number of moving gauges that simulated
changes in a hypothetical system's status and to respond when readings exceeded certain
limits. The experiment manipulated a variable related to the perceived likelihood of
the system exceeding these limits, the psychological uorollary of which may be a
variation in attentional demand, but not necessarily in task difficulty.

Figure 4

CZ

Positivity above Baseline

Apparent DC Shift Response during Presentation
of Task Relevant Visual Information

Results of the experiment [17] were encouraging. DC negative shifts varied
significantly according to most manipulations in task variables, apparently indexing
task related differences (Figure 5). Three out of the four levels of task demand were
significantly dissociated demonstrating that DC shifts are not oimply two-state
(on/off) indicators of variations in attentional demand but that they also appear to
hold soma level of sensitivity to increamental variations in attentional demand.
Phase III resuits indicate that the selectivity of the DC negative shift may be quite
high. Although speculative, the diagnostAcity of the tool doos appear to bo less
related to an 'information processing, view of workload than to a nebulous collection
of psychological variables including those of task salience, task involvement and an
integration of the factors of controlled processing (18] and focused visual attention.
The lack of DC shift difference observed between the two most demanding levels may be a
preliminary indication ot a low ceiling of sensitivity (see Figure 5).
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4.4 Phase IV

Phase IV was designed to further address the issue of sensitivity. A similar

paradigm to that employed at Phase III was developed but with a greater emphasis placed

upon overloading the subject. This was done to force a breakdown in performance so that

concurrent DC shift activity could be observed,

Although this euperimental work is still ongoing, interim analysis of results

indicates that there is a clear DC shift dissociation between task variations. However,

it has not yet been possible to evaluate the DC shift correlates of performance

Figure 5
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breakdown as aome subjects have coped with the highest difficulty levels whilst others
have not. It is important that these groups are analysed separately and as yet too few
subjects have been run to make this worthwhile.

5. CONCLUSION

To date the research programme has progressed steadily towards the goals inherent
in the performance benchmark criteria, Perhaps oddly, the programme has identified task
conditions that appear to be reliably associated with variations in the slow potential
termed the DC negative shift whilst the underlying task-related cause of these
variations is still obscu.e. However, it does appear that the observed variations may
be quantitatively related to several factors including that of focused visual
attention.

It would appear that as with other potential EEG measurement tools, DC negative
shiftn may eventually provide a unique perspective upon the mental workload problem,
rather than e comprehensive view.

Before this potenti.tl measurement tool can be employed in the laboratory or
deployed within an operational safety network it must be established that (i) the
task-related 'cause' of variations in DC shift response are selectively and
diagnostically linked to attentional processes and (ii) that the sensitivity response
of the DC Shift is sufficiently broad to encompass performance breakdown without
hitting a response :eiling.

Xt is proposud that similar psychophysiological techniques are evaluated with
reference to the 'performance benchmark criteria' so that a degree of correspondence is
achieved in the assessment of developing 'safety network' tools.
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SUMMAR'

The object of the reseercu~progrnimmd at RAE Is to identify and assess extremes of operational work-
lod using either exisxting meaoural, for example, NASA TLX, SWAT, etc together with Neurological measure-
merits, Data already exists from specialist laboratories which shown a reliable increase in the DC levels
of brain activity with increasing ,.orkloads.

In order to prtlmiae workloadi, the objectives of future missiona will be predicted and analysed,
Following this detailed task analys-is, timeline analysis and attentional demand analysis will be used to
identify the extent to which particular, cognitive channels, eg vinoal, auditory, and paychomotor are being
used At any one time. In parallel with tiis aunalysl evoked response techniques will be developed from
the laboratory studies towardr msn-m'Iumitable apparatus for in-flight use. This will require the develop-
ment of low noise electrically isolated DC amplifiers of high dynamic rngie design to obtain physiological
data from the man 'with the minimum of operator support.

!n recognining that at high workload levels, there is a Strong possibility of subjects ignoring
t.ercndar'r taslts during laboratory tria!s, the aim will he to provide a high degree of perceived realise in
laboratory tasks, -to achieve this him a low-cost, microcomputer baned filghtfcombat simulator is under
development to allow tasks of variable complexity to be fully integrnted into an ensemble that it per-
,cived by subjects i; realistic.

From these analyses areas of task conflict and work overload can be predicted with the aim of asimi-'
lating the total workload to a consistent optimal level throughout the mission, Optimisation will be
achieved either by presenting a more even distribution of tasks, or by reassessing taska so as not to over-
load any one channel at any one time,

I NTRODUCrION

In uoth civil and military flyx..g a major cause or performance degradation is the existence of periods
of excessive workloud when the operator is faced .,th demands on his procdsslig• abilities which simply
cannot be fully met, no matter what the effort he Is ca;.able of applying.

Worktoad hay been defined in many ways; as "tae cost incuirred by the h,'mun ope:vr• a. ac'n "Ig s ,
particular level of performance" (l), "*the operator's uvaluation of the attenrional load margin (between
their motivated capacity and the current task demsords) Ahile achievirp, adeqmt'- task performar.ce in a
MiL tion-rulevant context' (2), or even sa "1 .... a hypotnetical construct that reflects the interactiLn
betw-en a specifie individual and the demands imponed by a spec ifl task" (31.

However worklo.d is defined, for practical purposes it in often uisitil to oi,4.iler it as ure of tia,-
streasors imposed on the operator, and, to ^xtend the meehinical analogy, the resultant utroai an being
ti- efect on the operator's performance.

THE PrRCEIVED 
0

ROBLRM

Workload demandhi may arise from a variety of sources or may be the result of a concerted dentand on
just one proceasing notldllty, s och as may occur when sirorew are required to deal with incoming and out-
going cormuniaLtions with a iu'a'er of other units, or are required to monitor and read displays while
observing the terrain outside the aircraft and simultaneounly rieading a map.

Dealing with workload peaks by using a variety of ergonomic techniques including enhancement of the
men-machine I e.efacc, r-'listribution of tanks between crew members and, in the future, applying artific~al

•;tcll Iance Lo support the human operators' capacity depends critically on identification of the precise
ROu:co of the overload and how it affects the processing abilities of the operuLor. Worklnad assessment
is most often of two types; subjective or objective, Figure 1.

SLdJECT IVE WORKLOAD

The subjective type, in which data from carefully structured questionnairea snd interviews with
operatora of the 'irc. -ft, (or of a similar aircraft or system to that under development), ore analyced
and integrated to give an overall picture of the suhjec.ive dci .da of the tasks for different riaes. ci

types.

Probably still the most widely used of this type of assess1ment is tlhe Coolier-Harper scale and its
modifications. Design") originailly un a technique for assessing ai,-mrýt hail,1ing qualities using a tenl-
point scale derived froa a decimion tree, it ham been used in a modified form as a a.eans of anseoseing

The SWAg Lechnilue la also widely used for a variety of pirposea; three usvpecta of workload, temporal
effort, mental effort aid streus are rated on a three-point scale, and subjects are then asked to rank
order all 27 posaible comoinntions so that tihe model they use can be determinmd. and an interval scale
developed using n con.joint scaling techniqu.n,



70,

lSUBJECTIVE/EMPIRIOAL I OBJECTIVE PREDICTIVE/ANALYTICAL

so NASAJTLX1 SWAT
modified Cooper-Harper Time-line analysis Attentional demand

Questionnaire-based techniques techniques techniques

Quite..... ssi and.. r ..•..Provide a generalised Provide a probabilistic
butessent•aillyapolstholcid and averaged analysis of potentialbut essentially po o iassessment of total overloads in eachInevitably Intrusive workload modality

Stress related physiological Function related These techniques can
measures physiological be combined to give

eg Heat rate variability, measures a prediction of workload
Pupil dilation etc EEG based in future systems

Generally non-intrusive for example the Analytical
but difficult to interpret Predictive Workload
and sometimes Inconsistent Assessment Technique

(APWAT)

Figure 1 Techniques Of Workload Assessment

TASK ANALYSIS HUMAN RESOURCES MODEL

Five levels of function analysis Describes visual, auditory, cognative and
describing tasks carried out during a psychomotor modalities required by the
predicted mission provides a time-line operator for each task!:! the mission.
analysis Provides an attentional demand analysis

TASK CONFLICT MODEL
Pairwise comparison of concurrent tasks within modalities. Matrices
provide scores of acceptable, marginal and unacceptable workload

SAINT SIMULATION NETWORK
Attentional demand analyses are plotted over 100 runs along timeline
analyses as a percentage of total workload which is
acceptable/unacceptable

OUTPUT
Graphs of timelino and attentional demand analysis, which establish
peak workload areas and conflict between concurrent tasks

Figure 2 Summary Of Analytical Predictive Workload Assessment Technique



NASA Aene have developed their Task Load Index (TX) teehniqi'e which l•in somorne aimilarities n the
SWAT s•ytem. The TLX rystem its bared -nit aix ubi-scaitles ctunsimtlug or t ri.lyalsi and tempa•rl demands,
and the subjects' assessment of t'elrr own effort, frustiration artd performanee, TLX alon isen a lonjoint
scaling technique in which the subjects make pnirwine comparisons of the six facturs which allow copar-ti-
Live welghltings to be esstblished loto a particular Ltak, and then rate the rrig.nitude or that la'stor betwep.
'low and high' on a 12 cm line,

OBJECTIVE WORKLOAD

Alternatively to these essentially subjective techniques, or as n port of a combined tLet bna.t.tery, n
variety of objective physiological techniques can be used. In addition to the neurologinisl methods de-
scribed In this paper, objective measures such as heart. rate and variability, ey--blink rate and even
auditory canal temperature have beer. tined to give a relatively non-Intrusive (but nut alwayr, totailly
rellable) workload uueasennent, which hau the advontage th;it It con be made concurrent with the pen-ormnrnnce
of the flying tansk.

EVOKED RESPONSES

Evoked response, or event related potential, techinlques, invutlvirg studies orf htraol electricai
activity immediately following a stimulus, have been gaining credibility in recent yearo an n mesnn or
"studying Iformation processing and cognitive activity within the brain (4,5,6,7), Advaonceii It the ltch-
nology have led to a considerable : ;pansion in the application of these techniques to studies aimed ait
Identifying varioun components in brain nctivity during the perfnrm.nnce of :i wide range of laborntory
tasks.

Possibly the griettat increase in applications han been in the arera of mental workiload. An; operatornt
of nyrtems of all kinds are encountering an increase in the ratio of mental to phvsilcal worklond, it it,
beconing increasingly deairabir- for designiers of systems to be able to deftine the ptrrorrance nnv'n,1 u ,
operntor-. The endogenous componrr._s of event relat ed .rain a.'tivnty, pnartrularly P30C', siavyn bicii tuti

to !xplore the alloeat ion of 'rsndrcr•' within the brhti durlng tank jerf.rmanre.

Work using dual-task paradigms (8,9,10) has shown resource reciprocity. As primary task load
increased the primary task P300 also Increased as more resources were allocated to that tank and away
from the secondary task, where a corresponding decrease In P300 level was observeti. Other workers
(ll,12,l3,ld,15) have related features of P300 and other early signal components to workload factors.

The signals in the work deecribed above, all occur within a few hundred millisoconds of the eliciting
event,. However, changeu in LEG activity have been observed over much longer periods. Slowly changing VC
levels have been noted which have been connected with levels of arsusan or activity (16). Tn particular
a slow -otentitl change (nown as the Contingent Negative Voriation has been shown to be aDsonIated with
changeL in attention, motivation, anticipation and tnak complexity.

It is the last of these which is of Interest to the programme discu-sea here. Data are already
available (17, which show relieble increases In DtC levels of evoked potentials with incrensing, workload.

These techniques are currently restricted to laboratory applications. flowevcr, b" focusing effort
solely on the characterlsation ,.' workload, in particular, the Identificatlion of apprcaching excess work-
load, and, improving the teehrology involved, RAE xr.tend to progress towards a man-mountable apparattion for
in-flight use.

In the past research iinto human performance and -workload has suffered from two anin problems: :he
lack cC relevan-. of laboratory pinduced data to crrent practicnl probl.r.r and the lack of a reliable
measure of workload, The work programme pruposud at the Royal Aerospace 1':tablishmcnt (RAP) in aImed nt
solving both problems by u series of research tanks including both the physiologicnl and psychological
aspects of workload.

REQUIREMENTS FOR NEUROPHYSIOLOOICAL MONITORING

To attempt to measure brain activity several specific problems must be nddressed to ensure good
electrical aignala under conditions of absolute safety. This lart factor is of paramount importance an
the introduction of any unwanted electrical signals into the brain would be counter productive to the
survival of the pilot, the very thing that the workload study ia supposed to improve, The design of any
head aiplifier must therefore, meet the following specification "or electrical nafety and measurement in
a non-obtruaive fashion,

INPUT AMPLIFIER SPECIFICATION

Differential input, single ended output Power by imolotion power rapply (ICfOV protection)
Gain switchable between 10 or 100
Input noise <luV pp (,l Hz-lOG Hz) <2uV pp (.1 F'z-l00 Hz)
DC stability <1 uV/hr
Thermal range -10 to 300C
Low thermal drift (as small mn poasiblel
Low input bias current <10 pA
High input impedance >10000 Mn
High CMR >100 dB
Bandwidth DC t6 10 KHz
Dynamic range - 10 Volts

Such an amplifier is under development by the RAE in collaboration with the Burden Institute for both
a laboratory multi-channel research instrument and f'yable pilot monitoring system.
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PROPOSED COONITIVE RESKARCH PROORAMME

Although present techniques are very useful in the asnesament of current syatemp, theitr value in
equipment procurement, where the possible cerformance of n system for Its operators must he premloted at
a very early staga, is limited by the extent to which subjective assessment by expert opparatora of an in-
Service aircraft ,ir system can be extrapolated to what may be a totally ne3w concopt, W1Ait Is needed is a
predictIve-asalytical workload assessment technique which can, given the inticipatsI mierile profiles,
analyse the workload demands made on the operator throughout the mission, both qunntativoly, and, most.
importantly, qualitatively. Such a predictive technique has to have the rbillly to incnrp:,rate prob-
abilistic data Into a detailed task analysis from which a model of the p'rtdlc~ttd moment-to-moment lemande
on the operstor's processing capacity can be made, together with an analysis of the modality or
modalities which are under pressure.

At RAF Farnborovgh we are developing such a predictlve-rnralytlcnl nynLetm for one initially at; a prt-
curement tool for aseassiment both of developed aircraft and systems which are under consideration for
procurement, and as a direct aid in the development of new concepts.

The aim is to predict areas of high workload during a mission using n technique developed by
McCracken and Aldrich (18), and then apply some of the oxisting measures such an NASA TLY. and SWAT, In
order to validate the model, The predictive technique has Its advantages in that:

I it is a probabilistic model,
2 it follows a top-down process,
3 it looks at the mission as a whoic, and not at spt.,cirically selected tanks,
4 it includes both timeline and attentional demand analyses.

The timeline analysis is required to see what proportion of any one mrti:llo-, the operator ndi'r;d. on
any one tank and the nttentional demand analysis is reqrilred in order| to i.etermine 4hlch molllitle.• the
human usep to ca;try out each tanqk.

This prediutive technique (Figure 2) involves analysing the expected mission profile for the
particular aircraft, and th-. physiological and paychoiogical aspects of carrying out the mission aiid ,,heit
to see where the areas of task conflict lie, Consequently It is split into three parts, the task anulysls,
a human resources model, and a task conflict model, which ties together the first two Hectlons,

Initially, there are five levels to the task analysis, The first lawv Indicaten the mojor Irncitlone
to be perforred to complete the mislion and then levels two and three br-ek these functions d6'n Into,
further functions. A fiurth level provid-es the Information requirements and initiatinp condition;; nrnd a
fifth level of tasks required is made. For each of the tasks It has to be decided whether they are better-
done by man or machine and then a tusk dascription i1 writtiur,

The human resources model is then looked at. to see which modalltien are uuerI for each tauk, From the
McCracken and Aldrich model there are four modaliti l, us. ed, vigunl, audiltory, coagnitive nd pmychiimrlor
(commonly known as VACPs). The visual, Cognitive and psychomotur modalities each have .reCVer dencrtpt;,rb,
although currently there are only four for the auditory mudarlhLy. Cor1eetueriLtly this doer; rot fall 1:i line
with the other scales at prpaent, but a seven point scale for the audittory modalitry is under divelopmerpl
and we hope to implement this as soon as ponsible. Each descriptor in thin allo-lei w-eightlnr of I-';
or I-4 respectively, For each task from rhe task -nrrlynia A VACP to nassigned. lnrwever, ansks arc act1
all serially placed throughout time during a mieuion, that Is, there are lotr of concurrenl tastes, sroe if

which lead to very high workload sreas and areas ef tank conflict,

The task conflict moosl brings together the filr-st two sections •nd is used to determirn soother e
concurrent tasks are compatible, By rating one voadality of aon ..a.rs nloinp. one tde, of a .square arnd rating.
thl! same modality of the concurrent task along the j,3rpeadi-ular aide a matrix can be prodnj-ed for each,
modality, The corresponding call of the outcome matrix in then described in oii, of Lthrce ay:i, ,i%.-,.titblu
(A), marginal (M) and unacceptable (U), Figure 3 iI lrqtrnteo th,, Si tuitaion Outcome Mntericeti for ire Vlp a'II
and auditory modalities. 0 .nif I- set of rules In devised IIa order to doLermilro h)io overall workload
situation for any series of concurrent tasks, for example, if any nrttenltinivir domriii catei.gory is ;irurizupt-

able the situation is unacceptable.

The predictions as to whether two concurrent tuaka are accept:ible, nmarginl or unacceptable ore
:arried out by the SAINT Simulation Programme. Prior to girmilainrg the Initi Ianll ofr cai, lar;k the
progromme conmpares the attentional demand rating of the t.ak In be, prformed a-,aintn thi rat hog' of ong iig
tasks. The outcome of this prediction in then presented in two formatrs: hi) tabullip inid (,?) pgrapirical.
By overlaying the tI mellne analysis graph on the frequency or o¢¢,'rrence ptraph it can be 0tien that for
some areas of a minqion, where tasks may be very short and simple the pilot can be occupied 100% of lire
tire, hut that overload can still occur -when only ?0% or tire tirm.e [aI ocruprled. Overlo,tr on a tan;k may
occur Just beIUSoe the oul.come matrix of two conrurrent tr;lki shoaw no urniiccepLhle iitu:il i(yin olleer for
one particular -,ndality or for the overall situotion dce 'o the dieflririp, ruleri.

We aim to apply this technique to t.e. proposed ilrcrrft both fixer wing rand rotary, a,; well oIn, to
those aircraft currently in service, although the anod]) rnin be adnpte!d 'a ;soit aopernl.or wo,-kond In orher

vohiclea and situatianc, By comparing the predii;ltve reliultu; with 0:lo'id ira ofIhe ti iiJCjt I%- 1 chrrLque~n
such as NASA TLX and SWAT and phystoloRical measures much aq FEG we will iI,. abla to vnlidai-p tho sodel.
The technique will then be evolved and adopted as at andarri aniensmenl iid, di.ilg;n tool For allrcraft under
development and under consideration for procurement.

L ,



VISUAL OUTCOME MATRIX

First task Concurrent task

Description Rating 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Monitor, scan, survey 1 A A A A A A M

Detect movement, change In Intensity 2 A A A A A A M

Trace, follow track 3 A A U A M M U

Align, aim, orient 4 A A A U M M U

Discriminate on the basis of symbol 5 A A M M U U U

Discriminate on multiple aspects 6 A A M M U U U

Read, decipher text, decode 7 M M U U U U U

AUDITORY OUTCOME MATRIX

First task Concurrent task

Description Rating 1 2 3 4

Detect occurrence of sound 1 A A A A

Detect change in amplitude, pitch 2 A A M M

Understand message 3 A M U U

Discriminate signal patterns 4 A M U U

Figure 3 Situation Outcome Matrices
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SIMULATED FLIGHT tNVtRONMZNr

Recognising that, at the high workload levels to be studied, terc is A strong possibility or subjects,
ignoring secondary tasks during laboratory trials, the aim will be to provide a high degree of perceived
realism In laboratory tasks, A low-coat, microcomputer-bamed, flight/combat simulator in under develop-
ment, This allows tanks of variable complexity to be fully integrated into ai er,seorile that in perceived
by subjects as realistic.

The system under development is one of a new generation of microproceasso oumed aimulatora designed
to complement rather than replace high level systems, They are intended t-3 show how an individual will
respond under the stress of the activity rather than measure the response w!.en opei'ating a piece of hard-
ware in a controlled environment.

The system comprises a network of nine microprocessors providing in-cockpit controls, instrument
displays on four in-cockpit screens, three real-world views and operator control over (vents occurring
within the scenario, A high speed, multi-parallel connection box allows data flow amongst processors
sufficient to achieve a refresh rate on all Sreens of greater that 25 Hz,

Aerodynamic performance, weapon capability and adversary tactical e~acution are modalled simply
using a few basic parameters on the basis of energy manoeuvrability. Threat indicator display and radar
performance are modelled in a similar manner, the key feature in all caes being the speed with which
reprogramming can be completed, The forne ratios, mission scenarios, type of threat and quality of
threat can be varied at run time and a spread sheet will give the ability to programme exact performance
and operational limits when required. Initially a minimal version of the simulator will be used,
configured such that the task to be performed maps closely to a laboratory task used for early work on
slow potential and proving of the EEG hardware,

A history of events within the model will be available from the network firstly for synchroniaing
those events with recorded brain activity and secondly for the extraction of subject performance data for
analysis.

Following a satisfactory proving period, the ease and speed with which the model may be reprogrammed
will allow a series of trials in which the number and complexity of tasks to be performed is gradually
increased.

It is planned to define the type of relationship between workload and slow potentials anid EPP over
"a much wider range of workloads, to establish the effects of different categories of workload (viia-l,
cognitive etc) and to establi.h the behaviour when workload is incres-ed to the pirnt of overload,
During thin pcriod the subjective workload measurement techniques will be used to quantify the workloid
at each significant stage and show how the two techniques may be used to complement each other'.
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RlISUM11,
Les variations de I'tat d'kvoll ci do In performance au. court d'aclivitlitt monotones ant 616 mortirks par die
nombroux auteurs. tans les transports a6rlons, Ia monotonic se trouve snuvent Assocl&-c avec des Cycles
Irr6gullors do travail et dos dca~clages horaires Importants. Les initeractIons enitre rea factourn cmitrlibuent
AI amplifier In baisso des performances ct ic do vigilance. Afin d'6tudlcr to compnlrlr'mncii des pilotcs noi
tours do volt long-courriors, Une rocherche a 61:6 enlrepriso. Eie a commie objoctif didentilfr les phasess
d'hypovlgilnnce etctid6valucr tours ntipercuss ions sur la performance des pilotos. ].L m~iliudr clutiid
retenue repose sur one dvaluation objective decs fluctuattions do l'6vcil des pilolvs A partir dto pnran9'Iros
physiologiques, compl~te par tine analyse ties nctivlt6s des diff~rcuts inwmbres do l'6cliiipage. D~es
techniques ambulatoires soot ulilisi~s pour rocucillir l'61octro-eincý,phalogranimoi NEWG, l'loctro-
oculogrammo (1300) et I'6lectrocnrdiogrnnu-ne (2CC) au court des volt. lUa fr6quence cardiaquie v( l'activiVA
moirice du poignet sont 6gnlomont enregistr6os au yours des vols et pendant loll p6riodvs do rupoxis.
L'activltd motrice du poignet permet d'obtenir des informations stir let cycles actlvitds-repo~s des phortos.
L'obsorvatlon des actlvlt6s et do in tAche do l'quipigo, eat rdnlls&o slmutltan6niont A ces onregistrvients
en utilisant uno grille codde. Hult volt long-courrilers, transni6ridlcns et nord-sud, not W16 olfcctu6s nu cotirs
do Ia premiere 6tnpe doe mites au po~int des protocolos. Lea premilers r6stiltats niontrent d'inportanles.
vari-ations dons kas spoctros dHIG quanuifi6s et cdans Ia fre'quenco des mouivemonts oculairos. lDes
aiternances do phases durant. leaquelles les pilotes Ipr6.cnlent tinle vigilance 6lovc avec des phalsvt's tr
somnolence oit W1 ohserv6es pour chalque menibre do I'6qiiipage. Les privations de soiniicil not cours des
oscalos ont dot r6pcrcusslons sur lo cOmiporbenien des pilotes. En panttictilior, lIt baisso doe vigilance ti.raul
pluis prononc6e pour lea volt qui suivent une init avec privation .to sommonil, niwhie si ce vol cat effcctu6
pendant In jaurn&e

I NTR0DUCriON

L6volution des posies do piloiago ou do conduitei ainsi quoi l'augoinetation ic doia dturt~ dcxs traivis,
quo cc toil dans le transport a6ricn no (orroviaire, conduisent A oite red6finitlon dot rfleo (o lop~rnlteir
huninin. Colic 6volution qui concerne 6 la fois In nature do In tictic ci torgnnisation dui travail dims, te
tomps ett A lrorigine d'une adrie do rechorchos destin6ea ii 6vaiicr los capiacits doc I'otraitviar luitimin enl
lernics dto vigilance ci do peorformance pendant de tongues duirc~s.

Let modifications aurvonucs dana los transports sc tradiiisont dans doe tiotbri'ix cas par umw
diminution du nivono d'dveiI do luopdratour. Dana Ie donaiane ferroviiire, des Iravaux rhalsI1s. en
laboratoire aur one tAche do condluile sirnplififo (1, 2) out porinis d'nt'joclivor relic r6dicl in uie lIn
vigilance dos conductoura. Ces ri~sultats so conlirnlient stir Ie terraini (3, 4).

Paralliblcmont A cot transforma tions dana le contenti doe I, t~cho onl couisi to tine '11igonta toiito IIIh
dorko des trajets hli~e A l'aulonomie accrue des m-oycus do tiansporls, cc qui ctt lrt~s net darts In~rotautiqirc'
civilo pouir let nouveaux avions, nolaninniont to Boeing 747-4(X), el dint on proclie avvnir I'Airhuq AMdt.
Compte tono do ltIn kgislalion stir Ia duii& du travail aii court de-; vots tong-cotirriers cot dort~ts- f'lovi~v
conduisent A1 dot cliangrnients radicaux dans la cointxnsition does, 6quipages el par you. doV Cciiis11vIITanvcl
In r6partilion des tOchos onlre los d if(6renls mombres do IHqipage. Par ailtours, lot pilcites doe vots king-
courriers tont soomis aux lioraires altornants ct aux d6calages horairos L111s 112 CAStidc volt trainsiniricicns.
Colic, situation petut aecroitre lea baissos do vigilance par los porutrbalions quciteil occasiom~ie ,stir Ii'
ryllinio veil le-soinimoil (5, 6, 7) avcc noilnntoilet uric diminutilonl de lit cjwlinit ct t' 1.i (11116, (li1 sorlnwil.



Les diudes rdallsdes nu coors do vols long-coorriers demoorent primordiales car elbaq vont ;wrmottre
d'tvalucr In rdpercusslon des coniraintes tides & la Whho, notamniont Ia nionotonle, lost horaires
irrdguiiors cit es d~calages horaires our leofftcience des pilotos.

Los baisses do vigilance on laboratoiro tides A In monotonie dto In tAche ont 616 iontrdos par
plusicurs aubcurn (8, 9, 10, 11). Vans l'! cas des diudes rdatisdes sur to terrain, on certain nombre de
probimes do mdihodo so posent, obtainment dans l'analyse doe la tOch et do la ddtectlon do baissos do
performance. La ptopart des diudes mondes stir to terrain utilisent des techniques doe monitoring
ambulatoire Wiln do recueiliir des paraindires physiotogiqoos. GrAce a ces mdthodos, it est possible (to
indtte en dvidonce les perturbations do cycle voillec-sornnicl consdcutives A des changemoetis d'horaircs.
Cepondant ces 6iodes demoourent gdndratement limhites aux perturbations des ryibmes blologiquos et soot
peo orientdos vera los relations entre In nature do la thocticc los modifications doe PdMta pliyslologiqtno.
Coest poorquoi doux types doexpdrimentatlons sont en coors sot In conduite (orroviafre el stir des vots long-
courriers. Les recherches dostindes A obiectiver des baisses do vigilance du conductour dans le doia Inc
forroviaire ont ddbutd par des oxp-Wimentatlons do laboratoiro utilisont onec (Acho doe cundulto siniplifie
(1, 2). Ces rechorchos ont. pormis do motire en rotation les variations do 1Yitnt d'Ovoil 6valuttes par
1'6loctro-encdphalogrammo avoc c'uno port des omissions do rdponsos aux signmix provenant tic Ia volcetc
d'autre part des perturbations do l'action inoirice du conductour stir Ic systihnio do skctirlit tiilis6l dans los
cabinos do train. Ce systtimo rondd sur le principo do t'Toionc e mont" esl constitu6 do dotix jx'daies et tdune
commando monuello (sysilnme VAGMA). Le conducteur doit activer cc sysidme ci Ic rolAcber
p~riodiqoemonit allestani ainsi do so pr~sonce. Lidentification de perturbations matrices afire on mnoyco
do ddteclion do cos hypovigilancos lors toe Ia conduilo r~cio. LUno Odiode d validation doin sysi;tmo
analysant on temps rdci Vaction do condocteur sot to sysini de s~curit eat actuelloe~nnt en cours. Si cetie
mdthode do ddtection est validde, des moyens do rdactlvation dovront dire 6labords, notammeni par
lulisation do modifications do ta tiche.

Dana Ic contexte do l'adronautlquc, la ddtoction des hypovigilancos parait plus dlfficilc A rdalisor
dons In roosure oOi lea pilotos no soot pas asireints A l'utilisation d'on syst~ime do sdcuritd pour attestor do
leor prdsence. D'aotros moyens dovroni dire in'taginds pour permotire d'6vitor ou do ddetocer l'apparitlon
do ces baisses do vigilance. Compte teno do In prt~snco d'au momns deux pilotos dons la calilno, ces
nidihodos pourront par oxemplo s'orienter vets tn gostion do cycle activitd~rcpos porniettant une
rdcupdraiion optimalo do chacun des membros dl'6qulpage.

Lc but do In prdsonto recherchie est d'dvaloor la variabilild do nivcau ct'cvoil ties pilutes. et
d'6tudior des possibililds do rdactivaiion no d'assisianco.

M LMIOD U

La mdtliodo el los rdsultats obtonus stir los premiers vols ont Mi, lldscntds rdce-mmcnt (12). Cllte
mfthode roposo sur to recuoll do donndos physiologiqutes et stir l'observation shmniltando do chaliaqu nembre
do l'qoipage.

Recgeil des donntes pitysioiogiqucsq

Qoatro types do niosoros soot rdalisdos
- l'lectro-oncdphalogrammo (EEG), afin d'Otudior, aprds analyse spoctrale. les variations des
prioicipaux ryibmoes : bn, alpha, th~ia ei della,
P ldbctro-oculogrammoc (FOG) doni eat extraito ia frdqooncc des cligneinunts; octilaires,

-la frdquenco el la variabilild cardiaque.
- 'aciivit moirico do poignot (actotn~ici).

LTIEG el IEOG poreintlent d'dvaloer on conlinti to niveau cd'dvcil, ei dic dtii'iccir des pdrkntevs de
somnvolence. Pour i'1EFG it a &6t retonue d'enregistrer one soule ddnivaiion paritOl~itl ciptalcv. Cclil'
ddrivation ndcossito Ia pose (1o qotwro 6loctrodos cotlles aui collodion liunt' Oelecrode ocripitlat, unvt
6lectrode paridiale, et deux 6loctrodes do terre ploedes no vertex. Pour Ie rccot'ii de ll1OQ.X* (lelix Mdroivcnis
soot fixdos :lune sot one zone dloctiroucmont inactive, Ia masto~de, l'aotrc A on n'niim(Nre aw-di'ssis~ doe
nocil. La frdqtuence cardiaqtotu a 6id enregisirde au ninyon do deox ddrivatlions dio typx CM5 (crvox axitlairo



droll, croux axillaire gatiche) el nous nous lnt6resmons Ici davonttage A la variabllit, riardlaquo tiont les
variations sonl 110es A In1 charge do travail mentalo.

Pour Ia mosure doe 'aciom6trlo, un capteur do niouvomnonts U6x par tin bracelet stir leIc ;lgnot droll de.-
piluots a 616 utilisO. Ce capiteur coniptobtllse les d6placements A partir d'une d6iectiin d'acc:6lirations. Ce
parani6tre permet do suivre stir des enreglisremenis do lonGties duirvs Ie d~rovilentnt ties cycles ectcivit&
repos.

Au cuurs do lat rotation lo rCcullCI des paranietlres est diff~ront auo cours du vol ci ci dcs reoins A
l'escale
. l'actoncLtrie a 601 rocucillie au rnoyen do sysl~me Vilalog cti malulnaul avec In' systtmne Actigraphe aail

sc r~vbc plus soupic d'emplol, los r~sultats sont utiis6s afin d'idontiflor los phases do rerpos desr r'iotcs
et do motir oen 4-idence d'dvenlucllcs privations do sommoil,

- auo coors du Vol, PECG, lIiEG et lEOG soul roculillis sur le systbn d'enrogistrementn nvgni~tlquc
MWdIlog afin d'6todior los variations do lit p~riode cardlapio, le spectre tic puiss~ance dc lTEiG, le
nembro do clignomonts des yeux.

Observatiivn de la tidceliei de l'enuironniemeni des ;uiloles

Parallt-lement auo recuicil do cos inosures physiolegiqlucs, one observAtion chronornWeie do lit tAchtIc et

do lonvironnernont des piiotos est effectu&c. Colic observation osl r~alis6e A part-ir d'une grille do redago
(figure n61) pal wrend en compto divers Ol6mcnts stisceptibics do faire varier lY'tai doe vigilance till piloto.

Les phases el la geslion du vol,1 lcnvirorncinemni op~rationnol, los conitunicalions. la r6parlition ties
tAckis ontre Ic co-piloto et lo commandant do herd, los communications ell11 met6o sonl p)rism' onl rumple
pour lensemblo do lHquipagc touta au loing de l'exp5rimentalioai. La thcho et t'tal soul not~s pour cliaqrac
ruembro d'6quipage.

Los r~sullals sent analys6s
. on function do lomps, cc qui perniot do d~locior los fluctuations les julais niarquanios te, In vigilance ci do

In charge doe travail,
. on fonictien des segments temporols idonlifi6s par l'observatior t ci cractlris; plar tin Code do pha'%o do

Vol, daIctivitce des. pilotos, etc,...

Cos rc-stiltat; soull A pr~sent intgr~s tans onc b~ase do clonn&s; tqul devraii Irmrntitre de riuloax 6vnlticr

los variations physielogiqcies on function dto coniexto du vol.

Vols rffertades

Dotix tylxs do rotation ont 61C, offocluks iti cours do lat phase do misc all poKint do Ia m~thecle
-des vois transmn~ridiens :Paris-Winni 1rg-Ilaris stir B-747 et Plaris-Caycnne-l'aris stir IKS8

detis vets a-ord-stid : laris-Librevillo-Ilaris et Paris-Hrazzavillc-Ilaris stir 11-747.

Los vol, pr6vus poi In phase oxptrimniaonlc, Vont conconvr eni plus tics rotations lrik6dcnirncot
c i 16oq
- tics rotations lru-txclles-L~ibrovi ile-13ruxel los -sijr Ai rius A31 et l prncluainurlont Dria xeis-Nmw York-

lnirtxciles; stir Airbus A-320.
- ties relations tic longue's diar~os PaNris-Siiga pour-l'a ris stir 13-747-4MX.

Au cetars doe collc piIlasoeoxp6rinmenntale, 501 vels do longues dirar~vs scront cffcctiu~s. Fin conpl~invnt dIV
leobservation do la tAcho ut du recucil cits paramOtros phySiOlOgiqItaoS. deVs qutestionnalires do0 soimnilv
scrot utifiis~s. Cos; quostiennaircs onl 016 6inbor-6:n et seront oxploil~s par le CEiRMA.
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l'WIENIRS KUSULTATS

Evaluation do In vigilance

L'dvaluatlon au court du temps do ia vigilance eat fond&S ant l'analyse dves spectres, EEC' 81i19i quo stir
In frtquence Jos clignoments oculairos. Du point do vue LEEC, Ia haisse de vigilance so traduit par una
augmentation do Ia puissance dlans lea rytbmes lents (delta, th~ta) Cu du rythnte alpha. VAns Ie nitmme
temps la frdquonce des clignemonts oculaires augmente. La blaise do vigilance pout 6pgalenient Cire
objectivde par uno augmentation do In puissance totalo du spectre EI3G on par l'ttado des rapports doe
spectre entro lea bandes alpha et theta on alpha et delta

Pour us vol transmdridian qlul sosti ddroul6 untre 141%30 et 231030 GMT, on constato poiur to co-pilote
l'appariiion d'une p~riode d'hypovigilanice 4 heures sprba le dtbut dun vol. Cello hypovigilanca so tradnut
par tine augmentation do puissance dans los rythmos EEG lents delta ot thttu ainsi quoi par une
augmentation do la fr~juonce des clignements oculairos (figure afl). Vans lensemble Ie commandiant do
bard pri~acnte au cours do cc vol tine vigilance stable (figure n'3).

La vol de rotour scust dbroul6 apr6s us, fxrriode do 16 heures do ropos A Winnipeg, entre 1511WX ci
22h00 CMT. Enviroin 4100 aprts le dbut dun vol, on constate pour Ie commtandant do herd one diminution die
la vigilance caract~ris6e par une augmentation dies rythmres delta ct alpha ut do )a fr6qaenco des
clignements oculairos (figure n04). Unewsconde [p~rioda diiypxvigilatice apparait i Ia fin dii vol. ('hez le
copilote. il cat 6galocinct possible do detector doux p6riodos do baisse do vigilance, Itizue environ 2 lactaes
apr~s lo d6but du vol l'autre uni pen plus do 5 heures apr~s Ie d&ollago (figure n'15).

Lea rriodes d'hypovigilance sons donc plus somibrousca, ora dun vol retcour quo bora dti vol sller. Par
aillours cev hypovigilances apparaissont plnt~t lors des p6rindes do vol do crnisi&e. Los; pilotes
prsesament us Mtat d'dvell attenitif bora des p6riodes d'approche ot d'alttrrissage. La plus grand siombre
d'hypovigilances lors dun vol do retour s'expliquo on grande pantic par Ia privation partielle do sommeil
lots du repos a l'escatco

La figure n*6 pr~seoto us autre example do r6sultats obtonus sur tin vol nord-sud po~ur Ia co-pilote at le
m~canicion. On constata pour cc vol quo los Vnriodes d'hypovigilanca apparaisseqnt ani maie momllent pour
ces deux momibres d&6qnipage an coura dun vol do croiskrac, environ detax heurri' nprts lo ddnut dui vol.

Etude des ryibmes veillo-somnmeil

Cos param~res permiettent d'6aluer los cycles act1%ivit-rcojs an tours doe Ia rotation (figures n'7 et
8). A partir de I'actomntn!tie, ii eat notarrmmot possible do d6torrninor avec tine honne pr6cision los heuros do
lever el do coucher, 81051 1110 In qnalit6, du sommoil par Ia fr6quence des r6veils per-somnniqilus~. A I'vxamton
do cos figures, on note pour cc pilote un nombra important do r6voils per-soniniquos C.rractorkss par tine
auigmentation do l'aciivit rnotrice cc qui iraduit tin sommovil do qiualit m&Iiocre.

Observations

Stir le plan do l'obsorvation. iI cat possible d't6valuor la nT~pantitinn des tictics, des, durces do
communication comre Ic commandant dle bard et le co-pibote ainal quo lout Htat resp-ctif (figure-s n't9 el 10).
L'Cvolution des communications (figure n'i 1) consiume 6galement unt factetir suscepitiibo cliniltienrvr la
vigilance des pilotas. On constate quo los balsacs de vigilance apparaissont su rinut tots doe putindes doe
silence, La diminution des sollicitations survonant lots do tea periodos a oin elfot star Ile nivcean de vigilance
des pilotos.

Copendant, it eat pmour Pina~tant difficilo d'aasocicr tea observations avuc les variations dvs
parami~rea physiobogiqtie's lant (11 l'onsemble do tea paraim1res nest Pas iittigt6 duSIns i.i bst, do
doinn's.

Neanmoins tine prrnli~ro ainalyse tie ces observations% a 1wi mis %:c metire on 6vidoaice des f~icteirs
prt~ominanta influencawt Ia vigilance ties pilotes:

l a p~riode au tours do laquello so d6roule to vol (do null ou do ýltir),
-lea activil~s ant6rionres dun pilate (ropos, dkcifagos luoraires, rotations I'uithiineh),
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VOL EST -OIJESr
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Figure n' I

EUVolution des commuruiCationS au cours deC vols transmn~ridI(!ins
et phases d'hypovigilaaice idenlii~~s. sur lcs Imd *ra C , etG Id PO(;.

ShypovigaIiance idenlifik- pour le commandant do bord

h Iypovigilancc idonliric~c pour le co-Jpilolc

Shypovigil ,nce identi (i&Ž pour le commia d a dvicb bor d
ot le co p~ioke



-Is rtgion survohde (zone attantique A faitlt tralic a~ren, zone terrestre A trafic adrlen faible ou
important).

Corn premiers r6suttats devront @We conflrmib our les donntes recucillties tars, des prochains vats.

CONCLUSIONS

Compto tenu do t'automatisation do plus en plus importanto des pastes do pilotage et do
t'augmontation do la dur& does vols, le probitme du maintian du nivoau do vigilance des puckls do vols.
long-courriers conutitue un des problbmes essentiols. L'autro point important rdsido darts la dktectlon do tea
balases do vigilance au cours du vol.

Dans to but do ddten~ninor los diffdrents factours susceptibtes d'influencer lo nlveau do vigilance, uno
6tudo a Mt entreprise dons des conditions rdeltes do vat.

Le rocuelt does parambtros ptiysiotogiquos ainsi quo l'obsorvation do l'activitd ai do loenvironnement
des pilotos sur des vats long-caurriors a permis, tars do cello premlibe ktape, do indtte en 6idence leg
points suivants:-
- tea pduiodos d'hypovigilanco apparaissont en majorit6 Jars du vat do craisibro au cours duquol I'activit6

do t'6quipage est faibto,
- la diminution des communications et l'apparition do p,&ioes do silence coincident avec l'apparition de

baisses do vigilance,
- sur Ie vol transm6ridien 6tudi6I los. baistses do vigilance, scot plus nombreuses tars du vat retour on raison

des privations do soinmeit ei do ]a fatigue provoqudes par Ia rotation.

La seconde *tape do cello recherche so d6raulo actuelleinont. Elto porte cur 50 vats tong-courriers
avec noatanieni des vols do trbs tongue durde (14 A 16 heuros) sur U3747-400, L'anatyso des dann~os sera
centrdo sum l'identificatian des phases d'hypovigi lance, Ia mdp6titlvit6 do tes phases, tour interaction
avec los tAchos cat es activitds des pilotos ainsi quo sur i'effet ctimitatif do Ia monotonie, du "Jet lag" et do
Ia privation de samineil.

Les r6suliats uttendus dovraient pormettro d'6tabtir des mecoininandations- relatives, aux baraires et
A lVorganisation du travail des 4qulpages. Par oxempte, des sainmoits do courte dur6e avec une pfriodicIt6
et one durde A d~finir paurralent Otto prapas6s dans to but do maintenir l'efficienco do cliaquc mnembro do
I '6quipago.
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COMPUTER AIDED PHYSIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE
FUNCTIONAL STATE OF PILOTS DURING SIMULATCD FL1GHT

Kurt Offenloch and Gisela Zahner

Kilnikum der J.W, Goethe - Univorsitat
Zentrum der Physiolog•oe

Theodor Stern Kai 7. 0-6000 rrankfurt a. M. Germany

AB$TRACT

Multichannel (Polygraohic) anlysis of ;ardiovascular and neurophysiological Da-
remoters provides very senittive indicators of the functional state of subJects

suoh as oilots during real or simulated flight mlssion& which thus can be ob-
jeotively assessed (refs. 7. 8. 9 ).

In 6 subjects (officer pilots of the Luftwaffe and of the Canadian Air Force)
flying a fighter jet simulator with ALPHA JET dynamic oharacteristics without
self motion, systolic and diastolic blood cressure, four chanrnel electroenceoha-
logram (EEG). the electrooculograM (EOG) and the electrocardiogram (ECG) were
continuously recorded during a rcst - activity - rest Sequence of 60 min durati-
on. The activities consisted of tracking another plane flying ahead of the pil-
oted plane with four different degrees of difficulty.

The analysis of the dota, esPecially those of the LEG by Past Fourier Triansfor-
motion (FFT). revealed task dependent. and in case of the EEG, tooogreohicslly
different cortical activities deoending upon whether tensory and/or motor sys-
tems were involved.

The Physiological measures thus obtained :an serve as an objective criterion to
ass•e• the functional state of allots and moy serve - especially if only an Int-
erval of the ordor of second& between data acouisitton and date anelysis is ach-
ieved - as Part of en automatic safety network not only in the event of sudden
loss of consciousness but also in cases of lowered pilot vigilance due to fatig-
ue.

In cooperation with the Flight Simulation Laboratory of Dornier GmbH.
Suco0rted by Insoektion des Samitoetawesens den Bundeswehr (InSan I 25S7-V-6389)
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INTRODUCTION

The investigation of EK0 changes due to Pilot stresses in flight or fligh-t-ret-
ated environment dates back to the oionesring studies of SEM-JACOBSEN (1959),
ADEY (1963). SIMONS and 5URCH (1963) and others.

We presented in i9?8 results of computer aided eleotroencebhalo~raahic assess-
ments of funotional brain states investigated in the laboratory (ref. 6) and
some years later preliminary results of inflight EEG studies on pilots du'rinrv
different flight maneuvers (ref. 7, 0). Quite recently we investigated a new
antihistaminic drug in a flight simulator environment (ref. 3) in order to ev-
aluate the reported absence of unwanted side effects such as sedation endanger-
ing the manual control of aircraft.

In this pacer investiqations on military allots Performing tracking tasks with
different degrees of difficulty In a fighter Plane simulator ore oresented.
This study was Planned in order to establish sets of neurophysioLogic baseline
data for future inflight studies under various conditions which negatively
influence vigilance and control cacobilitie of Pilots.

MfTHODS
a) Subjects

Six military Pilots with a flying exoerience of at least 1200 flight hours
Participated in this study.

The subjects were recruited from a Luftwaffe wing operating Phantom reconnais-
sance aircraft. They were informed about the purpose of the investigation.
Free consent was obtained.

No formal neurological examination of the subjects was Performed, but all were
well known to their flight Physician and in bona fide good health according to
the regular medical examinations required of military Pilots.

b) Design of the study

After briefing and familiarization with the Alpha jet flight simulator each
subject made two simulator flights (Series A arýd B). The second flight waI One
day after the first flight and at approximately at the uawe hour of the day
in order to exclude Possible circaoion biological rhythm effects.

The EKG. EOG, systclic and diastolic blood Pressure was recoi'ded.

Four channels of longitudinal bipolar Et., wore .'eordeZ acoo;'dLng the 10 - 20
system: F3 - C3 (41). P3 - 01 (#2). F4 - C4 (u3). and P4 - 02 (A4). Filter set-
ting for upper frequency 30 Hz, time ýonstant for lower frequency 0.1 S.

The EEG, EKG and EOG signals were storeo on an FM instrurrentol cassette data
recorder TEAC HR-3OE.

Signal deterioration or loss due to external noise (a flight simulator environ-
ment is no Faraday coge), movement or myogracihic artifac s , and technical
failures of the battery operated signal amplifiers requii-e- vicual inpectio•n
and discarding of all unusable data during playback or tre original data after
the ekoerisiental series. This resulted in a signal Ic. 'f .4aOro,. 20 % of the
original data.

The EEO was analyzeo off-lilne in s-se:ond sem,-nts usnl. an FFr al-vorvthm.
Computed were amolitude ;ce:tra. Nuericol valuci of OLM-Ito urclhbi-•tt .d
amplitude In the frequencv range from 0-S to 32 Ho andJ rc"ivate (%I valuel of
the frequency bands delta (0.$0 ro 3.75 H.). theta Ic.OC tc. 7.75 -1., aloha
(8.00 to 13.75 Hzl, beta I (la.00 to 22.7S 14:1. beta 2 12.3[.00 t•o !..O Hc.
and the dimensionless ratio cheta/aloha were cOnabuted f,- i te tLe, 1-a.

C) 5tatistic;s

Parametri.; and nonparametri.c stitatsti-,s ,f the LU. a',-tatle. wýa•
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Fig. I View of the experimental setup. Alpha-Jet fighter simulator with
subject having EEG electrodes and arm cuff attached is shown.
In the foreground parts o, the biomedical eauipment is seen.

Subjects
st nd

Code Rank. I Flight (Series A) 2 Flight (Series B)

P1 Hptm. 23.02.1988, 09:07 (40') 2&.02.1988a 08:51 (39')

P2 Hotm. 23.02.1988, 10:55 (38') 24.02.1988, 10:12 (40')

P3 Olt. 23.02.1988, 12:42 (45') 24.02.1988, 11:35 (36')

P4 Hotrn. 29.03.1988, 09:30 (40') 30.03.1988. 09:40 (37')

P5 Capt. 29.03.1988, 10:4i6 (37') 30.03.1988. 10:47 (33')

Pb Olt. 29.03.1988, 11:59 (39') 30.03.1988. 11:59 (33')

avg. flight duration 40'÷/- 3' 36'+/- 3'

ta. 1 r41,.e ,f the eperlments. All subjects by rank and initial.
datet, an'd hour,, fin b ackr.-ts duration (,f experiment) } f first
and S smcOrd sir•ulator f'light are listed.

Best Available Copy
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RESULTS

The results of the cardiovascular and oculomotor investigations will be oresent
ed in a separate report which is in reoDaration. The most Interecting results
have been obtained from the electroenoeohloagraphiO investigations which are
recorted hMore,

An example of the FFT ECG data is given in Fig. 2.

As seen in Fig, 2 which displays the amplitude spectra of subject PI (Second
fliaht on 24 February 1Q88) the physiologically dominant activity during
rest in the alpha bend is markedly reduced during the four simulated flight
conditions. This effect is due to the cortical activation which results in
a desynchronimation of the EEG activities .

In addition. duping the simulated flight conditions spectral "cmoonents ap-
Pear in the delta bond (mainly due to movement artifacts) and in the beta
bands (mainly due to mvograohic artifacts).

Since the 0dJacent frecuenov bands to the alpha band, namely theta and beta I

are relatively invariant to movement and myogracOic artifacts plots of the
data of all sub>Jects, all channels, and all conditions are given in Fig. Z
(Plot %aloha vs. %theto] and in Fig. 4 (Plot %aloha vs. %beta 1) rezect-
ively.

These plots dtsclav oharacteristic distributions of the data in which e.g.
individual subjects can be localized, Individual characteristic EEG patterns
are well known to EEG analysts. In the way they are clotted here in a two
Parameter plane they can be easily recognized.

A two-dimensional Plot Of the averages of the different conditions investig-
ated is shown in Fig. 5 . Clearly, the activity cluster of the four simulat-
ion tasks is seoarated from the prior rest and subsecuent rest conditions.
A blow-um of the distribution of only the four simulation tasks is blotted
in Fig. 6. As can be seen, simulation tasks 2 and 3 ar,e much alike accordlng
their, %alaoh vs %theta parameters, task I is located between the simulation
task 4 and the simulations tasks doublet 2 and 3.

The arrangement of the different taskA in the *',imir- o,-tnogonal %olpha vs
%theta Plone am deoicted In the Primary grno ( .... ) Is also show'% in a saC-
cond and rotated orthowor,.l grid t-. -. I which takes into ac.:ount the negat-

ive intercorrelation of the ttheta wiltl' tre %alolma values.

This arrangemetnt of the four simrulatli.n taska in the %aluha vs. Itheta Plane
as deticted in Figs. 5 and P were, h',owever, comouted from all the four LEG
channels combined.

FIg. 7 urosents each of tne four EGO c.harnel; sýoorately. Here the differ-
en1Ces betwe-Pn the the tin.ulatio, taskS 1. -'. 5 and ( ore comMtted for the
lalhan, band of the EEG.

rr*.c two ccc tot ccjI CFr,,crncI show a lýear- inc,-eaý III i vchonztIon
due to increasing ,icclritol activatio' by the mitulilioz tfli-i 2. 3i an 4.

The motor channels show cal e a dIfaferet cattern. Ine larg'et anount of
de-synihro-niat ion is seeo here aireajdy In the first i.n.ul•atLion tau.

Doring SimulatLon ta•sks 2 and 3 there is ieSS .jSfh.fliaiol. This an te
Dhyriulogl.nAly eOiilined as a motor" odatation of the. iutj-eCts to tne ,Im-

ulaLion tasks verformeJ with le1s rortical motor - ctivation in t"h equenc-
I - 2 - 3. $i'lrjl0tion task 4 reoui,-ed a••an a motor corte,. activat n comp-

a-rabloc with SIrnilatiao.;n task 2 DreocIte.f tlni; 'dautat i-)infI~~

intirestinuli. tyhes# effe-:t were inurie i'orlounced In c-hannel1 l1 than in cha,-
nel M.. $.nce the COntrlok Stick was novel tv' the right hands of the -'ilots
thes'e effects• e e6iec1tf to ha m-ra nrnnc.unced in the contralateral left
cont•iral hemischer-e due to afferent anJ efferent crossing of r.--ýrve fib-ers.
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Fig.
14, IVA III 1AuqE tl Mi

fill~lut to~ 4 lM ErupJles of FFT EEG soerjtra
SubJect PiB (BS-second flifjht)
-- Prior rest
-2 1timulaticin taskl
-3 S-imru Ia t Ior, tigsk 2
-4 $lrnuiatlon task 3
-5 Simulation task 4.
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Fig. 5 Distribution of the averages of all suojets and all ,cmhann.ls
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Fig. 7 Cort~cal r-eqiornal ave'-nge changos of all AubJects In tire %ALPHA

band. Only task on~ditions 1, 2. 5. end 4 0CC shown.

DI$CUISSION

As mentioned in the introductory chapter the usefulness end cotentiality of

electroenceohalograohic methods in aviation end sPace Medicine have been
demonstrated by S•M-JACOBtEN (1959). ADEY (1963). SIMONS and BUNCH (1963)

(reas. 1, I1, 12).
Our group has been investigating by oomputer-aided EEO analyses functional

brain states Under various conditions (ref. 6) ,yhicri by improving our meth-

ods have been extended to investigations under inflight (refa. 7. 9, 10)
and simulated flight (ref. 8) conditions.

The results reported in this osper extend our earlier investigations of task

dependent activation patterns mainly of the occipital cortex (ref. 9) to the

Sofnesthetic and Motor cortex and implement our earlier observations (ref. ?)

during Manuel control.

Attempts to investigate cortical potential changes associated with hand

Move~ents were first reported in detail bY Bates (1951).

Quite recent].y Cooper et a]. (1989) studied during a 18 sec smooth •ur~uit
tracking ta�k Slow waves in the EEQ which were found to be correlated with

target velocity and having their maximum at the vertex.
In our study the iursu it trao k ing tasks were more comhl icated ones nnd

close to flight reality. The EEt harameters indicated also motor adhatetion

orocesses of the oinota to the smulgaeo tasks. This effect was limited to

the sensorimotor cortex contrdlaterel to the stlcks controlling right hand.

duigmnelcnrl
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sUtAfy

The real-time determination of pilot mental and physical status is a critical feature of the
workload monitoring and *findwars" subsystems that have been envisioned for future jet aircraft, Recant
laboratory and simulator studies, using retrospective data analyses, have suggested the value of variouc
behavioral and physiological indices for reflecting task performance. The purpose of the present work
was to develop seftware algorithms to derive come of these measures of interest in real-tine and to
develop a test-bed in which to explore the efficacy of these mesgures for inferring operationally
relevant changes in pilot status. Such a test-bed should prove useful in supporling future studies of
dynamic decision-aiding and task partitioning between the pilot and on-board automation.

The present project demonstrated the feasibility and usefulness ot this Approach. Data processing
algorithms were developed for iharacterising and integrating physiological indices based ýin heart-rate
and heart-rate variability (vagal tone), eye blinks, and single.trial, scalp-recorded event-related
potentials. These physiological measures were obtained concurrently with behavioral measures as
subjects performed a PC-based, aviation simulation task (Window/PANES), The data processing algorithms
were implemented in a distributed procesaing configuration, using multiple personal computers, with the
derived measures being Integrated by a "Decislon-Naker" processor. This multi-processor test-bed wts
demonstrated to work in near real-time (with lags of five to ten seconds), and attained encouraging
levels of accuracy in characterizing the physiological phenomena of interest. Also encouraging were
preliminary efforts to define decision rules, customized fo' individual subjects, that reflected a
sensitivity of the measures derived in "real-time" to manipulations of task difficulty.

MlOOICTION

The real-time determination of pilot mental and physical status is a critical feature of the
workload monitoring and Mindwars" subsystems that have been envisioned for future fightcr aircraft, as
well as the "Safety Network" addressed by the present conference. This requirement is based on the fact
that the human pilot has certain mental capabilities for pattern recognition and decision-making that
are not yet achievable by artificial intelligence. Therefore, given sufficient cognitive capacity on
the part of the pilot, many 'higher level" functions in the control of complex systems are best left to
the human operator. However, on-board automation capabilities have advanced to the poin4 that, If the
human operator is debilitated either physically or mentally, due to cognitive overload, fatigue,
illness, or injury, it is preferable for certain functions to be taken over by automated subsystems.
The picture that emerges for future man-machine interfaces in many systams is, therefore, one of tasks
being dynamically traded off between man and machine, depending on the moment-to-moment demands of the
task environment and the functionality of the human operator. In order to realize such dynamic control
scenarios, on-board systems must be provided with information about the mental status of the human
operator in real-time.

Recent laboratory and simulator studies, using retrospective data analyses, have suggested the value
of various behavioral and physiological indices for reflecting task performance. Behavioral measures
typically involve some aspect of response speed and accuracy, and may be logged separately for multiple
tasks being performed concurrently. The physiological indices that have proven most sensitive to
cognitive task manipulations include heart rate and heart rate variability derived from the
electrocardiogram (ECC) (eg.. see 1). eye blink frequency and duration derived from the
electrooculogras (L0G) (e.g., see 2), and scalp-recorded event-related potential (ERP) amplitude and
latency derived from the electroencephalogram (EEG) (e.g., see 3). These indices can be obtained
unobtrusively, without burdening the pilot with centrived secondary tasks or subjective ratings (4), and
progress is being made in the development of hardware that will allow these indices to be faithfully
transduced and recorded in-flight (see 5). However, there has not been a great deal of work on software
algorithms that would allow these measures of interest to be derived in real-time (or near real-time),
nor in exploring the implications of attempting to use such derived measures for dynamic decision-aiding
or task partitioning between pilot and on-board automation,

The goal of the work reported here was to demonstrate the feasibility of monitoring, in real-time,
the mental status of the operator in a multi-task man-machine control system, using a combination of
behavioral and physiological measures. In order to do this, a test-bed was developed within which
multiple behavioral and physiological measures can be concurrently obtained and processed in real-time,
as an experimental subject performs a simulated aviation task. The scope of the project under which
this work was conducted did not allow a major system development effort. Thus the present test-bed was
configured using existing hardware -- a number of IBM-compatible personal computers (PCs) with
commercially available plug-in boards to accomplish analog to digital (A-to-D) converston, digital
input/output (t/0), and serial communications. The focus was on the development of real-time algorithms
for processing the physiological indices of interest in order to obtaini useful derived measures in near
real-time, and on the development of software to Integrate these measures and allow the system
supervisor (i.e., the experimenter) to interactively apply decision rules to these derived measures,
"he specific research objectives were as follows:

o Develop real-time versions of several existing data analysis algorithms (for quantifying eye blinks
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from EOU and cognitive event-related potentials from EEG).

"o Adapt Uindow/PANIS aviation simulation for the present. test-bed,

"o Develop 'decision'making" software to poll and integrate the various behavioral and physiological
indices being computed in real-time.

"o Condtruct a working test-bed configuration using existing hardware snd system software.

"o Collect preliminary data to validate the usefulness of this test-bed and to derive 'first-cut"
decision rules for delineating operator *mental status*.

"o Formulate plans for future uses and development of this technology.

Initial validation of this test-bed involved an examination of the sensitivit; 'f the real-time
algorithms to manipulations of the physiological signals, both simulated and actual. i,..n preliminary
Investigations Vere conducted to demonstrate the usefulness of the te-t-bed approach. Appropriate
parameters for the pattern recognition algorithms (900, tePs, and "decision rules') were determined by
conventional analyses of the data collected as a subject performed the eviation task during a "Lraining
set' session. These parameters were then applied in real-time to the data collected from the same
Individual during a subsequent "teat set" session. The objective during the "test sets' was to
determine how accurately know task manipulations of cognitive workload could be inferred from
combinations of the derived real-time measures.

The focus of the present report will be to provide a description of the test-bed configuration and a
qualitative summary of the tasting completed to-date. The intent is to demonstrate the feasibility of
this approach and Its potential usefulness. in that spirit. some potential future directions of this
research are also suggested.

OVERVIEW OF THE TEST-BED

Figure 1 provides a schematic of the multi-processor test.-bed that was configured for the present
development effort. A PC-based, low-fidelity aviation simulation was used as the task environment. The
tasks involved here included psychomotor tracking, choice reaction time to occasional transient stimuli,
and monitoring the level of gauges which indicated system status. Task difficulty ard, by inference,
mental workload, was manipulated systematically, as subjects performed in this multiple-task
environment. The aviation simulation yielded behavioral measures of primary task performance (root-mean
squared tracking error) and secondary task performance (choice renc-ion-time and accuracy of responses
to the transient stimuli and to the occurrence of abnormal conditions indicated by the gauges).

Physiological measures included heart rate and vagal tone derived from the ECG, the frequency of
occurrence, duration, and timing of eye blinks derived from the EOW, and the amplitude and latency of
several endogenous components of the scalp-recorded ARPs derived from the EEG. A distributed processing
approach was isplemented whereby a separate PC processed each type of physiological signal, The
resulting derived measures were conveyed, by serial communications, from these individual processors to
a 'Decision-Haker" processor, The Decision-.akmr polled and stored these incoming data and implemented
some simple patterni recognition algorichms to allow the triggering of 'cautions and warnings' when
certain measures exceeded prt-selected set-points. The Decision-Maker also provided an interface for
the experimenter to interactively control which derived measures or trends were displayed at a given
time and what decision criteria set-points were in effect. A separate PC served as a scrolling display
of the incoming EEG end EOG chennels and stored these raw data on disk fat retrospective analyses.

TASK ENVIRONOKST

As a task environment for the present test-bed, a low-fidelity aviation simulation was chosen. This
PC-based simulation, called Window/PANES (Uorkload/PerformANcle and Simulation) was developed by the
Rotorcraft Human Factors Research Branch at NASA Ames Research Center (Ms. Sandra Hart. Manager).
Window/PANES provides an environment ir which multiple, concurrent discrete and continuous tasks can be
presented. Although the displays represent the flight characteristics of a light aircraft, no knowledge
of flying is necessary for a subject to learn how to perform the task. The software is nicely designed
to support the experimenter in developing scenarios, to log performance and task condition data to disk
in real-time as the subject performs the scenario, and to support the experimenter's retrospective
analysis of the data.

The display presented on the PC screen has four fixed windows: (1) a graphic display of comanded
and current speed, heading, and altitude presented In a "heading-up" orientation; (2) a north-up map
which can depict geographical features, the flight path, the aircraft's position on the flight path, and
additional information added for experimental purposes; (3) one, two, three, or four gauges presented in
analog or digital form that can be labelled and scaled according to experimenter-defined specifications;
and (4) an area in which alphanumeric messages can be displayed. These moess&gs can be used to instruct
or inform the subject about the scenario, or they can be used to present stimuli in the context of a
secondary (or tertiary) task, in order to provide additional measures of performance. The content of
alphanumeric messages, gauges, and objects on the map can be either related to or independent of the
primary manual control task, A response box providing for the subject's inputs contains a two-axis
joystick (fore/aft: altitude, right/left: heading), a vertical slide potentiometer (fore/aft: speed) and
response buttons that can be assigned different meanings depending on the structure of a particular
scenario.

The behavior of all aspects of the display and task that are not under the subject's control are
dependent on a script file which specifies the commanded flight path, the significasice end dynamics of
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of each subsystarSne shown on the left side of the figure and the derived measures that are Sransmitted

by each subsystem to the Decision-rakear are shown on the right. The directlons in which information
flows through the tesa.bed are indicated by the arrows.

each gauge, the appearance of alphanumeric information, and the discrete responses anticipated from the
subject. Script files are prepared by the experimenter in advance and are not modified by the subject's
responses during a flight. Data files which combine the "condition" informacion in the script file with
the subject's performance (speed and accuracy of responding) are logged to disk at regular intervals for
retrospective analyses.

We found the Window/PANES task environment to be extremely flexible, readily usable, and
well-configured for the present research purposes. Figure 2 illustrates the information flow through
the "Task Driver" Processor in the te-t-bed, on which the Window/PANES software was run. The behavioral
performance measures of interest (tracking error, response time and accuracy for discrete stimuli and
abnormal gauge changes) were captured as they became available. time-stamped, and then output
periodically via a serial port for use as one set of inputs to the Decision-Maker. A digital output
signal was sent to the individual data processors in the test-bed in order to provide a common time
marker for the start of the scenario. Analog output signals (D-to-A) were sent to the URP and 9OG
processors to code the occurrence of a task-relevant event (stimulus) of Interest.

ECa PROCISSOI

A Delta- BiometrIcs Vagal Tone Monitor (VTM) was used as the ECG processor. This is a commercially
available system that calculates heart rate and vagal tone from an ECG signal. Vagal tone refers to a
derived measure of heart-rate variability that quantifies respiratory sinus arrhythmia and which avoids
some of the statistically untenable assumptions of power spectral analyses applied to ECG
Inter -best- Interval (W8) data (sea 6). Vega) tone appears to be quite sensitive to fluctuations in
attention and cognitivo load (e.g., 7, and unpublished data of our own). Figure 3 Illustrates the
information flow through the ECG Processor in our test-bed. The VTM was configured to run In its
ten-second turn-around mode. Thus, it took ten seconds of amplified ECG from chest electrodes, screened
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it for artifact, detected the R-waves in the EGG, calculated Is1.. deLittlded the IBI time aeries to
filter out frequencies unrelated to tespirstory sinus arrhythmia, and calculated heart rate and vagal
tone from this. corrected time series. These derived measures, along with a t.ime-stamp, were output
(approximately once every ten second-) over a serial interface for use as snorher swt of inputs to the
Decision-Naker.

FOG PROCESSOR

EOG was amplified by conventional means from sites above and below ore eye. Figure 4 illustrates
the I[nfor.-•-- flow thrnugh -hr .P0, Processor 'n our teost-had. Five uecond segments of ongoing -LOG
were processed in a double buffering scheme. As one live-second period of data was digitized and stored
in direct access memory, the preceding five-secont's worth of dats was processed. The buffer to he
processed was digitally filtered and then subjected tc an algorithm that applied various
experimenter-defined criteria to detect the occurrence of a blink. These criteria involved segments of
the FOG wavo.form thst rose and fell by a pre-determined voltage within A pre-determined time period,
Once a blink had been detected, It. was time-stamped relative to the digital pulse received from the Task
Driver at the beginning of the scenario, its duration was esticated from the rise and rall times that
were detecrted by the pattern recognition routine, and the lartency of its peak wan determined relative to
the last analOg event-marker received from the Task Driver These derived measures were output
asynrchronously (i.e., only after a blink had been c"-tected) over a earial interface for use as another
set of inputs to the Decislon-Haker.

ERP PROCESSOR

EEC was amplified by conventional means from four scalp sites (Fz. Cz, Pz, and Oz in the
International Ten-Twenty System). Of primaey interest were several endogetiou components of the ERP --
the N200, P300, and Slow Wave, all of which have been shown to reflect cognitive processing (see 8).
Approaches for extracting ERPa from the ongoing EEG had been explored on a previous project (unpublished
as yet) and the usefulness of the Vector Filter developed by Gratton, et al. (9. 10) was confirmed. For
the present feasibility demonstration, It was asaijed thac the timing of the eliciting stimuli were
known to the data processing system. Thus the present ERP components were extracted from ongoing EEG by
applying a relatively simple search algorithm to an appropriately filtered segment of multL-channel EEG.
time-locked to the events of Interest that occurred on the Task Driver.
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Figure 5 illustrates the information flow through the ERP Processor in our test-bed. The ERP
Processor functioned analogously to the Eg0 Processor. except that instead of searching the incoming
five.second buffers for blinks, it searched the event-marker channel for the occurrence of an event of
interest. Having found one, it time-stamped thp occurrence relative to the digital signal received from
the Task Driver at the beginning of the scenario. The EEG was then digitally filtered and a weighted
combination of the data across the various scalp sites was derived for each component of Interest, using
the Vector Filter. Peaks in these weighted combination waveforms were identified within certain latency
epochs, and the peak amplitudes and latencies were calculated. These derived measqures ware output over
the serial interface for use as another set of inputs to the Decision-Maker.

DECISION-MAKEJ PROCESSOR

Information flow through the Decision-Maker is shown in Figure 6. As mentioned previously, the
Decision-Maker received derived performance measures from the Task Driver, ECG Processor, EO0 Processor,
and ERP Processor, all via serial communicAtiuns. The Decision-Maker polled and stored these incoming
data and implemented some simple pattern recognition algorithms to allow the triggering of "cautions and
warnings" when certain measures exceeded pre-selected set-points. The Decision-Maker also provided an
interface for the experimenter to interactively control which derived measures or trends were displayed
at a given time and what decision criteria set-points were in effect. There were two primary display
modes provided by the Decision-Maker -- a "trends" display on which various combinations of selected
measures could be called up, and a "current status" display showing the values uf all derived measures
at the current "slice" in time.

VALIDATION OF ALCORETIO4S AND EXPEIMEINTAL NANIPtIATIONS

There are several aspects to the validation of the present test-bed. One aspect of validation has
to do with the choice of physiological measures and the quality of the present implementation of the
real-time analysis algorittma. That is, do the indices chosen lend themselves to real-timl analysis
and, if so, do the present algorithms perfors as intended? Another aspct of validation has to do with
the sensitivity of these measures to task manipulations presented in the operational context of
interert. Are these measures, viewed in appropriate combinations, sensitive to task difficulty
manipulations that affect performance in meaningful situations? Finally, even if the above questions
can be answered in the affirnmative, there may be an issue regarding the usefulness of the test-bed.
Does this test-bed approach lend itself to studying research issues and aviation design problems that
could affect the design of next generation aircraft or other complex man-machine systems?
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The present scope of work did not allow a thorough examination of all these issues, and what tost
results have been obtained can not be presented here in any detail. However, as a proof-of.concept, the
present teat-bed implementation ha. proven to be very encouraging. The validation testing that has been
conducted to-da'.2 can be summarized as follows:

" The Window/PANES task difficulty manipulations were effective in that they were associated with
reliable changes in the behavioral measures examined. These behavioral changes were readily
apparent when data were averaged over several minute blocks, as in a conventional analysis.
Moreover, these behavioral trends were usually a-perent In the data transmitted to the
Decision-Maker, particularly when the task manipulation was a fairly dramatic one.

" In that the Vagal Tone Monitor was used in its commercially available configuration, which has been
thoroughly tested by the manufacturer and used by us on previous projects, there was no need to
validate the accuracy of its output. However, an important aspect of the present validation was an
examination of the 2xtent to which heart rate and vagal tone measures, based on ten-second segments
of ECG data, reflected manipulations of the Window/PANES task. While there is obviously some
"noise" to be expected in examining such short segments of ECG. the more dramatic task changes were
associated with reliable trends in vagal tone (i.e., an inverse relationship between task difficulty
and vagel tone).

" The LOG data prnceassing algorithm was validated by examining Its performance with simulated BOG data
and by comparing the algorithm's handling of actual EOG with a retrospective visual inspection of
stored raw data. The derived LOG measures have proven to be somewhat sensitive to task
etauipultcIons. although It is expected that more dramatic changes would be apparent in continuous
performance scenarios that put a premium on vigilance an- (the warding off of) visual fatigue.

o The ERP data processing algorithmn was likewise validated with simulated LEG/EUP data and with
previously recorded data from a standard *Oddball" task (e.g., see 8). The ability to extract
single-trial estimates of UaP amplitude and latency which mirror the differences seen in
conventional average LERPs hAs been impressive. However, the sensitivity of these waveforms, whether
averaged or single trial, to subtle task manipulations in the Window/PANES environment has not been
impressive to-date. This way, of course, be due to the task scenarios used thus .-:t,

The present implementation of the Decision-Maker has proven to be very useful for both monitoring
the course of data collection in real-time and examining relationships among the various derived
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measures retrospectively. Much more remains to be done in the way of optimizing the decision rules
based on the available derived measures.

CONGWISIoNs AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In most respects, the performance of the present test-bed has been very encouraging. The validation
results obtained to-date suggest that we now have a reasonable ability to detect changes in the derived
moasures of interest "on the fly." The test-bed ran successfully In near "real-time" .- I e., with lags
of approximately five seconds in the E£0 and ERP mersures, a lag of approximately ten seconds in the ECG
measures, and a lag of approximately one second in the behavioral measures. No serious attempt has yet
been made to optimize the buffer lengths that underlie these lags, and it is expected that significant
reductions will be possible in these turn-around times. Of course, the approximation to real-time that
Is achievable will be highly dependent on the speed of the processors on which the algorithms are
implemented. The usefulness of the present combination of mensures was suggested by an encouraging
ability to infer changes in task difficulty of the Window/PANES task. This inference ability has thus
far only been examined With parameters for the various pattern recognition algorithms being tailored to
the individual subject (not an unreasonable constraint in systems that will %e operated by a relatively
small group of highly trained sprtcialists). Furthermore, the initial testing conducted to-date has
concentrated only on rather dramatic manipulations in task difficulty.

Much more needs to be done in examining the performance of this test-bed and in optimizing the
paramietars used In the pattern recognition algorithms and decision rules. However, the present
implementation has confirmed the feasibility of the approach and suggested the usefulness of the
test-bed for future research on dynamic man-machine interactions, Potential future directions for the
use of this test bed include the following:

" Further validation of the uiefulness of the present behavioral And physiological measures. These
efforts should include additional systematic collection of empirical data, as well as more
fine-grained manipulations in task difficulty and subject status (e.g., sleep deprivation, drug
effects, continuous performance challenges).

"o Uslng the test-bed to develop effective decision rules for inferring operator mental status. This
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effort should explore inference rules based on Contingencies among the mersures and the
generalizabilicy of these rules within and between test subjects.

a Integration of test-bed functions into a single, multi-tasking workstation. This integration effort
should include attempts to optimize the real-•tims algorithms and an exploration of alternative
designs for implementing distributed processing approaches that are analogous to those achited with
the present multi-processor configuration.

o Finally, a number of uses are foreseen for thu present test-bed in facilitating future research and
development on the role of the human operator in automated and semi-automated systems. The test-bed
should lend itself to studies of "closed-loop" decision-aiding, dynamic man-machine task allocation,
and computational approaches to recognizing operationally significant patterns, across time, in
multiple performance measures.
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SUMMARY

This paper presents an artificial Intelligence approach to detecting performance degradation and pilot incapacitation. It discusses the
nmotlvations for Intelligent Assistant Systems in such situations, The problem of constructing pvcedures is shown to be a very critical
issue, In particular, keeping procedural experience in both design and operation is critical. We suggest what nrtificial intelligence can
offer In this direction, and present the concept of Integrated Human-Machine Intelligence. Some crucial problems induced by this
approach are discussed in detail. Finally, we analyze the various roles that would be shared by both the pilot and the Intelligent
assistant system.

PREFACE

Hluman-machine interaction is certainly one of the "hot" topics of the last decade of this century. Aeronautics has been a very
privileged field of investigation in this regard. This is because end.users, namely pilots, have been actively involved in the progressive
evolution of the systems they control. The concept of Integrated H-uman-Machine Systems (IfMSs) is clearly pertinent in aeronaulics,
Pilots ate functional components of aviation systems, contributing to the overall performance of the system,

The need for more and more performance, reliability, and accuracy in modem missions increased the automation and pushed pilots'
limitations towards their extreme boundaries. In the near future, a pilot will have to share intelligence. Obviously, machine intelligence
will not be comparable to human intelligence. However, It will take care of a lot of tasks which were originally allocated to pilots.
Humans and machines will have to share responsibilities and perform complementary tasks. Machines are very good at performing
roudne tasks. i!,jwevcr, since it is difficult to design machines that can handle unexpected situations, humans will remain in the
control loop. But, if humans remain in the control loop. they will still be subject to performance degradation (in particular, making
errors) and incapacitation.

An IHMS can be viewed as a multi-agent interactive system, In this paper, we present a description of the various types of
interactions In such systems. But what happens when an agent fails ? If one of them (human or machine) fails, could we assume that
the other will maintain the safey of the whole system In a reasonable way ? Probabilities of failure per flight hour are very small for
present aircraft (lower than 10"). Certification criteria are more and more severe. However, in military missions, when an aircraft is
in a dilficult situation, e.g., low altitude flight in enemy territory or attacked by the enemy army, it may happen that the machine fails.
In this case, is there a "good" recovery procedure ? Manual control is generally excluded. Furthermore, there is no computer able to
carry out on-line reasoning taking into account situations not identified in advance, which will be able to provide a solution in real-
time. The only possibility is to recall typical (analogous) cases already tested and recorded during previous simulations or real flights.
These recovery procedures could be implemented in cooperation with pilots, Humans are most likely to fail for various reasons due to
unconsciousness, excessive workload, stress etc. In this case again, previously stored procedures are still the most realistic solution.
These prrocedures can be used-either to monitor and "understand" what the pilot is doing (prevention), or tidprovide an active aid In
case oi performance degradation or pilot incapacitation (recovery).

Intelligent assistant systems (lASs) constitute a class of computer programs (Boy, 1990a) ti-at can guide access to, and apply
procedures derived from experience, and can assist in the formation of new procedures through reasoning by analogy. They are
knowledge-intensive sources for intelligent assistance, designed to mediate interactions with the machine and perform some of the
required intelligent functions. The prima-y goals of this paper are to (1) present the state of the art of lASs in aerospace systems, (2)
determine factors necessary to advance the state of the art, (3) reveal research and real-world applications needs as well as
opportunities for the future, and (4) form an interdisciplinary core of physicians, physiologists, computer and cognitive scientists,
engineers and designers for future communication and cooperation on IHMS.

I. MOfIVATION FOR INTELLIGENT ASSISTANT SYSTEMS

Both industry and government researchers in aerospace are in agreement with the emphasis that artificial intelligence (Al) can be
viewed as a technical base with great potential to enhance productivity and safety, and help them cope with the demands of
increasingly complex technology and high workload.

A special kind of Al system is emerging which specifically recognizes the design constraints inherent in the cooperation of humans
and AI-based aids (Boy, 1987), This kind of system has been called either an Operator Assistant system or an Operator Associate
system depending on the level of autonomy it has. At the workshop on "Integrated Human-Machine Intelligence in Aerospace
Systems" (Shalin & Boy. 1989) held during the 1989 International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence, it was concluded that a
better name might be "Intelligent Assistant System", However much work remains for realizing the Intelligent Assistant concept,
Intuitive models of operator performance will not be sufficient. The necessary models will require multidisciplinary research in human
perception and reasoning not obtainable within the narrow framework of the present state-of-the-art in computer science. 'Ihey are
likely to require the full range of disciplines represented by the participants at this NATO Symposium. Furthermore, many major
government and industry funding sources have recognized the challenge of bWilding intelligent assistants, as evidenced by the support
for various national "Pilot Associate" programs.

This paper propose an alternative approach to automation in slightly degraded as well as extreme situations. According to this
alternative, human beings take on the role of task designers or perhaps remote monitors, while automated systems with some problem
solving capability become actors on the environment also. Thus, human beings will not be the only problem solvers. They will coexist
with artificial intelligent a',ents on a cooperative basis. This cooperative relationship is based on the construction and use of
procedures.
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2. WHAT ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE HAS TO OFFER

A current engineering Idea is to create a system which supports the human operator In performing the task rather than to model and
then automate human cognitive processes. Abbott (1989) Ientifled three categories of use of Al in IHMSs. The first it the use of Al
in the automation of a particular task, such as onboard monitoring, windshear detection, or retrieval of a recovery procedure in time.
Al methods and tools can be very effective for these tasks because they Involve heuristic reasoning, search through large Information
spaces, and reasoning about physical systems in operation. In this caste Al is used not because it mimics the human's thought
processes but because it Is the most appropriate tool for the job.

The second category mentioned by Abbott Involves the control of multiple onboard systems. In situations where dine is critcal, Al
can improve the efficiency of some computations and even the organization and coordination of several cumputations. Al systems can
Insum that the high priority computations are completed in time. The IAS architecture should support temporal and nonmonotonic
reasoning interrupt handling, methods for handling noisy data, and trend analysis.

The third category concerns interfaces between the aircraft and the pilot. If we want to get adaptive interfaces, they constantly need
to assess the situation and the pilot's current needs in order to provide the appropriate inforLmtlon in an appropriate manner,

In the specific case of extreme flight situations, our contribution focuses on (1) Iterative procedure acquisition, and (2) reasoning by
analogy. The design of procedures is currently based not only on the design rationale but also on pilots requirements and suggestions.
Al can provide mote automation of this process of designing procedures, In the first place, design rationale and alternatives van be
captured during i•ie aircraft design proces'. A similar approach has been taken for the design of the Space Station Freedom (Boose et
a.,, 1990). The way this kind of knowledge is used afterwards depends on the tasks requiring it. Even if such documentation is very
rich, there are 'good' ways to search In it to retrieve appropriate Information. Some Al technfiques art very appropriate to tackle and
partially solve these problems of search in large databases. Procedures are also built from such design knowledge. If this knowledge
Is more easily accessible, then it will be easier to build procedures. Building procedures is an iterative process with pilots continually
giving criticisms and recommendatlons for better procedures. One of the main tasks assigned to operations engineers Involed in
procedure writing is to modify already existing procedures from such recommendations. The underlying process is analogy. Faced
with a new event, a pilot trics to match Nris event to the description of an existing procedure. lie will try to use the available procedure
us mtch as he can, but will then have to use other knowledge, generally common ense knowledge. Procedures are upgraded by
operations egitneers in the same way. They take anecdotes front the pilots on situations and try to modi fy existing pnxeddres to
include the corresponding situations in their descriptions. If this process of procedure management and maintenance is systematized
and handle by computers, it will be possible to gCeCnrate more appropriate procedures in more extensive situations. This Iterative
prox-ess will lead to preservation of operational knowledge, and generalite sonic situations and their attached recovery procedures. A
method has been proposed to handle such a procedure acquisition process (Boy, 1990b). Obviously, this approach contrbutes to
better handling of extreme situations. This is because more recovery possibilities will be provided and available onboard. They can be
tested botlh in sin•ulaton and real flights. Their tests will improve them and generate new cases, and then new procedures, The
decision to automate procedure execution is a difficult business and we will Ieave It for the discussion.

3. TOWARDS A CONCEPT OF INTEGRATED HUMAN-MACIIINE INTELLIGENCE
Work has already ben done to tackle the difficult problem of real-time "intelligent prvkcsscontrol (L.usk el., 1983; Moore et.a,,
1984). This paper presents a more formal approach to lASs. Safety requirements and human error problems lead to the definition of
three possible kinds of lASs: (1) interactive systems to tolerate human errors (Amalberti, 1986; Norman. 198 1 Roscoe, 1980) in
standard situations, (2) workload relief systems in standard situations with high workload, and (3) interactive aids for problem
solving in abnormal situations with high workload (Amalberti, 1986). The first and second types can easily he implemented using
classical programming systems or "conventional" expert systems. The third type stresses the need for a deeper description of both
design and operational knowledge. This research effort should lead to an appropriate architecture for such LAS. This paper focuses on
this third type.

A model called SIZAR (Situation Recognition and Analytical Reasoning) has been already developed for representing human
problem solving in dynamic and Interactive environments (Boy, 1987). This model was derived from experimental results on a
diagnosis assistant system developed at NASA (Boy, 1986) and a previous re.sarch effort on commercial aircraft certification (Boy,
1983). Our model is an alternative to Genesereth (1982) and Clancey (1984) models for tackling the difficult problem of integrated
human-machine intelligence (IHMI), i.e., a model based on a knowledge representation appropriate to the implementation of the
SRAR model. This representation is called block representation. It was designed to improve operational knowledge acquisition and
extend previous work on procedure representation (Georgeff & Lansky, 1986)

IliMI design can be seen as (1) parsing the operator's actions in order to understand what he is doing, and (2) providing him with
the appropriate level of information and proposing appropriate actions or procedures for him to execute. The overall underlying model
is presented in figure 1. Arrows represent information flos, This model includes two loops: (1) a short term supervisory control
loop, and (2) a long term evaluation loop. The technical domain knowledge base includes descriptions of various objects relevant and
necessary in the domain of expertise, The operational knowledge base includes available procedures necessary to handle various
already-encountered environmental situations. The knowledge acquisition knowledge base includes what is necessary to know for
upgrading operational procedures.

4. ISSUES IN INTELLIGENT ASSISTANT SYSTEMS

As the main goal is to desigrn and iteratively refine procedures, there are some issues inherent in this approach which have to be
discussed. Do we need cognitive models to build and refine these procedures ? The application of such procedures will depend on
their understandability and thus user interfaces become critical. How can we carry out the knowledge acquisition process ? Is there a
better way to represent procedures ? What kind of issues are raised by intelligent assistant architectures ? Al techniques have been
implemented on very academic problem so far. Are they robust enough to handle real.world applications like the ones we ar
discussing ?

4.1. Cognitive Models, Knowledge Acquisition and Representation

The goal is not to design cognitive models for building human clones, but: (I) to understand human-At systems interaction, (2) use
operator models in sysemn design, e.g., designing intent recognition mechanisms (Geddes, 1985. 1986; Shalin e al., 1988), and (3)
design user interfaces with AI.systems. The users of a specific intelligent assistant system for an aerospace application may not all
share the implicit model of expertise that has been incorporated into the system,. Many domains, such as tactical warfare, are rife with
individual differences because of the lack of a standardized procedure below a certain level of analysis. These differences could have a
majoir'impact on the knowledge base of the intelligent assistant system. This compounds the knowledge acquisition problem, and
indicates the need for automated knowledge acquisition. These differences may impact the functionality of the system, for example,
the depth of explanation, user monitoring, and instruction required.
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Figure I. An Integrated H-lman-Machine Intelli.ence model

Knowledge acquisition, that is eliciting the expert's knowledge about the task domain, is generally accepted as a significant
bottleneck in system developmenL Knowledge is. however crucial to the success of lASs. An I AS will not discover new knowledge
by itself in real-time real-world situations. And even if some Al scientists argue that discovery can be handled by smoin aruficial
intelligence systems, these system have to be guided and "interpreted" by the acicntists themrslves. 'ih•s is clearly not currently
possible in high workoad situations where the time-pressure is gnrat. Thus, acceptable systems are limited to a particular classs:
procedural systems. By procedural, we mean systems that are based on explicit procedures, eventually using some very well-
stmrctured declarative knowledge. The problem in critical situations Is not to build procedures from scratch, but to use procedures
already tested and adapted to the current situation. The artificial intelligence problem is then to collect these procedures, and to refine
them incrementally with experience. The real problem Is to capture both design knowledge and user knowledge to build the most
.adapted prcedures. These procedures are Initially appropriate in particular situations, but after several simulations or real missions

they can be classified into more Fenent classes of situations. Knowledge acquisition will consist of following the IHMS from its
design to its everyday use, We view knowledge acquisition as an incremental process (sometimes a trial and error process% improving
both the domain knowledge accumulated through experiments and the mets-knowledge useful for elicitating and ratifying this
knowledge, Furthermore, we claim that the activity of knowledge acquisition can provide Important insights towards a possible theoryof cognition.

In all caecs, it seems that goals (and sub-goals), plans (i.e., procedures). and situations (or events or states) are the three most
common tngredients of the knowledge representation currently In use. The expression "situated actions' has been the focus of recent
Al contributions (Suchman. 1987; Drumniond, 1989). However, if the word "context" is always a major c:oncern, very few
convincing definitions of it have been explicitly given. Time and exceptions (abnormal conditions) are also major concerns in the
knowledge representation issue of IH-MS research. They are leading to investigations in the representation of uncertainty, imprecision,
and incompleteness.

4.2. Compatibliliy of An Intelligent Assistant System with the Pilot

As already noted, at pres&'ns IHMI research is dominated by procedural tasks to be performed on engineered systems in non-
deterministic environm~ents. Though controversial, a need for compatibility with the pilot has pot.entially far-re~aching consequences on
the system inputs/outputs nr, d processing (Shalin & Boy. 1989).
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communication languages that are adequate for thi. task and con'espond to human resoning about the task domain. A final
consideration of man-machine conmiuication is system output. In .paticular explanation facilities are often controversial. In
aircraft cockpit, for example, explanation should be reduced to a minimum, especially when the controi frequency is very high.
This does not mean that explanation should be absent, the coekpit must be self--explanatory at each instant and include very
olysemic displays.
Processing Conspatibilisy-.-Te need for incremental development, and possibly incremental modification suggests a requirement for

compatibility at the level of processing, so that users can provide direct feedback on system fur..tionallty. To enh~ance user
confidence, processing might include standard human capabilities, such as reasoning about the consequences of its recommendations.
An additional consideration for processing compatibility is user awareness of the boundaries of system reliability. Any automation in
reactive environments may require systems to be straightforward extensions of the operatorts perceptual and cognitive abilities, as
there is simply not enough time for any extensive on-line analysis oft he system by the user.

Real-rime A-- The real-time Al issue deals not only with the computation speed, but also with resource allocation, cooperation, and
procedure interruption. As the data is uncertain, imprec;ise and incomplete, the integration of nonmonotonic logic in an intelligent
assistant system Is critical. This integration should be done pragmatically and incrementaly refined by experimentation. Discussions
on this issue lead to four possible software architectural tools: conventional programming will sutil be useful, e.g., for implementation
ofniicroscopic detais; blackboard architectures are useful for implementing cooperative and opportunistic interaction tNii, 1986):
agents architectures (as extensions of object-oriented languages) will be interesting for multi-agent cooperation when internal rmodel.r
of the varous utterers are available (e~g.. in intent recognition): hypemgieia (Conk~lin, 1987) provide explicit external representation of
various agents able to interact between eceh other (i.e.. message passing).

Knowledge-.Based System Validation--The state-cf-the-an• in expert system validation techniques is not very well advanced at
present. Methodologies have to be designed, developed and tested. Like knowledge acquisition, validation Is an incremental process.
Moreover, knowledge acquisition and validation can be seen as twin processes in knowledge-basezd system design. Certainly,
inclusion of potential end-users In the design loop is one of the best solutions for incmre.ntat validation. The validation of knowledge-based systems might be compare to the certification of airplanes, at least in terms of comptexity.
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4.3, Real.World Applications and the Automation issue

The present field of Investgatton Is experimental. Theoretical knowledge represntatons are not coming from pure introspection, but
from expeience in in And f expetientai ipotcols. Application domains are picked in rea -world environments and
focus on the decision making, diagnosis, planning and contro of enginered systems. They are gentrally bounded and procedure-
driven, For these reasons, current research issues are concerned wit undeeinatic deviations around pr.cedures (deterministic
blocks of knowledge), At this point, the most Important difficulty is related to situation assessment. Humans are good situation
assessors when they are really In the control loop. However, it Is very difficult to elicit their situation assessment mechanisms and
"sitratlges. They get very sophisticated situation patterns by experience. Machine learning (Kodratoff, 1989) research provides a set of
techniques which can be used for re-creating such patterns by experimentation. As far as situation as.etssmrent is concerned (both by a
human operator and an Intelligent assistant system), the main difficulty in intelligent assistance is summarized by the three tollowitig
issues: (1) When has Information to be presented 7 (2) What content should it include 7 (3) What format does it require ?

Experience In real-world applications should provide a taxonomy of knowledge processing activities from the d-sign activity to
operations. As already discussed, from the difference In types of explanation required In different activities, it follows that the types of
recommendations given to operators or designers are quite different. The problem comes when the level of investigation changes,
e.g., when an operator following religiously a set of procedures will have to investigate a new unexpected situation involving the
creation of appropriate procedures; he/she becomes a procedure designer. This is ore good reason why people are still "controlling"
"fully" automated machines, they are unique In their ability to handle unanticipated situatons. If it non-nomninal situation can be
anticipated, it could be considered as "nominal" by a system which knows it. Nominal situations are undersitox as known in advance.
However, when an unanticipated situation occurs, the operator must be aware and understand what Is going on, .e , the intelligent
assistant system should not mask or distort the real world. This Introduces the difficult problem of quality and safety constraints.

Real-world application, bring the dual problem of training versus cognlitve ergonomics. One is concerned with the compliance of
the human to the machine, and the other one with the contpliance of the machine to the human. If the machinc does not comply enough
then an excessive workload appears on the human operator side. Conversely, if the machine is "too automated" (or autonomous), the
human operator tends to loose his/her vigilance. The ideal machine would comply with or complement the cognitive capahbities of the
human operator in any situation.

One factor in human-system function allocation is the existence of partitionable tasks between the two decision makers. In addition,
overall performance should be optimized by maintaining the best qualities of each in the ultimate allocation. In domains such as
Tactical Warfare, there may be a need for a dynamic task allocation between the human and the system. Depending upon the context
and demands on the operator, the system may have more or less authority in executing portions of the task- Task allo.ation nay in
addition, be affected by policy restrcuons on tnod:fying existing operations.

Automation in real-world applications, such as aviation, has already shown the real problem of humani errors. Analywst of these
errors should bring a new set of recommendations fur Iterative procedure design and maintenance.

Machines do some things better than humans, e.g., computations. T1hey work on well-formulated problems. They are not Inventive.
Thus, what does Al bring in the automation issue 2 Does Al bring new issues in human-Al system interaction ? Certainly, Al, by its
methods, Is beginning to support the notion that full automation is no more an issue, i.e., human openrtour have to be taken into
account during the design process (human-centered design) (Woods & Hollnagel, 1987). An important issue raised by Al is that there
is a need for a better understanding of interactions between intelligent agents (human and machine). Artificial Intelligence and tmaturall
intelligence do not match, but there should be a way for "good" cooperation between them. In particular, if one of the actors is
"incapacitated', it may happen in the future that the other, in general, will help to recover.

S. H1OW WILL THE VARIOUS ROLES BE SIHARED ?

in intelligent systems of the future, artificial agents and human operators will both perform intelligent tasks in the context of an
integrated system. Each has responsibilities, requires access to resources, and has particular knowledge appropriate to tasks. Soice
tasks may be done in parallel, others nay require results from tasks performed by other agents.

The balance of sharing in intelligent functions can be characterized as a continuum:

Manual - tMnturcivy . Automated

In completely manual and totally automated systems, the use. and machine are effecuvely decoupled, In the intentldiate range, where
IHMSs lie, the human and artificial agents must interact by communicawion.

When designing integrated systems the designer needs to consider the nature of communication among the agents. human and
artificial. The type of interaction depend-s, in pan, on the knowledge each agent has of the others. An agent interacting with another
agent, called a partner, can belong to two classes: (1) the agent does not know its partner, (2) the agent knows its partner. Thn second
class can be decomposed into two sub-classes: (2a) the agent knows its partner indirectly (using shared data for instance), (2b) the
agent knows its partner explicitly (using communication primitives clearly understood by the partner). This classification leads to three
relations between two agents communicating: (A) competition, (B) cooperation by sharing common data, (C) cooperation by direct
communication.

in the competition case, the agent is totally ignorant of the existence of other agents. This can lead to conflicts for existing resources.
"Thus, it is necessary to define a set of synchronization rules for avoiding any problems of resource allocation between agents.
Typically, these synchronization rules have to be handled by a supervisor. The supervisor can be one of the partners or an external
agent. Obviously, if available resources exceed the requirements of all the agents, conflicts are automatically avoided. In the real
world, we do not usually know all these requirements and it is impossible to create physical resources on demand.

In the case of cooperation by sharing common data, the agent knows that its partner exists because it is aware of the results of (at
least) some of the pariners actions. Both of them use a shared data base. Agents use and update this data base. An example would
be both agents noting all their actions on a blackboard to which each agent refiers before acting. 1This is no longer a problem of
resource allocation, but a problem of sharing data which each agent can use as It is entitled to. Agents have to cooperate to tnanage the
shared data base. "is paradigm is called a data-oriented system. Such a system has to control the consistency of the shared data.
Cooperative relations between agents do not exclude competitive relations. Shared data are generally supported by resources for which
the corresponding agents may be cmpeting. In this case, synchronization rules have to deal with resolution of resource allocation
conflicts and corresponding data consistency checking.

In the previous cases, the interaction is always indirect. In the cas of cooperating by direct communication, agents share a common
goal and a common language expres sd by messages, e.g., experts in the same domain cooperating to solve a problem.

Humnuu operators do poorly at monitoring tasks if they are not involved in cognitive activity related to the system being monitored,
On the other hand, humans are not as good as machines at highly repetitive, complex, or very time-critical tasks. Thus a designer
must strike a balance between total user control and autonomous machine control.

Sharing autonomy between humans and machines is very important and poorly understood, In this section, we extend the concept
of levels of automation introduced by Sheridan (1984). We will give here a theoretical model of the performance of a simple human-
machine system under different levels of autonomy determined by different levels of understanding or knowledge about the human-
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machine system (figurp 2). The horizontal axis represents a continuum of levels of autonomy from "manual control' to "complete
automation". The vertical axis represents the performance of the human.machine system. Performance could be related to time,
precision of results, costs to solve a given problem or any heuristic criterion appropriate for measuring performance. Each curve of
figure 2 corresponds to a level of knowledge the designer has about the task. (In general, better designer knowledge leads to higher
performance of the designed system.)

HUMAW
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LIMITATIONS

HUMAN OPTIU'.IM MAC14NE

Figure 2. Human-Machine System Performance versus Levels of Autonomy (Boy, 198fJ).

Following the above model, the performance of the human-machine system increases with the autonomy of the machine, but only
until some optimum, after which it decreases. If the autonomy of the machine is further increased, the human operator is likely to lose
control of the situation. Note that the level of autonomy can be increased to a certain limit fixed by technological limitations. At
present, most engineering project% are developed on these technological limitations, i.e., machines are built as well as possible from
strictly machine-centered optimization criteria. In our approach, optimization criteria are centered on the end-user/machine
performance. Such an approach necessitates simulations and real-world experimentation. Human-machine system performance optima
can be shifted to the right if human operators are very well trained. Globally, when the level of understanding and knowledge
increases, these optima shift up and right. Finally, if everything Is known about the machine control In its environment, then the
corresponding optimum is located on the complete autonomy limit. It has been shown that searching for such performance optima is a
good method for acquiring knowledge from experience, i.e., generally we jump from a lower curve to a higher one as we acquire
knowledge.

6. CONCLUSION

"This paper discusses several ideas and lessons learned through experience in the Human-Machine Interaction and Artificial Intelligence
Group at ONERA/CERT, and in the Aerospace Human Factors Research Division and the Intelligent Assistant Group at NASA Ames
Research Center. A critical test of this research effort is its utility In Industrial applications. Dialogics is currently implementing some
of these ideas in real-world situations.

Can we design new onboard capabilities that will improve the safety network to detect performance degradation and pilot
incapacitation'? Artificial intelligence introduces new problems. In particular, the problem of cooperation between human intelligence
and machine intelligence. A new question is: are we designing tools or assistants ? Will we manipulate physical devices or will we
cooperate with smart machines ? Different types of knowledge have to be distinguished: designers. end-users. and maintenance people
for ansutnce. The problem of constructing procedures has been shown to be a very critical issue. In particular, it seems crucial that past
experience in both design and operation has to be captured and stored, in a corporate memory for instance. This will be useful for
generating IEbraries of operational problems, maintenance, redesign, and even for design of new machines. Design, simulation, and
tests should be integrated.

Are we going to cooperate with intelligent assistant systems ? If the answer is no, what do you think the alternative would be'? If the
answer is yes, then there is no time to waste for studying intelligent human-machine cooperation.
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